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FOREWORD' I
This three volume final technical report was prepared by Martin

MariettaAcgospace Corporationr. Oriando. Florida under Contract
F3 0602-73-C-0201, Job Order- Number 1 5,9Ol2j 1fr- Rome Air Development
Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York. it was ;,rcpared in accordance
with the format requirements set forth in AFSC Design -Handbook DH 1-1,
General Index and Reference. The format permits updating of the notebook
as new methods and information become available.

RADC Project Engineer was James Saporito, Jr. (RSRS).

This notebook is dedicated to Mr. Frank Mazzola ,whose untimely death
resulted in a great loss, to the maintainability world.

This report has been reviewed by. the Office of Information (01), RADC,
and approved for release to the National Tech-nical Information Service (NTIS).
At NTIS, it will be-available to the general'public, including foreign nations.

This report has been reviewed and is approved for publication.

APPROVED

JAE AORITO
Projec Engineer

APPROVED:

HOS L. NARESKi

Chief, Reliability & Compatibility Division

FOR THE COMMANDER: ( ~ 7 /Z .

CARLO P. CROCETPI
Chief, Plans Office
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ABSTRACT

The RADC Maintainability Engiricering Design Notebook brings together
currently ayailable-knowledge of maintainability engineering and treats such
knowledge from a practical rather thaA t-hereticdl viewpoint. The notebook
rovides both quantitative and qualitative iiJformation and techniques which

can serve-as guidelines for those personnel who are-directly responsible for
establishinq maintainability requirements and maintainabilil y design, and for

the acceptance of te maintainability ot Air Force ground electronic zystems
add equipments.

Although the notebook is directed at ground electronic systems, the

majority of the material is applicable to a much broader class of hardware.

Specifically, the notebook includes a description of the tie phasing of
the maintainability program tasks, a breakdo, of maintainability into its
roots, ar.d detailed description, guidelines and methodology, procedures,
and an example of each maintainability task, as applicable.

Since maintainability covers a wide range of disciplines ranging through
electronic and mechanical design, instrumentation requirements, logistic
support, personnel requirements, and statistics, it is not anticipated that

any single group will find all of its responsibilities completely described
in this notebook. It should, however, conttibute significantly to improved

kmaintainability programs and subsequent improved system/equipment maintain-
ability.

it is intended that the notebook will be updated and revisions issued as
necessary to enhance its applicability and maintain its currency with advances
in the maintainability discipline.
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EVALUATION

1. The objective of this effort was to provide for the revicion
and expansion of the RADC Maintainability DesIgn Engineerlng Notebook,
RADC-T-69-:286; and tu d,'velop quantitative relationships caprable
of equating desired values of rintainability to values o. t.

2. The Main.4nability Notebook brings togetnr currently available
knowledge of maintainability eincorin nd treats it from a practical
viewpoint. It provides both quantitative and.qualitative infcrzatl n
and techniques which serve as-guidelines for those who are directly
resporsible fcr establishing maintainability requirements and maintain-
ability design of Air Force ground electronic systems and equipments.

3. It further includes detailed breakdowns of program elemeit. and
& tasks of maintainability specified in AFP 300-7, MUL-STD-470, IAIL-STD-

471A, MIL-STD-721B and MIL-HDBK-472. It indicates current polLcy on
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) and its relationship to the various
facets of maintainability. It also traces the responsibility of
implementing these through the systein acquisition phases.

4. The Notebcok provides a description of the time-phasing of maintain.-
ability program tasks and a breakdown of maintainability into its cost
envelcpe for ach task as a function of equipment characteristics.

5. The analyois of the cost of maintainability resulted from ata on
17 systems consisting of inputs from 14 companies collected through
solicitation and questionnaires. The degree of accuracy of the cost
data can only be substantiated through the collection of additional cost
data :rom cooperating electronic companies and compared to the actual
costs of systems and their maintenance. This collection and (omparison
will continue in the house to assure thrit cost data are reliable and
useable.

6. In suissavy, the Notebook contains a wide spectrum of maintainability
knowledge, ranging from management and cost to design. It will provide
government aad industrial organizations, at all levels, with the
necessary knowhow, to specify, generate and apply the maintainability
disciplines. The Notebook will be distributed to AFSC, Wright-Patterson
AFB OH, where it will be published as a design handbook. It will also be

4 generally distributed through DDC.

7. The Nctebook will be continually updated and revisions issued as
necessary tj enhance its applicability and maintain its currency with
advances in maintainability. It is designed such that revisions and new
chapters can be inserted without affecting the basic format.

At/JMES SAPORflI __
Rel. & Maint. Engineering Section
Reliabilltf Branch
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I ~-'OAP'rER A ~
MAINTAINABILITfY PROGRAM INi'iObUCrION

This chater describes the contents and purpose of the Mainta nablitty En-

gineering Design Notebook. It also identifies the miitary and other docu-

ments that suppie ,vnt the notebook and indicates the portions of the note-

book to which these documents apply. The maintainability program is pre-

sented by means of text and a maintainability program 'xoadmap." The

chapter concludes by presenting characteristics of a sample system that

will be used to illustrate many of the notebook procedtres.

I Preceding page blank
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SECrT!0 A

PURPOSE AND USE OF NOTEBOOK

This section describes the notebook's scope and purpose. Lt also summarizz-

the subjects covered and describes how to use the notebook effectively.

ix
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SECT 1A - PURPOSE AND USE OF NOTEBOOK

DESIGN NOTE lAl NOTEBOOK APPLICATION

1. GENERAL

The Department of Defense (DoD) has recognized the need to establish Inte-

grated Logistics Support (ILS) as a distinct discipline and has published

DoD Directive 4100.35, Development of Integrated Logistics Support Planning

for Systems Equipments. This DoD document has been implemented by

AFP 800-7, Integrated Logistic Support Implementation Guide for

DoD Systems and Equipments. These publications define ILS and essential,

related maintainability tasks that must be accomplished during materiel

acquisition, but do not prescribe precise methods of accomplishment.

2. PURPOSE

The purpose of this notebook is to present current maintainability policies

and currently accepted methods of accomplishing each task defined in MIL-STD-

470, Maintainability Program Requirements. It is recognized that wide varia-

tions will exist between specific projects in the detailed contractual re-

quirements and the amount, of resources available for performance of individual

tasks. For this reason, basic principles and sample methods have been pre-

sented, along with some variations in procedures, guidelines, and methodology

which can be adapted to specific requirements and available resources.

3. SCOPE

The scope of this document includes program elements of maintainability speci-

fied in AFP 800-7 and MIL-STD-470. It states the DoD policy on ILS and main-

tainability, and traces the responsibility of implementing these policies

through the system acquisition phases. DN 1B2 contains a maintainability

roadmap of program elements and the program phase re-ationship.
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Each chapter contains a description of the task, with guidelines, methodoloqy,

and, in most cases, procedures and examples for accomplishing the task. The
only exception to this outline is Chapter 2, which describes the roots of main-

tainability. Starting with Chapter 3, the sequence of the chapters is by task

and is the sequence in which they would normally occur in the acquisition of a

system.

Although this document is specifically dedicated to the implementation of

a maintainability program on a ground electronic system, the philosophies

presented are generally applicable to other types of systems.

4. SUPPLEMENTING DCCUMENTATION

Many of the procedures, techniques, and policies that are needed in the sys-

tem procuremnt process are published and are in regular use thioughout the

Air Force. The documents that are required to supplement the notebook are

listed below.

4.1 Military Standards

4.1.1 Maintainability Program Requirements (MIL-STD-470) (See Sect lB.)

The requixements of this standard are applicable to planning and implementing

the development phases of all system and equipment acquisitions. When devel-

-opment is not involved, the standard is applicable to the extent specified

in the contract documentation.

The specification requires contractors to plan and implement a maintainability

program. Thd specification lists all tasks to be performed and details the

specifics of eac:i task.

4.1.2 Maintainability Demonstration (MIL-STD-471A) (See Chap 15 and 16.)

MIL-STD-471A, Maintainability Demonstration, is intended for use in demon-

stration of mainttinability at any hardware level (systems, subsystem, etc.)

and at any level of maintenan e under any defined set of maintenance con-

ditions.

2
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SECT 1A - PURPOSE AND- USE OF NOTEBOOK

It includes standard procedures for demonstrating maintainability and a

number of test methods. Selection of test methods will be made by the pro-

curing activity directly or by delegation to .the selected contractor, and

it will be based on acceptable tradeoffs between risk, cost, and time and

on the degree to which assumptions underlying specific plans are valid for

the situation covered by the procurement.

4.1.3 Maintainability Definitions (MIL-STD-721B)

MIL-STD-721B, Definitions of Effectiveness Terms for Reliability, Maintain-

ability, Human Factors, and Safety, defines words and terms used most fre-

quently in specifying effectiveness to give these terms a common meaning for

DoD contractors.

4.2 Military Handbooks

MIL-HDBK-472, Maintainability Predictions, provides information on current

maintainability prediction procedures. (See Chap 13.)

4.3 Air Force Manuals

4.3.1 Systems Engineering Management Procedures (AFSCM 800-XX) (See Ap-

pendixes E'and F.)

The AFSCM 800-XX series of manuals establish the requirements, policies, and

procedures for system progrem office management of the system engineering

effort. They are the system engineering management standard for all AFSC

system acquisition programs and projects.

These manuals serve two purposes. First, they define a common system analysis

process that leads to system definition in terms of performance requirtxants

on a total system basis. Secondly, they providle a detailed "roadmap" of en-

gineering actions in their relative order of occurrence during a systeli's

life cycle.

3
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4.3.2 Optimum Rcpdii-Levol Anal,,kis, (AFSCH 800-4) (See-Chal? ;,and9.)

AFSCM 800-4-explains a repair-leve. analysis system applicable to APLC/AFSC

organizati6ns. It 'is, a guide for u in procur6ment'of new weapon/sup!5rt

systems andprovides contractors and prspective contractors with a basis on,

which -an. optfmum~ipproach, to level of repawr or dibcard' at faile can be

evolved concurrently with the definiti6.% ahde.ngineering development of a
weapon/sup pot t system.

4.'4 A ForceiTechnicalRepoAt

RADC-TR- 68-187' Maintainability of Micro circuit Equipment (see chap 9.)

RADC TR-69-356 Vol I, Mainai inability Prediction and (See Chap 13.)

Demnstration Techniques

RAD-TR-69-356 Vol II, Maintainability Pre(iction (See Chap915 and 16.)
and DemOnstraltibn Ti.chniques

RADC-TR-70-89 Maintainability Prediction and (SeeChap 13.)
Demonstration Techniques

4.5 Air Force Regulations

AFR 80-14 Test and Evaluation (See Chap 15.)

4.6 Air Force Pamphlets

AFP 800-7 Integrated Logistics Support ( See Appendixes E and -F.)

Implementation Guide for DoD

Systems and Equipments

AFSCP 800-3 Guide for Program Management (See Appendix E.)

4
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SECT IA - PURPOSE AND USE OF NOTEBOOK

DESIGN NOTE 1A2 GENERAL PHILOSOPHY

I. WHAT IS MAINTAINABILITY?

A definition of maintainability adopted by the Department of Defense and the

defense industry is as follows: "A characteristic of design and installation

which is expressed as the probability that an item will be retained in or

restored to a specified condition within a given period of time, when the

maintenance is performed in accordance with prescribed procedures and re-

sources" (MIL-STD-721B). In general, maintainability refers to the ease with

which equipment can be maintained in an operational condition. It is an

attribute of design.

Maintainability, as a measure of the ease and rapidity with which a system

or equipment can be restored to operational status following a failure, is a

function of equipment design and installation, personnel availability in the

required skill levels, adequacy of maintenance procedures and test equipment,

and the physical environment under which maintenance is performed.

To be a meaningful value as a design criterion, maintainability must be

capsule of quantitative expression for specifying, estimating, measuring,

and demonstrating its value.

maintainability can be expressed either as a measure of the time required to

repair a given percentage of all system failures, or as a probability of re-

storing the system to operational status within a given period of time fol-

lowing a failure. Both of these figures of merit will be used in later parts

of this notebook.

5 ,
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SECT IA - PURPOSE AND USE OF NOTEBOOK

Several concepts are implied in the definition of maintainability given above:

a. Maintainability is a design characteristic that is built into the equip-

ment and must be considered in the early conceptual phases of a Research and

Engineering (R&E) progama for new equipment and pursued through each subse-

quent program phase.

b. Maintainability can.be predicted'and measured in terms of maintenance

man-hours and equated to dollars for inclusion in maintenance cost-foiecasts.

c. Maintainability must not be treated-as an isolated design feature, but as

an interface with reliability, equipment availability, and logistic support

factors.

d. Mcintainability must be a practical design constraint; i.e., the equipment

user's maintenance resources and operational environment must be considered

without unduly constraining the functional design.

e. The maintainability features designed into the equipment must support the

equipment mission.

To su arize, maintainability is concerned with any design and maintenance

concept decisions which have an impact on maintenance and its attendant

loaistics resource requirements. Chapter 2 defines maintainability in terms

of its roots.

2. WHI MAINTAINABILITY?

The basic worth of a system to its owner is determined by two fundamental

factors: system effectiveness, and ease of logistic support, which includes

ease of maintenance. The two factors are dependent, in large measure, on the

maintainability chaxacteristics of the system. Maintainability is therefore

a critically important consideration in planning the acqusition of a new sytem

or equipment.

2.1 System Effectiveness

Relidbility, performance capability, and availability are primary measures of

system effectiveness. Availability and its several derivations (i.e., turn-

around time, oper/tional ready-rate, etc.) are directly proportional to the

maintainability characteristics of the system. A system that is quickly

maintainable is more often operable at the instant it is needed.
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SECT 1A - PURPOSE AND USE OF NOTEBOOK

2-2 nase of Logistic Support

Maintenance requires skilled personnel in quantities and skill levels com-

mensurate with the complexity of the maintenance characteristics of the

system. A system that is easily maintainable can be quickly restored to

service by the skills of available maintenance personnel. The use of other

logistic resources, such as tool and test equipment, facilities, and spare

parts stockage, are also optimized in direct proportion to the degree of

maintainability designed into a system.

2.3 Ease of Maintenance

A system that is quickly and easily maintained reduces the operating costs

throughout its life cycle. This is accomplished by reducing the man-hours

and labor skills required for maintaining the system and thereby reducing the

amount of training required. These reductions are important when it is con-

sidered that life cycle support costs for equipment often range from 3 to 20

times its original procurement cost.

j 2.4 Summary

Maintainability should not be designed into a system Zor the sake of maintain-

ability, but rather, the degree of maintainability, like all other 6asign dis-

ciplines, should be determined as that representing the system which meets or

exceeds the operational requirements at the minimum life cycle cost. It should

be pointed out that if the contract is awarded based on lowest acquisition cost

alone, one can expect only a design which meets (but not exceeds) the main-

tainability time requirements and constraints at the minimum acquisition cost.

The term "system" as used here means the deployed tactical hardware with all

the accompanying support personnel, hardware, and software.

.7
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DESIGN NOTE 1A3 MAINTATNABILITY INTERFACES

1. GENERAL

The intricate relationship between maintainability as a, system effectiveness

parameter and maintainability as a system design attribute is frequently mis-

understood. Inadequate consideration of maintainability in the early plan-

ninqand design phases of material acquisition can result in critical short-

ages of personnel of the skill levels required to effectively maintain a

system, inadequacies in built-in monitoring and fault isolation facilities,

deficiencies in test equipment and maintenance provisions, inaccessible loca-

tions of high failure rate components, unsafe maintenance conditions, and, as

a result, exorbitant life cycle costs.

Maintainability engineering is the system engineering discipline within which

the techniques of system analysiz and equipment design are combined with a

knowledge of reliability, safety, human factors, and life cycle cost methodol-

ogy, to provide optimization of the maintainability aspects of system design k

and an awareness of interface problems, The maintainability engineering fu.-

tion involves the formulation of an optimum combination of design features,

repair policies, and maintenance resources to achieve a specified level of

maintainability at minimum life cycle costs. There are many interfaces and

feedback paths between these disciplines. SN 1 (1) depicts the feedback

paths and the type of data.

2. MAINTAINABILITY/MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING INTERFACE

The maintenance engineer is primarily system support oriented, whereas the

maintainability engineer is primarily system design oriented. This does not

in any way imply lack of knowledge of support by the maintainability engineer

8
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S -NOT9 1(1)o Maintainability Program Interfaces

ilaintain-
ability

Recmdns, H Data,
S 'Data Requests Demo Plan, Data Regmts 8;

.pply " Data, ets 0 - Test Results t
R Peqmts, Design Eval,

Guidelines, Recmdns,

Maintenance MEA Inputs, M Ccncept LogisticsConsi deratilons |~ I!) Design!
E EA, Recfdns, -W Equipment lescriptions, Dsg
Study Requests Study Requests

Trade-Off, Analysis, M
P - Concept, Data Coord'on Concept, Specs

|LO Systems|
ci Requirements w 4ys Reqmts, Study Requests S

Sys Descriptions SE E

Datato taets, -ijtaijizit0 tuy et
4Rt, Data Requests

FnneCost Estirrates &- a IrTBF. F.E, Stuly inpus biy

Study Requests,

Sub-ty Program .Reqmts, ControlInputs, Results 1w
contractor Status, n Data 7 t Req s Study Safetys

Requests, R sults

study Requcsts,

Qult aData Requests Inputs, Results 0. Hma[ Tu F y ; ailure Reports, Recrdns a- -a Study Results, HFFctr
MEA Data, Study Requests|

anu- - Data Requests Study Requests, Result = Environ-

facturing Failure Reports, Recmdns ty Rsults Requests actors

M - Maintenance
M- Maintainability

MfA - Maintenance Engineering Analysis
FMEA - Failure Made Effects Analysis
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or of design by the maintenance engineer. Their two areas of activity and

interest are complementary. Each depends.on the other for analysis sup-

port and technical data in establishing an optimum and mutually compatible

16 set of design criteria and repair policies.,

The maintenance engineer is a specialist in maintenance procedures, task

analysis, development of instruction, and determination of resource require-

ments in terms of personnel and tast equipment needed to satisfy the main-

tainability requirement.

In summry, maintainability engineering is primarily a before-the-act (of

cesign) activity, while maintenance engineering is generally an after-the-

fact function. There are, however, many interfaces and feedback paths be-

tween the two specialties as depicted in SN 2 (1).

10(
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DESIGN NOTE IA4 SYSTEM ACQUISITION PROCESS

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of any new system is a complex task that requires interaction

among a number of agencies. To achieve proper coordination, the Air Force

uses a process of system management called "functional management." It is

defined as the process of planning, organizing, coordinating, controlling,

and directing Air Force efforts within a structure that groups responsibilities

according to type. of work. Titles such as plans, programs, research, procure-

ment, supply, maintenance, personnel, intelligence training operations, civil

engineering, security, and medical support are descriptive of group responsi-

bilities.

The acquisition process consists of five major phases with major decisions

required before proceeding with the second, third, and fourth phases as in-

dicated below and in SN 1 (1). (A more detailed description of the program

phases which has been extracted from AFSCP 800-3 is included in Appendix E

of this notebcok.)

Conceptual Phase - Program Decision

Validation Phase - Ratification Decision

Full-Scale Development Phase - Production Decision

Production Phase

Deployment Phase

The first phase is the Conceptual Phase, during which the technical, military,

and economic bases are established, and the management approach is delineated.

The Program deuision fol~owing this phpse determines subsequent system pro-

gression and establishes the functional baseline.

The second phase is the Validation Phase, during which major program charac-

teristics are validated and refined, program risks are assessed, res"?ved, or

minimized, and the confidence of success becomes high enough to warrant pro-

gression to the next phase. It establishes the allocated baseline.

12
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SECT 1A - PURPOSE AND USE OF NOTEBOOK

j r'he third phase is the Full-Scale Development 1'hIso, durinq whida dustJn,

fabrication, and test are completed to assure that the program is ready for

the Production Phase, and establishes the product baseline.

The fourth phase is the Production Phase, during which the system is ef-

ficiently produced and delivered as an effective sunportable system.

The final phase is Deployment, during which the system reaches its operational

ready state and is turned over to the using command for transition to the Air

Force Logistic Command (AFLC).

14
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SECTION 1B

MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

This section identifies and describes the maintainability program tasks- and

the interrelationship of all the factors directly related to maintainability.

-X
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SECTION lB MAINTAINABilITY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

DESIGN NOTE JBI - MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY

-1. GENERAL

1, (1). ,Maintainability-Program Tasks/SystemPhase Relationships

1 (2) 'Maintainability (_)"Effort Program Phases

DESIGN NOTE lB2 -MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAMROADMAP

1. GENERAL

1 (1) Maintainability Roadmap

2. MAINTAINABILITY ROADMAP DESCRIPTION

2.1 Maintainability Related Program Functions

2.2 Maintainability Tasks

2.3 Maintainability Related Support Functions

2.4 Maintainability Related System Design Data

2.5 Maintainability Related Milestones

DESIGN NOTE IB3 - MAINTAINABILITY RELATED PROGRAM FUNCTIONS c-
i. REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY (ROC)

2. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE (PMD) ISSUED

3. OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS AND CONCEPT

4.* DEPLOYMENT CONCEPT

5. ANALYZE MAINTAINABILITY AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS AND
ESTABLISH CONSTRAINTS

5.1 Quantitative Constraints

5.1 (1) XYZ Critical Communications Link

5.2 Qualitative Constraints

6. PREPARATION OF SPECIFICATION INPUTS

7. SECREARY OF DEFENSE (SECDEF) APPROVES DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN (DCP)

8. FUNCTIONAL BASELINE

9. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN (PMP)

10. APPROVED DCP

11. ALLOCATED BASELINE
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12. APPROVED DCP

13. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AUDIT (PCA)

14. PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION UPDATED

15., PRODUCT BASELINE

16. CATEGORY I TEST START

17. CATEGORY II TEST PLAN AND START

18. CATEGORY I AND II TEST

19. CATEGORY III TEST

DESIGN NOTE 1B4 - MAINTAINABILITY TASK DESCRIPTION

1. MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN

2. MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS

3. DESIGN REVIEWS

3.1 Design Concept Review

3.2 Preliminary Design Review

3.3 Critical Design Review

9 4. MAINTAINABILITY REPORTS

S. TRADE-FFS

6. SPECIAL MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

7. MAINTAINABILITY MODELING

8. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

9. MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN CRITERIA AND SPECIFICATION INPUTS

10. MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTIONS

11. MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN AUDIT

12. MAINTAINABILITY DEMONSTRATION

13. MAINTAINABILITY DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

DESIGN NOTE IB5 - COST OF MAINTAINABILITY TASKS

1. COST ESTIMATORS

(1) 1 Prograis Plan

(1) 2 Design Review
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(1) 3 Allocations

(I) 4, Reports 41

(1) 5 'Trdde-Off a

(1) 6 Special Analysis

(1) 7 Models

(1) 8 Maintenance Concept

(1), 9 GFE Integration

'(1) 10 Design Criteria and Specifications

(I) Ii Predictions

(1) 12 Design Audit

(1) 13 Demonstration Plan

(1) 14 Demonstration Conduct

(1) 15 Demonstration Report

(1) 16 Data Collection and Analysis

(1) 17 Z"Maintainability Tasks
(1) 18 7. Demonstration Conduct and Report

DESIGN NOTE IB6 - MAINTAINABILITY RELATED SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

1. MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS

1.1 General

1.2 Logistic Resources

1.2.1 Equipment Publications (T.O.)

1.2.2 Spares

1.2.3 Facilities

1.2.4 Personnel and Training

1.2.5 Support Equipment

1.2.6 Transportation

1.2.7 Calibration Requirements Summary

DESIGN NOTE IB7 - MAINTAINABILITY RELATED SYSTEM DESIGN DATA

1. DESCRIPTION
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SECT 1B - MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

DESIGN NOTE IBI MAINTAINABILITY I'LK]i-AM PHIIA)SOPIIY

1. GENERAL

A maintainability program centers around the maintainability tasks and manage-

ment procedures that will be utilized to control mainta4.nability throughout a

system's life cycle. The primary objectives of a raintainability program are

as follows:

a. To ensure design adherence in relation to specified operational and

performance parameters in consonance with those principles associated with

a highly maintainable system.

b. To ensure system design and maintenance concept optimized in terms of

lowest life cycle cost.

The efforts of a maintainability program are conducted during all phases of

a system's life cycle.

The procuring agency should specify in its acquisition procurement contracts

of its Request for Proposal (RFP) the requir-ment for the conduct of a

maintainability program in accordance with a standard procedural or require-

ment document. The military document which governs all military maintain-

ability program requirements is MIL-STD-470, Military Standard Naintainabil-

ity Program Requirements for Systems and Equipments.

It is the responsibility of the procuring agency to identify the requirement

for a maintainability program and to monitor the contractor's maintainability

program; it 3s the responsibility of the contractor to establish and maintain

an effective maintainability program.7

19
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The contractor's response to the RFP should be evaluated by the procuring

agency to assure that th& contractoi understands and is-responsive to the

requirements, and'to assure that the contractor.has an effective, realistic

set of resources and management tools to assure, timely attainment of the re-

quirements and demonstration of the attainment.

Since.MIL-STD-470 is definitive in the tasks of a maintainability program

plan, the variation in plans submitted for review should reflect the con-

tractor's understanding of a maintainability program, the system,require-

ments, and the: uniqueness of his maintainability organization-and techniques

for maintainability analysis. The tasks are defined by MT -STD-470; the

"how" reflects the contractor's capability.

The effectiveness of the maintainability effort is ,feated unless the ef-

forts within the program are completed in a time,.. manner in consonance with

the overall design engineering milestones. A I tasks should be scheduled to

be completed in time to be effective in the.aecision-making process. To be/(
effective, the maintainability organizat',?n should be in a position to rec-

ognize foreseeable problem areas, ideitify efforts required to investigate

and correct these problems, and be .mely with changes within the design

phase.

The identification of appropr',ite procuring agency-contractor program mile-

stone review points is nece liary to assure that all aspects of the program

development are approved,!nd identifiable problems resolved. These formal

maintainability revieware usually scheduled during the program design re-

views, while informa4,review is established by the procuring agency after

review of data elemnts (i.e., status reports, trade reports, predictions,

etc.) throughout khe program. The latter is usually devoted to the solution

of special prok ems.

SN I(i) depilts the maintainability program tasks and tine phasing in re-

lation to ;arious phases of the system development cycle. SN 1(2) summarizes

the maint.inab3lity efforts conducted during each of the phases.

204-
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ISUB-NOTE 1 (1) Maintalnability Program Tasks/System Phase Relationships

Phases
Azintainability

Prog" kquirmens CocepualValidaton Full Scale Production Deployment
Progar.~eq~reents [Coce~ual} - Development-I- -

Establish Requirements
and Constraints m
Preoare Program

Plan

Allocations

Reviews

Concept 1
Design I l
Hardware -

Reports

Trade-Offs

Special Analysis

Model

Maintenance Concept

GEE Integration

Design Criteria

Specification Inputs

Prediction

Design Audit

Demonstration

Data Collection, m luE
Analysis, and
Corrective Attion

Related Program Milestones

System Performance
Specification

System Design RequirementsSpecification Part I

*, CAT I Test fP I I
CAT II Test 1- i IIillll.lIA

* System Design t "
Requirements
Specification Part II

-CAT II Test
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2.3 Maintainability Related Support'Functions

These are the functions that maintainability ikmpacts and guides to develop

the logistic resources.

2.4 Maintainability Related System Design Data

These are the system engineering design functioas that feed data (design,

type, complexity, accuracy, enviionment, reliability) to maintainability and

receive data from maintainability.

2.5 Maintainability Related Milestones

These are the major milestones of a system acquisition which maintainability

keys on.

j)
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DESIGN NOTE IB3- MAINTAINABILITY, RELATED, PROGRAM FUNCTIONS.

1. REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY (ROC) (See DN 1B2, SN 1(1), block 100J)

The Conceptual Phase may, begin -with the statement of the operati-'onal defi-

ciency or need. This stiteaient may be expressed by Headquarters USAF or by

a major command (MAJCOM) as a ROC (AFR 57-1.)_.

Coordination with.the usingcommand should be emphasized. 'The process should

begin with the submission of the ROC and continue throughout the acquisition.

A more efficient system management will result when user requirements are

known at all times. As problems arise, realistic ttade-offs can be properly

evaluated. This will provide a system optimized to user requirements. 'In

addition, the user will be made aware of the management and technical problems

as they occur and will be better prepared to support requixed program-changes.

If such coordination is not maintained, there is the hazard of becoming, so in-

volved with the acquisition that the objective of providing the using com-

mand with a required capability may be threatened.

2. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE (PMD) ISSUED (See ON 1B2, SN i(1), block 101.)

Headquarters USAF directs and guides appropriate action in the Conceptual

Phase by means of a PMD. The PMD specifies the progress and acceptance of

the program at Headquarters USAF and Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD)

levels, including the actions to be performed by the commands to translate

the ROC into a proposal for a new program.

3. OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS AND CONCEPT (See ON 1B2, SN l(1), block 102.)

. Operating hours per unit calendar time

* Downtime or availability constraints

. Mobility requirements

* Self-sufficiency constraints

* Reaction time requirements

* Operational environment

26
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4. DEPUOYN 1T CONCEPT (See DN IB2, SN 1(1), block 103.)

Typical outputs of interest:

Number and locations of operational sites

Number of operational systems per site

De Dployment schedule

5. ANALYZE 'AINTAINABILITY AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS AND ESTABLISH

- CONSTRAINTS (See DN iB2, SN (), block 04.

The ROC, as amplified in opeational and deployment concept documents, repre-

sents the most fundamental statement of user need. A proper understanding and

assessment of this need is critical to all subsequent program events, includ-

ing those related t maintainability and maintenance planning.

During the Conceptual Phase, basic maintainability and maintenance constraints

are derived through analysis of the stated user need for inclusion in appro-

priate sections of the functional baseline description. These constraints are
typically both qualitative and quantitative in nature, addressing such sub-

jects as maintenance philosophy, allowable downtime, and skill level limita-

tions.

Formulation of maintainability and maintenance-related constraints is not

necessarily a simple matter, since the usex traditionally tends toward

describing his requirements in terms of the Job to be accomplished rather

than in precise engineering language.

!'or example, assume that the ROC states, "Maintenance to be performed by the

user." To the maintainability engineer charged wzth translation of this need

into specification requirements, such a statement provides the basis for

further analysis. Questions such as the following become pertinent:

Who is the user?

What maintenance AFSC's and skills does he currently posress?

In what environment does he normally operate and perform maintenance?

27
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Answers to questions such as these lend considerable insight into, the overall

maintenance picture, and establish oAe segment of the foundation upon which

specification constraints can be knowledgeabik and rationally based. 'As the

first rule of thumb, the maintainibilItyanalyst must-strive to obtain com-

patibility between the using support structure and the developmental con-

straints which he derives.

Secondly, maintainability and maintenance-related constraintsmust be fully

compatible with the operational mission for which the system or item is being

developed.

hat a keen awareness and understanding of this mission is essential to, the

maintainability analyst cannot be overly stressed. '

Again, a simple statement of need should prompt a number of questions by the

maintainability analyst. Assume the stated ROC need is to proyide highly

reliable communications as part of the XYZ intercontinental communications
system. (

This statement suggests questions such as:

How "reliable" is the XYZ system?

How does the equipment fit into this system, and how available

must it be to be compatible with the overall XYZ system performance

constraints?

What maintenance policies and procedures pertaining to the XYZ

system must be considered as totally or partially applicable to

the equipment?

For purposes of illustration, assume a ROC for a multiplexer set similar to

that described in DN 1i. Further assume that a thorough review of the needs

set forth in this ROC has been completed, and the analysis prompted by this

review has established the following:

* The Multiplexer Set will be deployed worldwide.

Using organizations are technical control centers operating at

fixed and semimobile (trailer van) installations. Each installation

28
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will have five or fewer multiplexers. Some installations (10 percent

or less) operate unattended. Commnunication links processed by

unattended installations are noncritical.

The XYZ system requires a-critical communications link availability

of 0.99.

Each XYZ link is allocated an hour each month for downtime, enabling

preventive maintenance. This downtime is excluded from link avail-

ability requirements.

" Using units have appropriate AFSC's in their maintenance organizations,

but the vast majority of skills are at the -3 level.

* Installations processing critical communications links are constantly

attended, and have "running spares" sets and maintenance personnel

immediately available.

Based upon the above-listed information, we can begin the formulation of

maintainability and maintenance-related constraints for inclusion in the

functional multiplexer baseline.

5.1 Quantitative Constraints

Given that a critical XYZ communications link must be 0.9900 available, and the

multiplexer is but one portion of an overall link, further investigation re-

veals a total link as depicted by SN 5.1(1). To existing nonmultiplexer ele-

ments of this link are assigned availability constraints obtained from in-

dividual element specifications.

From the figure, we see that the nonmultiplexer link elements represent an

availability of 0.9901. Therefore, the multiplexer availability (x) must be:

(0.9901) x) 0.99

x = 0.9999

if the overall link availability of 0.99 is to be attained.

Next, conferring with persons familiar with designs similar to that envisioned

29
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for he multiplexer, it is determined that a complexity of approximately 4000

active electronic devices should be expected. The reliability (R) analyst,

usih4gihis complexity estimate and'empirical failure rate data, determnes

that a multiplexer MTBF of 2200 hoursis reasonableand attainable. He will,

specify this value-as~part of his constraints.

we ire now given a maltiplexer availability requirement of 0.9999, and an

MTBF'requirement of'2200 hours. Using the expression

A MTBF
A MTBF + Mct

ct'we can determine that the Met required of the multiplexer is:

2200
0.9999 2200 -

x = 0.2 hour

The basic mean maintenance time constraint then becomes 0.2 hour, or 12.0

P * minutes.

As a rule of thumb, we know that a ratio of 1:3 exists between the mean and

maximum (95th percentile) of typical maintenance task time distributions.

Therefore, the maximum downtime (M at 95th percentile) for the multi-
max ct

plexer is '(3) (12.0) - 36.0 minutes.

We have also been given that the XYZ system tolerates 1 hour per month for

preventive maintenance downtime. The multiplexer need simply be compatible

with this environment.

Summarizing then, we can state that quantitative maiatainability constraints

applicable to the multiplexer are:

* Mean corrective maintenance time (Mc ) shall not exceed 12.0 minutes.
ct

Maximum corrective maintenance time (M shall not exceed 36.0

minutes (95th percentile).

* Preventive maintenance downtime shall not be required more fre-

quently than once each 30 days, and shall not exceed I hour

in duration.
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5.2 Qualitative Cbnstraints

' ertain qualitative maintainability and maintenance-related constraints are

applicable to essentially all developmental programs, and ours is no exception. _0

Establishment of qualitative constraints requires that the analyst take a

comprehensive overview of the maintenance and support situation. Skill levels,

time constraints, and other factors must be considered in combination, as well

as singularly. Other nonmaintainability constraints must .also be examined for

their influence.

In the above illustration, we established an R constraint of 12.0 minutes.
ct

Such a low value, combined with the expected multiplexer complexity, suggests
that some form of assistance should be provided for localizing and/or diagnos-

ing detected faults. Further, by virtue of the skill levels available in the

anticipated using units, maintenance must be as simple and straightforward

as possible. It follows, then, that repairs be accomplished by exchange of

subassemblies or modular entities rather than by exchange at the discrete

part level. (-

Another factor bearing upon fault isolation considerations is the reliabil-

ity constaint. Although the multiplexer will operate continuously, the 2200-

hour MTBF constraint yields an average of only four failures.per year. Such a

low corrective maintenance frequency, with the attendant difficulties in

maintaining maintenance proficiency, further dictates that the overall main-

tenance task be as simple as possible. Extensive procedural fault localiza-
tion and isolation routines must be avoided.

Although we are satisfied that some form of diagnostics aids will be required,

it should be recognized that any such aids have inherent limitations. For

this reason, correction of certain failures will entail conventional trouble-

shooting processes. We should therefore also plan to assist these processes

by establishing a requirement or constraint addressing test points.
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'Based.upon-the above discussion, it should'be seen that certain qualitative

constraints are rational, l6ical, and necessary. For the multiplexer illus-

tration, they may be-summarized as follows:

* Provide integral diagnosticaids enabling corrective maintenance

at the subassembly, levelwithin the sNecified maintenance time,

constraints.

* Requiredmaintenance tasks shall be within the--capabilities of

appropriately trained personnel of -3 skill levels,

V To the greatest extentpossible,, requirementsfor charts, tabular

listings,.and technical publications in support of malfunction

isolation tasks shall be avoided.

Readily accessible test points shall be provided within the-multi-
plexer for purposes of assisting in the isolation of faults, not

treated by integral diagnostic aids.

In the preceding discussions of quantitative and qualitative maintailiability

and maintenance-related constraints, we should see that the necossity for such

constraints can be established in a logical manner, based .uon a comprehensive

assessment of the stated user need. It should be firmly recognized that the

thoroughness and validity of this constraint derivation in the Conceptual

Phase is of vital importance, since all subsequent development activities are

based upon these constraints. The objective should always be one of properly

expressing the u er'5 need. Understatement will result in failure to obt-z,

expected performance, and overstatement will result in added cost and com-

plexity.

6. PREPARATION OF SPSCIFICATION INPUTS (See DN IB2, SN l(1), block 105.)

Maintainability and maintenance-related constraints derived from analysis of

the stated user need must be included in the Functional Baseline description.

This description takes the form of a System Specification, to which subsequent

development efforts are addressed.
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1t
The System Specificatioi is prepared in a prescribed format, as established

by gbvernin2 ccnfiguration data management procedures.

In the introductory portions of the specification, a brief susmary of the

overall operational and support mission is included. Such a sumAary should

provide the contractor(s) with a general understanding of both the intended

utilization for the item being developed, and the environment in which this

utilization will be accomplshed. A discussion of basic maintenance philos-

ophy should be included, together with appropriate notations of those support-

related requirements which- are of particular importance. Because develop-

mental specifications leave a considerable degree of latitude as to the actual

configuration the item will assume, making the contractor aware of any particu-

larly desirable characteristics will allow him to orient his design to their

satisfaction.

Another portion of the specification is reserved for expressing specific per-

formance ccnstraints, and relates item form, fit, and function requirements in

precise engineering detail. It is in Vhe segment of the specification chat the

maintainability and maintenance-related constraints derived from the user's need

statement are expressed. These constraints are typically of both qualitative

and quantitative kinds.

Finally, the System Specification provides a section addressing the methods

and criteria by which the degree of satisfaction of specified ?erformance

requirements can be assessed. In the case of maintainability, a formalized

demonstration is typically required.

In surmnary, the preparation of specification inpits provides the vehicle by

which support-related information and constraints are documented in prepara-

tion for subsequent validation and development activities.
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7. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (SECDEF) APPROVES DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PAPER (DCP)

(Se ON 1B2, SN l(1), blocks 106 and 202.)

The SECDEF approves and signs the DCO? and provides comments and guidance for

the next phase. The signed DCP completes the program decision, and the pro-

gram is funded and directed to proceed to the Validation Phase.

8. FUNCTIONAL BASELINE (See DN IB2, SN l(l), block 107.)

The functional baseline (program requireaents baseline) is established by the

end of the Conceptual Phase. It includes broad system performance objectives,

an operational concept, a logistics and maintenance concept, and cost estimates.

The system specification defines the technical portion of the program require-

ments baseline. The Air Force and the OSD use this information to evaluate

the proposed program and to compare it with competing programs. After review

and approval, this baseline is the basis for the Validation Phase.

9. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN (PMP) (See DN iB2, SN 1(), block 202.)

If not directed to be submitted at at, earlier point in time, the PM prepares,

approves, and issues the PMP as soon as possible after program approval to

proceed with development. The PMP should be in consonance with program

direction (PMD, AFSC Form 56, and any AFSC intermediate command supplementary

direction). Even though the PM is responsible for the overall preparation

and issuance, the PMP usually requires considerable cooperation and coordi-

nation efforts with other majur commands such as .he.Air Force Logistics Com-

mand, Air Training Command, and the operating command. The coordination should

be completed prior to approval of the PMP. The PMP is the singular program man-

agement baseline document and will be used by participating agencies and higher

level decision authorities. Hence, it must be kept current to reflect the

approved program and plans fc(r any follow-on unapproved phases. (See AFR

800-2/AFSC Sup 1 for basic PMP requirements, and attachments 4 and 5 for guid-

ance/information regarding preparation of PMP's.)
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10. APPROVED -DCP (See DN IB2, SN l(l),-block 203.).
Approval of the DCP constitutes the racifjcationdecision; Thib decision de-

'pends upon confirmation -of the ,technical, financial, and schedule constraints.4

As a result of the-Validation'Phase, the.Air'Force will make reconmenadtibns

regarding further program development activity. -

11. ALLOCATED BASELINE .(See DN IB2, SN 1(1), block 291.)

The allocated baseline (design requirements baseline) is established durSng

the Validation Phase. It incorporates-the technological approaches developed

by contractors to satisfy the objectives in the functional baseline (program

requirements baseline). During the Validation'Phase, these objectives are

traniated into system segment, subsystem, and configuration item (CI) per-

formance requirements and design constraints. Cost targets and schedules for

carrying out each part of the-program are included. The allocated baseline is

the basis for detailed design and development of the system by the contractor

during the Full-Scale Development Phase (AFSCP 375-1). L

12. APV-D DCP (See DN IB2, SN 1(i), 'block 301.)

The approval of the DCP constitutes the production decision. This decision,

made by the SECDEF after consultation with the Defense System Acquisition

Review Council (DSARC), determines whether to produce the system for opera-

tional use, defines the initial quantity to be produced, and approves plans

for future production. Sufficient testing should have demonstrated that

engineering design for performance is completed. In addition, production

engineering must be essentially completed and production capability confirmed

to the extent practical. The engineering design should be analyzed by pro-

duction engineers to ensure production compatibility and capability.
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13. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AUDIT (PCA) (See DN IB2, SN 1(1), block 491.)

The PCA is a formal audit which comparet. Part II Detail (Product Fabrication)

Specifications and accompanying drawings with the hardware produced. The

product of- the PCA is formal PM'acceptance of the Part II Detail (Product

Fabrication) Specifications as audited and approved documents which satisfy

a contractual obligation. PCA is a prerequisite to configuration item accep-

tance.

14. PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION UPDATED (See DN IB2, SN 1(1), block 492.)

The product baseline should be as complete as possible for the production
contract RFP, even though upoating will continue until the PCA. The Part II

Detail (Product Fabrication) Specifications and reference drawingo for hard-

ware and real property facilities should be nearing completion. These speci-

fications represent the product of preliminary design, detail design, Category

I testing, and verification reviews. The product configuration baseline

represents the integrated design solution ;enerated by the acquisition pro-

cess. Part II Detail (Product Fabrication) Specifications can be used for

fabrication, production, construction, PCA, and hardware acceptance and re-

procurement.

15. PRODUCT BASELINE (See DN IB2, SN 1(1), block 492.)

Successful completion of the PCA establishes an approved product configura-

tion baseline for the CI and marks the bcgin,..g of formal engineering change

control for Class I design changes.

16. CATEGORY I TEST START (See DN IB2, SN 1(1), block 290.)

Recent APSC studies have espoused stronger Air Force control and participa-

tion in Category I testing. Test center responsibilities during these tests

include assumpticn of early planning for new programs with active participa-

tion in development of test plans. The responsible test organization (RTO)

should be involved in the contractor's test activities to observe test pro-

cedures, review results, and assure continuity.
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The hardware to be tested is normally produced by other than production methLjs

and probably in a prototype form. The testing performed at this point should-

be accomplished to check the design to see that it is functional. Complete

qualification testing is not normally done at this time.

subsystem development, test, and evaluation begin Ln the Validation Phase.

The testing aids in redesign, refinement, and reevaluation. The Air Force

actively participates in, evaluates, and controls Category I testing; how-

ever, the test is conducted predominantly by the contractor, who is under

the PO's direction and control (AFR 80-14). The Category II test plan will

be initiated during thic phase.

17. CATEGORY II TEST PLAN AND START (See DN IB2, SN l(l, blocks 292 and 395.)

The Category II test plan was initially prepared by the AFSC test center and

the PM during tnt. Validation Phase. The Air Force should revise and expand

the plan based n the latest information and prepare procedures that the Air

Force, with contractor participation, can use in conducting Category II tests.

Procedures should implement Section 4 of the System Specification and the

Part I Detail Specifications. Emphasis should be placed on integrated eval-

uation of all system segments required to accomplislh the mission. Individual

system end items or Cl's critical to overall system, performance should be

monitored to assure that outstanding technical problems noted during earlier

tests and evaluations have been resolved. The Air Force should control this

testing and evaluate the results. Contractor prepared test plans, data, and

test results should be reviewed and approved by AFSC test agencies and the

PM. Procedural changes should be approved by the Air Force representative on

the scene. Emphasis should be placed on integrated evaluation of all systems

required to accomplish the mission in the projected environment which the

system will be subject to during operations. All system end items or CI
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testing should be-monitored, to assure that requirements are-be ng-met and

that outstanding technical problems, noted during earlier tests and evaluations

have been satisfactorily resolved.

18. CATEGORY I AND CATEGORY II TEST (See DN 1B2, SN 1(1), blocks 490 and 494.)

Tests as described in the Full-Scale Development Phase are continued during

the Production Phase. System elements are integrated into a complete system

in as near an operational contiguration as possible. Category l testing is

not complete until system performance requirements are met. A qualification

statement as required by AFSCR/AFLCR 80-16 will be written at the end of the

tests.

Procedural publications (preliminary manuals) may be used and simultaneously

verified in Category II tests.

19. CATEGORY III TEST (See DN IB2, SN i(I), blocks 493 and 590.)

The using command conducts Category III tests with the approved planL and

procedures. Operational testing and evaluation (OT&E) of the production

items should be conducted on the early production models to detect and cor-

rect unacceptable deficiencies at the earliest opportunity. These tests are

conducted under actual or simulated operational conditions.

The using ;ommand establishes requirements for Category III f-sting and pre-

pares the plans and procedures for implementing the requirements. Category

III test requirements include an assessment of system operational capabilities,

development of tactics and procedures, and ovaluation of the logistic system

training and procedural Du~V t in an operational e:.vi9fnent (AR 80-14).

Although testing begins in the Production Pnase, . -. . ng

must be initiated soon after the beginning of Category II testing in ane r.

Scale Development Phase.
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Category III testing uses a configuration jointly agreed upon by the using

commands, AFSC, and AFW. Testing ma- be conducted at the using comand,

AFSC, or som other designated installation. Engineering support'will~be

provided by AFSC and AFLC.
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1. MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN (See DN 1B2, SN 1 (1), block 211.)

In the proposal, a contractor should describe how he plans to develop and

conduct the maintainability program to meet the requirements of the RFP and

the tasks identified-in Chapters 3 through 17 of this notebook. The amount

of detail suhitted may vary depending on the program phase. These portions

of the Maintainability Program Plan, specifically identified and mutually

ageed upon by the contractor and the procuring activity, should become part

of the contract. A detailed description and example of these program-plans

are included in Chapter 3.

2. MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 212.)

The quantitative mean corrective time for the system is allocated down to the

subsystem, assembly, or subassembly level in compliance with the established

maintenance concept. Allocated maintainability is based upon the predicted

failure rates. A detailed description and example of maintainability of

allocation are included in Chapter 5.

3. DESIGN REVIEWS (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), blockG 213, 317, and 322.)

Design reviews are conducted throughout the product design cycle, in accordance

with contract requirements, as an integral part of the contractor's system

engineering review and evaluation program. The reviews are conducted so that

particular aspects of the work or the entire system can be reviewed by a

Design Review Board, an objective group of program personnel, and specialists

in the particular field. Maintainability is represented by a board member.
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Some major design review monitoring points are detailed below.

3.1 Design Concept Review (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 273.)

There should be an overall system concept to ascertain that the elements of

the system are assigned the necessary and proper functions which will satisfy

the required characteristics. Further, there should be a concept review of

each system element to ascertain that its design will perform the assigned

functions in the best possible manner.

3.2 Preliminary Design Review (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 317.)

At this point, the initial system design is nearly complete and many component

parts and assemblies will have undergone some development testing. Some of

the factors to be considered at this review are adherence to specifications,

reliability, maintainability, safety of personnel, appearance and human

engineering factors, economy of manufacture, environmental adequacy, and

compatibility.

3.3 Critical Design Review (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 322.)

At this point, the production design of the system is essentially complete and -

the system is considered ready for production. This review should place spec-

ial emphasis on attainment of minimum life cycle cost for the system. A de-

tailed description and example of design reviews are included in Chapter 4. A

4. MAINAINABILITY REPORTS (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 23"

For proper monitoring of the contractor's maintainab,.-ty program effort,

maintainability status reports are require ., intervals determined by the

procuring activity. The same type cf status information required by the

procuring activity is needed also by the contractor for successful maintain-

ability program managemunt. These reports may be combined, with other system

' program status documentation, provided all maintainability information is
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summarized in a, separate section and all supporting information is crossI

referenced. The status report should provide a current accounting of required,

allocated, predicted, and observed maintainability values for the system or

equipment and its constituent elements. Further, it should give a narrative

and graphical treatment of trends, problems encountered or anticipated, and

action taken or proposed. The status report will-be a key source of official

information and communication between the contractor's maintainability qroup
and the procuring activity's maintainability monitor, and should be treated in

that light. A detailed description and examples are included in Chapter 6.

5. TRADE-OFFS (See DN 1B2, SN 1 (1), blocks 215 and 312.)

During the system development, in order to achieve optimum operational capa-

bility at the minimum life cycle cost, it is necessary to rake design and

support concept trade-offs. The maintainability organization should be an

integral part of the design trade-off decision and should, whenever main-

tainability requirements or principles are compromised, document and justify

the change or make recommendations for alternative design changes which do

not compromise maintainability and maintenance support. A detailed descrip-

tion and example of design Trade-offs are included in Chapter 7.

6. SPECIAL MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSIS (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1) blocks 216 and 313.)

Maintainability Analysis should be performed on all design concepts, drawings,

and hardware items. T:he dnalysis is a continuing process that begins in the

Validation Phase and continues throughout the program. The procedures for

such an analysis vary with the complexity of the equipment, intended use,

and the degree of design available. A design evaluation is performed on each

concept, drawing, and engineering model to record the pertinent facts related

to maintainability of the system. The analysis is used as a common basis for
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evaluating the degree of achievement of the mainunabillity design goals,
eiialuting-the logistic and personnel subsystem implications, and evaluating

system candidates in relation to the operational requirements and maintenance

constraints. This analysis is performed prior to conducting trade-offs re-

latod'to program life cycle cost to verify that each candidate satisfies the

operational requirements and maintenance/maintainability constraints. A de-

tailed description and example of special maintainability analysis are in-

eluded in Chapter 8.

7. MAINTAINABILITY MODELING (See DN 1B2, SN 1 jl), blocks 217 and 316.)

>A To implement and update the maintainability model, the system contractors

should use a mathematical model as an aid to allocating and predicting main-
tainability parameters, making design and support concept trade-offs, and

assessing the progress of the maintainability program. The complexity of the

model will necessarily vary according to the complexity of the equipment being L
procured. For very simple items, the model may be structured so that all in-

puts, computations, and parameter changes are accomplished manually. Complex I
systems may require a totally computerized model. In any event, the model

must allow data to be input at the lowest functional level at which the data

is available and provide outputs at each higher indenture. Initially, main-

tainability estimates or allocations may only be possible at high equipment
indentures. As designs become finalized and testing proceeds, lower inden-
ture information will become available. The model must be readily adaptable

to make use of the more detailed information. The requirements may be in-

corporated into a higher level system effectiveness or logistic support model

or used to develop a separate maintainability model. In the latter instance,
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J or if no other mathematical moel is required by this contract, the contrac-

tor should ensure that interfaces between his maintainability organization

and other activities will include automatic exchange and use of all data

which affects the development efforts of others.

To the contractor, the primary value of this model will be related to hispro-

gress in-achieving specific contractual requirements. The customer will, in

addition, be interested in the expected system or equipment maintenance re-

quired during actual operational use. Although contractual values should be

based on operational requirements, the two may not be exactly equal because

of such factors as cannibalization, administrative maintenance delays, main-

tenance charged to unconfirmed failures, or later changes in the intended

operational environment. Therefore, the model should provide visibility of

both the contractual obligations and the expected operational performance and

must have flexibility to allow changes in the operational parameters. A de-

tailed description and example of the maintainability modeling are included

in Chapter 9.

8. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 219.)

The maintenance concept is developed in conjunction with the design concept,

both of which are based on tha maintainability analysis of the mission and

operational requirements and the maintainability and maintenance constraints

established in the contract. The results of repetitive maintainability

analysis will yield a system which demonstrates maximum avilability per dol-

lar cost and which may reflect drastic ch...nes in the preliminary concept or

plan. A detailed description and example of th maintenance concept are in-

cluded in Chapter 10.

9. GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT INTEGRATION (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1),
block 221.)

When items other than system/equipment contractor's '-ems are integrated in-

to the system, such as government furnished equipment (GFE) or associate con-

tractor supplied equipment, the contractor should request maintainability
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parameter values from the procuring agency and should use these values in

the maintainability analysis to arrive at the maintainability values to be

entered in the contract specifications. If these maintainability values are

unava.lable or unknown, the contractor should estimate the maintainability

parameter vaiues.

in integrating this equipment into a new system, an 9-s should be performed

to make the most cost effective decisions regarding it- support. In this

analysis, candidates such as providing maintenance in an already established
facility or acquiring the resources to support it with' the rest of the sys-

tem should be considered.

10. MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN CRITERIA AND SPECIFICATION INPUTS (See DN IB2,

SN 1(1), block 222.)

The preliminary guidelines and criteria shall be periodically updated based

upon results of maintainability analysis until such time as the detailed

specifications are prepared.

The primary guideline for the maintainability engineer in the development of

specification is as follows: If a qualitative or quantitative Soal is re-

quired and if it can be tested or verified, then the goal must he stated in

the specification. In the evolut.-on of specifications from a goal, the word-

ing must also reflect the definitive nature of the requirement. All effort

must be extended to eliminate the use of such vague wording as minimize,

maximize, etc. A detailed description and example of design criteria and

specifications inputs are included in Chapter 12.

11. MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTIONS (See IB2, SN 1 (1), blocks 315 and 319.)

The maintainability prediction is an estimate of the adequacy of th. pro-

posed design to meet the maintainability tire requirements and a method to
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F
identify design features requiring corrective action. Predictions are con-

ducted throughout the early phases and continuously updated as design changes

are made through maturity of the system. A detailed description, and example

for predictions are included in Chapter 13.

12. MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN AUDIT (See IB2, SN 1 (1), block 318.)

Maintainability engineers assigned to the maintainability organization (con-

tractor) establish and maintain daily contact with applicable groups (systems,

design, reliability, packaging, etc.). This liaison ensures that all pro-

ject functions are aware of and react to maintainability requirements. This

continuous audit also ensures that maintainability is current on all techni-

cal and planning areas so that a compatiole program is in effect. A detailed

description of maintainability design audit is included in Chapter 14.

13. MAINTAINABILITY DEMONSTRATION (See DN 192, SN 1 (1) block 321.)

The maintainability effort that is conducted throughout the program should

yield, with some high degree of confidence, compl ance with the system

specified quantitative and qualitative requirements. This assurance has been

developed through the analyses, predictions, and reviews performed during the

program. The formal demonstration of compliance with these requirements

should be conducted by the contractor and monitored by the procuring agency.

Failure to meet the zequirements may result in corrective action (i.e., de-

sign changes), loss of incentive fees, or possible cessation of the program,

depending on the severity of the impact on the system effectiveness. A de-

tailed description and example of maintainability demonstration are included

in Chapters 15 and 16.
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14. MAINTAINABILITY DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND (fRRECTIVE ACTION -(See

DN 1B2,.SN l(1), block 320.)

Throughout the program, information and data pertinent to the maintainability

and supportabi ity parameters shall be collected and analyzed, and action

initiated as applicable; Conflict of maintainability recommendations with

other design parameters shall be arbitrated at design reviews -for satisfactory

ccmplianee with system requirements.

The contractor shall establish a data collection system tailored to the

specific requirements-of the program contract for prediction during design

and then documentation of demonstration results. I
s|Further collection and assessment of reliable maintainability performance

data are essential to the development of maintainability requirements for

new systems. A data collection system should be capable of apjl.ication

throughout the life cycle of a new system and should be capable of accepting
data from existing and/or proposed data systems in use by the government.

The maintainability organization (contractor) shall assuze that problems af-

fecting the maintainability of system/equipment shall have correctivo action

responsibility assigned and shall follow up for timely resolution of such

problems. A detailed description and example of data collection and correc-

tive action are included in Chapter 17.
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DESIGN NOTE IB5 COST OF MAINTAINABILITY TASKS

1. COST ESTIMATORS

The cost estimators developed in this section are intended for use in pricing

the conduct of the maintainability program on a task-by-task basis, with the

common denominator for the measurement of the conduct of maintainability tasks

being man-hours. (For a detailed description of each task, refer to DN IB4.)

Since the systems considered are primarily ground electronics systems, the

man-hours for each task are plotted against the quantity of printed circuit

cards and/or modules contained therein (these being an indication of hardware

complexity), with a mean IC density of 22. The exceptions to this are GFE

integration, whereby the quantities of GFE items integrated are plotted against

the man-hours required to do so, and demonstration conduct and demonstration

reports, whereby the number of samples demonstrated is related to man-hours.

The relationships depicted by SN 1 (1) through SN 1 (16) result from data

collected on 17 programs, which represent a cross-section of communications,

computer, guidance, radar, tracking, and telemetry systems. The information

depicted by each plot was derived by linear regression analysis, with the ex-

ception of GFE integration, SN 1 (9), which, because of limited sample size,

is a plot of the arithmetic means of the dependent and independant variable.

Of the points plotted, 68 percent fall within the limits depicted by ±1 sigma

(o). The wide variation in some of these "street widths" can be accounted

for by differences in customers and their requirements, the wide variety of

the systems analyzed, differences in card complexities, and the wide dif-

ferences in the lengths of the acquisition phases of the various programs.

The plots are additionally useful in that, once having determined a program's

relative position within the street, the slope of the curve is valid for any

variation in system complexity, whether brought about by change in program

philosophy, engineering growth, or revisions to maintenance philosophy.

SN 1 (17) and SN 1 (18) are recapitulations of the man-hours required for

conducting a complete maintainability program (with the exception of GFE
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integration) in terms of cards/modules and sample., ,respectively, and are

merely the arithmetic sums of the individual'task coordinates. To arrive at

the cost of a complete program which, for example, has a-carddensity of 100,

and a demnstration sample size of 30, the-estirmator merely needs to find the

corresp6nding-values of-man-hours in SN 1 (17) andSN 1 (18) and add thes. In

the example stated, the man-hours required for performing all'tasks but-de-

monstraton conduct and report are 3,629;,and-the man-hours required to conduct

and report on a demonstration-of 30 samples-are 399. The total of 4,028-re-

presents the man-hours required to perform all-of the maintainability fulictioisg

described in SN 1 (1) through SN 1 (8) and SN 1 (10) through -SN 1 (16). If'

(FE iteras ire to be integrated into the tactical system (SN 1 [9]), the man-

hours required to effect this must also be considered.

Recoqnizing the fact-that the accuracy of the curves is something less than
100 percent, du& primarily to a limited, finite sample size of the data col-

lected, the results, nevertheless, are usable to the extent'that they serve

as a point of departure in the early program phases. As more and increasingly

accurate data becomes available, the curves can be further refined, and, if

to the estimator's advantage, reformatted. Future updates of this document

will incorporate any additional data provided to the RADC office. Any com-

ments or data furnished in this regard will be appreciated.
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DESIGN NOTE 1B6 MAINTAINABILITY RELATED SUPPORT FUNCrIONS

I. MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 340.)

1.1 General

Maintenance analysis is a function by which maintenance requirements are pro-

jected, analyzed, and defined to ensure that all aspects of integrated

logistic support Pre consicered throughout the life cycle. This functional

process begins with data acoumulated f-om the maintainability analysis

activities and design requirements developed during the Conceptual and

Validation Phases. The maintenance analysis activities influence the for-

mulation and the acquisition of required logistic resources.

The procuring activity usually provides a broad maintenance philosophy that

the contractor will develop in 4etail. (See Chapter 10 for further direction

in determining an appropriate maintenance concept.) The maintenance concept

is the product of the initipl maintainability design effort. As hardware 3s

better defined, and the total analysis effort encoapasses additional re-
sources of maintenance (skills, tasks, number of personnel, tools, facilities),

the contractor will evolve a detailed maintenance plan for the system.

The maintenance concept, the maintainability analysis, and the detailed

maintenance plan are all highly interdependent efforts. Therefore, if the

A : effort is divided, with different groups responsible for particular segments,

close cooperation, gcod communication, and interchange of data are imperative.

1.2 Logistic Resources

The maintenance analysis is conducted to consider the following specific

resources:

1.2.1 Equipment Publications (T.O.) (See DN 152, SN 1 (1), block 341.)

Equipment publication requirements are determined during the maintenance

analysis. These requirements are based on the maintenance concept and on

guidance Provided by the customer. In addition, the customer directs how the
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technical data developed by the contractor is interfaced with data on cus-

tomer-furnished materiel. Source data gathered in the maintenance analysis

is useful in determining detailed technical requirements for narrative

material in the technical publications. Compatibility with actual equipment

is the objective, regardless of the source of initial information.

1.2.2 Spares (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 342.)

Mainitenance analysis data provides the basic technical data required for pro-

visioning. When preparing provisioning requirements, it should be recognized

that much provisioning data has been generated by previous activity and is

included in the maintenance analysis data. The analysis data determines the

repair parts selection, allocation, direct exchange, and maintenance float

requirements. These inputs are used to determine provisioning requirements

and develop provisioning and procirement recormnendations.

1.2.3 Facilities (See DN 152, SN 1 (1), block 344.)

The maintenance performed at each category of maintenance is analyzed to

determine requirements and criteria for special maintenance facilities, such

as electrical-electronic shop, structures shop, calibration shop, and other

work, test, or tuneup areas peculiar to the system. These requirements are

identified in the Validation Phase as a result of the maintainability analysis.

During the Full-Scale Development Phase, definitive requirements are devel-

oped and those requirements for new or modified facilities are acted upon.

1.2.4 Personnel and Training (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1 , blocks 345 and 343.)

The maintenance analysis provides the basic input data for the QQPRI effot

at each level of maintenance.
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1.2.5 Support Equipment (AGE) (See DN IB2, SN 1 (1), block 346.)

Maintenance engineering analysis evaluates- the support, test, measurement,

and diagnostic equipment and calibration requirements. Based on the analysis

of the system requirements and the resultant trade-offs, the support equip-

ment requirements are determined.

1.2.6 Transportation (See DN iB2, SN 1 (1), block 347.)

Transportation requirements are considered and design changes evajuated to

eliminate spezial requirements such as special escort requirements for safety,

security, storage, andhandling. Transportation costs are considered in

alternate design trade-offs.

1.2.7 Calzbration Requiremsnts Summary (See DN 1B2, SN 1 (1), block 348.)

Calibration requirements are identified for AGE, operational equipment, and
training equipment. Costs of calibration requirements are included in the
design trade-off analysis.
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DESIGN NOTE IB7 MAINTAINABILITY RELATED SYSTEM DESIGN DATA

1. DESCRIPTION

At the beginning of the Validation Phase, the functional baseline must be

transformed into a system hardware baseline by the systems engineering

function. The first step is to define the breakout of end items which sat-

isfy the functional baseline requirements and then describe each end item
in terms of the following dimensions to serve as a starting point for the

conduct of the maintainability program tasks:

a. Type - Digital versus analog, computer versus communications, etc.

b. Complexity - Both the .,ardware and functional complexity data is re-

quired.

c. Accuracy - In the case of analog systems, input-output transfer function

accuracy (tolerncej requirements must be given. For digital systems, this

relates to the number of bits per word.

d. Environment - The operational en-ironment must be determined and ex-

pressed in terms of climatic and shock and vibration dimensions.

e. Reliability - Predictions of operating, nonoperating, and normalized

failure rates are required.

All the above data is continually updated through a constant iteration pro-

cess by all disciplines until completion of design at the end of the Full-

Scale Development Phase.
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SECTION "IC

SAMPLE SYSTEM

This section contains a description of the Multiplexer Set. This zystem-

will be used in suibsequent chapters to illustrate the guidelines, meth-

odology, and procedures described in this notebook.

Y%
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SECTION IC SAMPLE SYSTEM

DESIGN NOTE ICI - THC MULTIPLEXER SET

1. EQUIPMENT DISCRIPTION

1.1 General

1.2 Operating Functions

2. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 General

2.2 Multiplexer

2.3 Demultiplexer

2.4 Configuration

3. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

3 (1) Multiplexer Set Printed Circuit Cards

4. MULTIPLEXER SET DEPLOYMENT

5. MULTIPLEXER SET REQUIREMENTS OUTLINE

5 (1) Requirements Specification
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DESIeN NOTE iCI THE MULTIPLEXER SET

1. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The Multiplexer Set is an Air Force development item and will be

referred to throughout this notebook to present examples of sor.e. of the

maintainability tasks.

1.1 General

The Multiplexer Set is applied in a defense communications system for

combining digital channels into a single, time-division multiplexed, digital

data signal. The first application of the Multiplexer Set is expected to be

in a satellize cormiunications system. Satellite access and short haul high

density applications also will involve TDM transmission over wideband

ground links. The wide vzriety of data which must be accommodated to ser-

vice the many DCS users properly results in a wide rangt of the number of

channel inputs to a multiplexer; it further requires the capability to

cascade multiplexer sets to reach high rates for efficient link loading.

1.2 Operating Functions

The Multiplexer Set provides asynchronous time division miltiplexing

(ATDM) and demult~plexing capabilities. The multiplexer poit~on accepts

variouo lower rate digital input streams and interleaves them into a single

higher digital stream The deiultiplexer portion accepts a high-seeed digital

stream, with a.sociated timing, and disassembles it intc a number of lower

rate digital streams. The multiplexer set provides full duplex operatien,

performing independently and simultaneously the multiplexer and demultiplexer

functions.

An integral part of the multiplexer set is the diagnostic capabilities inte-

grated into the equipment. Thesb capabilities are basically divided into two

functions- an on-line function which automatically isolates a malfunction
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duringequipment operation-and 2ndicates on the equipment front panels the

location of the failed card or module, and a self-test function which is

manually operated and isolates a malfunction in the diagnostic harcware and

indicates on the equipment front panels the location of the failure.

2. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 General

The multiplexer set has provisions for operation with different types of in-

put data. It will. operate at varying rates, depending upon the number of

channels used, the input data rates, and the configuration of port strapping

and internal timing selection used by the operator. The types of data that

can be input to the multiplexer are data with associated timing at preferred

rates, data with associated timing at nonpreferred rates, and data without

timing at preferred rates.

The data and timing rates for the multiplexer and demultiplexer are de-

scribed below.

2.2 Multiplexer
6 k-

a. Input Data Rates - 75 bits per second to 3.0 x 10 bits per second.

Rate deviation not to exceed + 250 parts in 106 of assigned nominal.

b. Output Data Rates - 155 bits per second to 107 bhits per second. Rate

deviation not to exceed one part in 106 of assigned nominal.
7,c. Reference Timing - 155 bitG per second to 10 bits per second, adjustable

to one part in 107 of assigned nominal.

2.3 Demultiplexer

a. Input Data Rates - Same as multiplexer output rates.

b. Output Data Rates - Same as multiplexer input rates.

c. Internal Timing - Derived from input data stream.
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2.4 Configuration

Since varied input data rates can be applied simultaneously to different in-

put channels, the equipment is prov.ided with port strapping and internal tim-

ing rate selection-capabilities. This allows for selection of the proper con-

figuration whicn will provide the greatest efficiency of operation.

3. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

The multiplexer set is housed in two dip-brazed aluminum drawers, one for

the multiplexer and another for the demultiplexer. Each measures approximately

26-7/32 inches high for a total height of 52-7/16 inches. The 17-1/4-inch

width makes the equipmnt suitable for standard 19-inch relay rack mounting.

Chassis slides are mounted on each s-,de of the drawers. When the drawers are

extended, they may be tilted +45* and +900.

Frequently used controls and indicators are mounted on a front panel. Wire3

from the front panel components are routed to the internal electronics through

ccanectors which are mounted in a secondary panel directly behind the front

*panel.

Electronic circuits are largely comprised of .ntegrated citcult devices and

are mounted on edge-loaded cards which plug into a common wiring plane. A

total of 31 card types are used in the multiplexer set. Of these types, nine

are common to both the multiplexer and demultiplexer units. SN 3(l) is a

listing of card types by name and unit application.

The multiplexer rate coN irison buffer card (RCB) may be replaced by a source

rate to transmission rate converter card (STRC) or a transition encoder card

(TE). The demultiplexer smoothing buffer card (SB) may be replaced by a trans-

mission rate to source rate converter (TSRC) or a transition decoder card (TD).
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S1 3(l) Multiplexer Set Printed Circuit Cards

Name Used In

I) Power Supply Monitor MUX/DEMUX
2) MUX Lamp Driver MUX
3) Overhead Enable Generator MUX/DEMUX
4) Strapping Switches MUX/DEMUX
5) Port Sequencer MUX/DEMUX
5) Sequencer Diagnostics MUX/DEMUX
7) Channel Sequencer MUX/DEMUX
8) Gated Clocks MUX/DEMUX
9) Reference Timer MUX
10) Data Multiplexer MUX
11) Oscillator Cirrier DEMUX
12) Distribution Matrix DEMUX
13) Divide-by-n Counter No. I DEMUX
14) Divide-by-n Counter No. 2 DEMUX
15) Synthesizer Distributor DEMUX
16) Frame Sync DEMUX
17) Variable Length Shift Register DEMUX
18) Channel Monitor MUX/DEMUX
19) On-Line Maintenance MUX/DEMUX
20) MUX Remote Alarm MUX
21) Frequency Synthesizer DEMUX
22) DEMUX Lamp Driver DEMUX
23) DEMUX Remote Alarm DEMUX
24) Rate Comparison Buffer (RCB) MUX
25) Source to Transmission Rate Converter (STRC) MUX
26) Transition Encoder (TE) XUX
27) Smoothing Buffer High Speed (SBHS) DEMUX
28) Smoothing Buffer Low Speed (SBLS) DEMUX
29) Transmission to Source Rate Cnverter (TSRC), D'.MUX

High Speed
30) Transmission to Source Rate Converter (TSRC), DE.UX

Low Speed
31) Transition Decoder (TD) DEMUX
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The line drivers and lire receivers are hybrid microelectronic circuits

which are assembled into enclosed, RFI sealed metallic modules. Each module

contains two line receivur circuits or two line driver circuits. Thirty-

three modules are mountepu on the back of the multiplexer drawer and 32 on the

demultiplexer drawer. Ora the multiplexer, 31 of the modules are line

receiver modules (total of 62 line receiver circuits), one is a line driver

zrodule (total of two lire driver circuits), and one is an external t.ming

receiver module. On the demultiplexer, 31 of the modules are line driver

modules (total of 62 line driver circuits), and one is a line receiver

module (total of two line receiver circuits). The wires from the modules

are routed into the chassis through EMI filters.

The multiplexer and demultiplexer both contain reuundant power supplies.

Power distribution between power supplies, wiring plane, and modules is by

moans of laminated bus bars. The supplies are located under the upper ac-

cess cover, which is withdrawn from the front of the chassis.

Each multiplexer and demultiplexer chassis incorporates a cooling blower

which draws air from the front of the equipment, and from the rear of the

equipment, via the line driver and receiver module area. Cooling air enter-

ing the drawer internals is routed through filters located at the top and

bottom of the chassis front panel.

The packaging arrangement uses a hinged front panel via which printed circuit

boards are accessed.

4. MULTIPLEXER SET DEPLOYMENT

a. Equipment deployment to a large number (100 or more) of geographical

locations is anticipated.

b. These locations will be worldwide.
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c. Average equipmentquantities-will be four-to five per deployment loca-

tion, but may be considerably~higher in specific instances.

d. Installations at the expected deployment locations-will be a-mixture of

central office facilities and transportable trail-r-type vans.

e. Maintenance of the-equipment while on line is desirable and-is acceptable.

f. Corrective maintenance will be performedon an as-required basis. Pre-

ventive tasks,wilt be scheduled.

5. MULTIPLEXER SET REQUIREMENTS OUTLINE

a. Maintain a 99% availability in one up/down satellite link.

b. Operate continuously, with an MTBF of 2200 hours.

c. Have continuous knowledge of link operetional status.

d. Perform maintenance with operator skill levels

MTBF
Ai MTBF +-

2200
0.9999 =2200 -7

ct
Mt = 0.2 hour oL 12.0 minutes

e. SN 5 (1) depicts the related requirewents.
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CHAPTER 2

ROOTS OF MAINTAINABILITY

This chapter defines maintainability by describing its roots, their dimensions

and applicability. The roots of maintainability are fault location, packaging,

accessibility, interchangeability, adjustments, standardization, and-preventive

maintenance. All roots are applicable to all types and levels of ground elec-

tronic systems hardware at all maintenance-levels. Guidance in determining

"how much' of each root is covered in-Chapter 9 and the establishment of gen-

eral trends for each root is covered in Chapter 13. Also included is design

data relative to fault location.
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CIAI'TER 2 ROOTYS OF MAIi'AINABILITY

SECTION 2A - INTRODJCTION TO .115 ROOTS OF MAINTAINABILITY -

Design Note 2AX - Fault Location

2A2 - Packaging,

2A3 - Accessibility

2A4 - Interchangeability

2A5 - Adjustments

2A6 - Standardization

2A7 - Preventive Maintenance

SECTION 2B - MAINTAINABILITY ROOTS DESIGN IMPACT

Design Note 2B1 - Fault Location by Integral Sensor TCst-

L
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SECTION 2A

11WRODUCTION TO TH". ROOTS OF MAINTAINABILITY

This section contains the definition, description, dioension, and appli-

cability of each of the roots of rnaintainability.

f8I
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SECTION 2A INTRODUCTION TO THE 'PTS OF MAINTAINABILITY

DESIGN NOTZ 2AI - FAULT LOCATION 4

1. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION

2. FAULT LOCATION REQUIREMENTS

3. DIMENSIONS

4. APPLICABILITY

DESIGN NOTE 2A2 - PACKAGING

:I. DEFINITION AND DESCRIkTION

2. DIMENSIONS

3. APPLICABILITY

DESG aOTE 2A3 - ACCESSIBILITY

9 1. PEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION4

2. DIMENSIONS

3. APPLICABILITY 4
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DESIGN NOTE 2A4 - INTERCHANGEABILITY

I. DEFINITION AND DESCrIPTION

2. DIMENSTONS

3. APPLICABILITY

DESIGN NOTE 2A5 - AD3USTMENTS

1. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION

2. DIMENSIONS

3. APPLICABILITY

DESIGN NOTE 2A6 - S'ANDARDIZATION

1. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION

2. DIMENSIONS

3. APPLICABILITY

DESIGN NOTE 2A7 - PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

1. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION

2. DIMENSIONS

3. APPLICABILITY
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DESIGN NOTE 2A FAULT LOCATION-

1. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION

There are several fault location categories, as listed below:

Automatic hardware, exterral

* Autouatic hardware, internal

* Automatic software, internal

+.4anual software

* Manual
•Semiautomatic (combination of manual-and automatic)

The term eutomatic indicates that the testing is performed without human in-

tervention.

H .jwere testing means that the input(s) to a function may be provided a

stimuli and the output(s) are mnitored. Thi leve o: isolation is therefore

just tc .at function.

Software testing still requires stimuli and mnitoring, but a predetermined

logical analysis is applied to the results of the input/output relationship

ard isolation is to a lower level than that in hardwaxe testing only (given

the same input(s) and output(s)). Another way ta say this is that for a given

level of fault locat~on, fewer test pointb are required for software testing

compared to hardware testing, but a software program is required.

Internal test equipment, usually referred to as Builc-In Test Equipment (BITE),

is obviously 3pecial-purpose equipment; that is, it is built to perform a

specific test function or functions on a particular equipment or equipments.
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External test equipment can be either jeneral putixise o ., ... ,dI puj 1 ., .

(General purpose equipment is built for general t2st functions on many equip-

ments and includes such items as signal generators, meters, scopes, etc.).

Manual testing is basically the utilization of standard commercial test equip-

mert and sim. de9ee of "taial and error" techniques and generally results in

some uaacceptable degree of indiscrimate substitution and making adjustments

to attempt a quick fix.

it should be pointed out that the fault detection (i.e., performance monitor-

ing) features in equipments and systems are not included for maintainability, "IN

but are provided primarily to irform operating personnel of the operational

status of sections of the equipment or system. Therefore, selection of the

system parameters to be monitored and the monitoring technique to be used

are not primary maintainability design considerations.

If performance nontoring features are included in a systen design,

they can be used as the starting point for fault isolation because they will

generally provide some degree of fault location.

The normal operational indications provided in a system also provide some

degree of fault location so that the starting point tor fault location, par-

ticularly at the system level, is not zero.

2. FAULT LOCATION REQUIREMENTS

Fault location requirements are dictated to some extent by the test approach

selected for the eqjipment or system. However, in any fault location scheme,

it is necessary to provide access points or sinsing design by which the ade-

quacy of circuit operations can be determined. The electronic and physical

locations and the numbers or these access or test poir.ts are the primary fac-

tors to be considered for fault location. DN 2B1 presents an an,,lysis of

tes. point and sensing design, pointing out the advantages and disadvan-

tages of various techniques.
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g 3. DIMENSIONS

In addition to maintenance time, diagnostic effectiveness is possibly one of

the most significant yields by which a fault location system-,is measured. It

ir the product of its components; i.e., recolution and percentage of failures

for which that resolution is applicable (comprehensiveness)., This is expres-

sed as:

DE - n

Where R = Resolution = I Average callout size, and C = Comprehensiveness.
total size

The average callout size and the total size must be in the same dimension;

i.e., piece parts or cards or chassis, etc.

4. APPLICABILITY

Fault location is applicable to all types and levels of ground electronic

hardware down to the discard-at-failure level. The most common application

j of mechanized software programs is to digital equipment.
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DESIGN NOTE 2A2 PACKAGING

1. DEFINITION AND DESRIPTION

TherL are three pack, .rq characteristics of interest totthemaintainability

discipline.

a. Structuring - This relates to the number and complexity of each hardware

level which comprises the system, down to and including the DAF level.

b. .Classification - The relationship-of the components within a package, at

each haidware level, is an important maintainability charactfristic. There

are two basic classes: functional, wherein the package contains those parts

which work together; and hardware, wherein the package contains those iems

which are alike or identical but which do nit necessarily work together.

Functiona- packaging can be defined as that grouping of hardware in each pack-

age which iesults in the least total number of interconnections between pack-

ages at all levels of hardware. C-
c. Mounting - This is divided into two basic types: plug-in or hardwired.

Mounting is an important packaging characteristic that is covered in detail

in DN 2A3.

2. DIMENS7ONS

The packaging structuring and classification contribute to the malfunction

isolation time, and therefore these two characteristics of packaging are in-

cluded'in DN 2AI.

3. APPLICABILITY

Packaging is applicable to all types of hardware.
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DESIGN NOTE 2A3 ACCESSIBILITY

1. DEFINITION IMD DESCRIPTON

Accessibili.ty Eartains to the timn, and other logisticsresources necessary

to gain access to the hardware in order to conduct maintenance in terms of

inspection, test, repair, remove, and replace actions.

The extent tc which consideration has been given to hardware stacking, types

and numbers, o- fastening devices, types of -interconnection devices, and manual

dexterity requtrements determines accessibility.

2. DIMENSIOAS

Accessibili
t
y is measured in terms of time and ?GS (tools) required to gain

access for naintenance purposes.

) /t 3. APPLICIBILITY

For grounc. electronic systems, structtral access doors (load carrying) are not

considerel reasonable candidates.
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II
DESIGN NOTE 2A4 -,INTERCHANGEABILITY

f. DEFINITi6N-AND DESCRXPTION

'Fully interchangeable items are those itns having the same manufacturer's-or

Federal-StockNurlber FSN), which, when interchanged'oi substituted fir'each

other without modification, adjustment, or selection, will provide the same

physical and functional chiracteristics required of the original item. Inter-

changeable items above the piece part level may contain adjustable- electrical

or mechanical piece parts, provided they are the "factory set and sealed"

type and such interchangeable items can bepurchased for spares purposes in

a preset and sealed configuration. Fully interchangeable items require no

adjustment of the equipment or assembly in which they are used.

Examples or classes of noninterchangeubility-are select fits, matched pairs,

clAsse s of
and items requiring adjustment or modification of the item or the system in

which it is used after replacement. j
As a corollary item to interchangeability, items which are not functionally

interchangeable should not be physically interchangeable, except for items

which are considered interchangeable after adjustment.

2. DIMENSIONS

The measure of interchangeability is a count of the noninterchangeable items

in the system and the logistics resources required to perform the maintenance

actions on each.

3. APPLICABILITY

All items at all levels of hardware should be interchangeable in digital*

hardware, and the presence of a noninterchangeable item should be a possible

candidate in analog hardware only.

*The term digital, as used in this notebook, refers only to the binary elements

of a digital system and not the analoq portions, such as A/D's and D/A's.
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DESIGN NOTE 2A5 AD.M'qTMENTS

I. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTIONS

Adjustments are defined as, any mechanism by which, an item may be brought Anto

proper position or condition (tolerance). Adjustments-are-made to produce a

desired response from a given stimulus or to accomplish an elect2rcal functional

fit.

Interacting adjustments are two or more adjustrnts which affect a single para-

meter or response of an item.

An adjustment that is a one-time-only, "factory set and sealed" type which

does not constitute a maintenarce requirement during equipment employment is

not considered to be an adjustment from the maintainability standpoint.

The presence of an adjustment, other than the factory set and sealed type,

implies that an item must be adjusted on a periodic basis in order to keep

the system operating within its required tolerance. If an adjustment is not

made on a preventive basis, but rather on a corrective basis because the sys-

tem has become out of toleranco, the maintenance rate of the system is in-

creased because this is not normally considered in reliability calculations.

*2. DIMENSIONS

The measure of adjustments is a count of the adjustments and a measurement

of the time and other logistics rescurces required to perform the adjustments.

3. APPLICABILITY

The presence of adjustments is only a viable candidate in analog electronic

.4 equipment, and not in digital electronic equipment.
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DESIGN NOTEJ A6 STMioiRDZATON-

1.- DEFINITION AD DESCRIPTION

Standardization is tkie desciph'ifie dedicated' to twopi.xls tlzto

of a maxiiuwnumber of identical parts in-,a -system, anid' utilization - fr aJ

~', j maxirum~nuvber~ of off-the-sbelf parts in a-system. Thi,_ can be defin ar

intasystem sad itrsystem standardization.

From a maintainabilit5 standp~oint, utilizat.on of nonstandard parts below

the discard-at-failu~e-'levelhas little Jimpact.

2. DIMENSIONS

The measure uf standardization is-a count of the nonstandard-items inthe

system, anda count of the nonmilitary standard items in 'the syste.. This'is

applicable to all levels of hayd-Aare to thc. discaid-at- failure level.

3. APPLICABILITY

Standardizataon s::licabie to all levels -nd types or hardware. StaAdardiza-

tion at the higher levels of hardware is generally easier to achive and more

csefetvindgtlequipment.
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DESIGN NOTE 2A7 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

1. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION

Preventive maintenance is defined as the conpos.te of those maintenance actions

performed on a periodic basis. The period may he based on calendar time,

operating time, equiyment cycles, etc.

The elements of preventive maintenance, as applicable to ground electronic

systems, are as follows:

a. Time Replacements - Items which have a shelf life or experience time,

cyclic, or wear degcadation and must be replaced at specific interval, to

maintain the required tolerances of the system.

b. Filter Replacements - All filtering elements which require periodic re-

placement or cleaning. Permanent, self-cleaning, filters which require no

additional maintenance actions aze excepted.

c. Lubrication Points - Those points where lubricants grease, oil, etc.,

are introduced into the uait. Permanently lubricated bearings or assemblies

are not included.

d. Inspection - A post-manufacture examination of a unit to letermine its

condition and fitness to perform its intended function or to scrutinize it

for susceptibility to mlfuncti'on.

e. Periodic Test - Any test or checkout operation which must be performed

on a scheduled basis.

f. Calibration - Determination of the value of characteristics of an item

by comparison w. th a standard. Items found to be outside prescribed toler-

ances may or may not require adjustment.

2. DIMENSIONS

Prevent.ive maintenance is measurei by the count of preventive maintenance

actions rec'iiod and the value of the peculiar logistics resources required

to perform them; i.e., manpower, AGE, etc.
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3. APPLICABILITY

For electr°nic equiprient, -the most significant preventive'r~airtenance action

is calibration. Calibration requirements are only applicable to-anaI6gZ<,;
electronic equipment.

Any preventive maitenance action which-ctm be scheduled in a period when the

equipment -is ,not required operetionally or which can be-performed-while theI mission is being fulfil.ed does not contribute to downtime.
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SECTION 2B2

MAINTAINABILITY ROOTS DESIGN IMPACT

This section-provides information on the design of fault.locatijn systems

(hardware type). It contains , analysis .of an -integral .semsor test system,

including determination of the numbers and locations of test points to per-

mit fault location at a high level of confidence.
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DESIGN NOTE 2BI - FAULT LOCATION BY INTEGRAL SENSOR TESTS

1. GENERAL

2. INTEGRAL SENSOR ,TEST SYSTEM (ISTS) OPTIMIZATION

2.1 Analysis of Basic Configuration

2.1.1 Introduction

2.1.2 Option 1
2.1.3 Option 2

2.1.4 Trade-Off Analysis

2.1.5 Conoep.ual Description of Recommended ISTS

2.1.5 (1) Conceptual I lustration of an Air Force Site With an ISTS

2.2 Sensor Designs
2.3 Evaluaor Design

2.3.1 Thresholding Consideat~ons

2.3.2 Fault Detection and Diagnosis

2.4 Ozplay Design

2.4.1 Local Display

2.4.2 Centralizsd Display

2.5 Depth of Isolation

2.6 Fault Prediction

2.7 Test Point Selection

2.7.1 Failu.e .ate Establishment

2.7.1 (1) Example of Prlme Equipment

2.7.1 (2) LRU Inputs/Outputs

2.7.1 (3) LRU Input/Output Relationships

2.7.2 Fault Code Establishment

2.7.3 Interdependency Establishment

2.7.3 (1) Example Synchronizer

2.7.4 Evaluation of a Particular Snsor

2.7.5 Evaluation of a Sensor Set

2.0 Analog Sensors

2.8 (1) Analog Signal Amplitude Sensors
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-ESIGN NOTE 2B.. FAULT LOCATION BY INTEGRAL SENSOR TESTS 

1. GENERAL

The Integral Sensor Test System (ISTS) is a-form of built-in test that can

measure and evaluatp basic electronic parameters on a cot.nuous on-line moni-

toring basis. *The recossended ISTS concept is to perform localized processing

within each prine equipwent. Centralized display and mode. control are an

optional part of the IS2S, since display and mode control are also possible

at the prime equipment level. Esset.tially, one can consider the. bensors with-

in an equipment as a nerve network and the decision was to also place the

"brain" (evaluator) within the prime equipment. This is a ore cost-effective

technique since the sensors can be utilized independent of auxiliary equipment. 4

Sensors are described that can efficiently sense basic electronic parameters

*such as AC, DC, pulse, frequency, phase difference, etc. The sensors are in

microelectronic form and can be used as standard sensors for the parameters

and signal levels for which they were designed, but are versatile enough to

allow applicability to a variety of frequencies, pulses, and signal levels

which put simple varidtions in component jalues. An analytical methodology

is also described that allows the designer to determine the numbers and loca-

tions of test points to permit fault isolation at a high cunfidence level.

Guidelines and results that can be obtained through the usa of the described

technique are as follws:

a. A relatively simple, but effective integral sensor tfst system can be

designed into systems to provide quick and effective fault isolation at a

high confidence level.

b. An integral sensor test system should be confined to the equipment level,

when practical, as opposed to a centralized bystem evaluator and display, to

minimize the need for highly complex multiplexing and .abling that rould sub-

stantially increasq coats and decrease :eliability.
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C. The relative complexity of the sensor/evaluator should be less than 10

percent of the final equipment. This level of complexity will perit a 90-

to 95-percent detection/isolation capability and will limit the impact of in-

creased cost, size, weight, and reliability of the final equipment.

d. Sensors should be designed as an integral part of the prime equipment,

since it enhances compatibility between sensors and systems design and allows

the sensors to utilize power from the prime equipment to minimize intercon-

nections and ieduce size and cost.

e. Sensor signal evaluation should be performed at a level where a number of

LRU's form a functional entity within a larger system thus utilizing the

"virtual" test point concept, a

f. Threspolding of the sensed signal should be performed at th evaluator,

and the evaluator shouie be powered by a separate power source to maintain

c oherent output in the event of power supply failures.

g. The evaluator should be designed tc isolate single faults only, since

evaluation of multiple faults has shown to be not cost effective.

2. INTEGRAL SFiSOR TEST SYSTEM (ISTS) OPTIMIZATION

2.1 Analysis of Basic Configurations

2.1.1 Introduction

One of the b-sic decisions -elative to the design of the ISTS is the level at

which the evaluation of sensor data should be performed. The extreme, are;

* Thresholding the sensor within each LRU.

* Transmitting the sensor data to a centralized evaluator (i.e., a

computer) where the sensors from a number of prime equipments are

thresholded, digitized, and evaluated.

Neither extreme is desirable, and there is a logical level for perforiin" the

required evaluation.
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2.1.2 Opcion. 1'

The first option for evaluation of individual sersor, 'ithin the LRU 'is ob -

viously too elewntary. Such an approach deni as the use of deduction, which

is a powerful tool or minimizing the number of sensOrs. In some cases, a

fault within a particular LRU can b, isolated to a high' degree of accuracy

even t1ough there is no sensor within it. For example, imagine a Pystemwith

a number of integrators, each in a separate LRU. Next assume that there is

An associated LRU that generates a set of switching signals to reset the inte-

grators, and assume that this LRU has no sensors in it. If senscrs on the

outputs of all the integra-ors suddenly indicate saturation, thera ?re two

liktl y causes; i.r., a feilure in the reset circrilxy or simultaneous failures

in each of the integrators. Common sense dictates that oie should assume thet

the reset LRU has failed. The literature ikes reference to a "vixtual teat

point" at the output of the reset LRU described above. It is therefore app)r-

)~ ent that evaluation at too low a level does not zealize t.e full potential of

the integral sensor approach.

2.1.3 Option 2

The second option for evaluation of ali sensor data at a level as consolidated

as possible has certain merits. Some of tha positive factors are:

Rodundarcy 'n the installation is eliminated-by commutating a pro-
grammable evaluator between several prime equipments.

* The evaluator can be quite flexible a ;d complex, sihce only one

evaluator is requited for a given installation.

All mode control and display are inherentl centralized.

* Further refinements such as fault prediction, trend analysis, and

automatic repair could be realized with this type of evaluator

(i.e., computer).
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At the !,ame time, however, there are some negative factors associated with cer.-

traliz£eI evaluation, including the following:

* 11 sensor data must be interconnected to thu evaluator. P-rtiou-

larly in microelectronic equipment, the connectors and cabling caid

easily become a significant, if not dominant, item.

* The large number of interconnections can be reduced by multiplexing,
but the complexity remains high and there may be accuracy problems

due to offset in the riltiplexer.

* The resultant lexibility is low, since the sensor network can

only os utilized for automatic fault isolation when the syste., is

operated in an installation where there is a-i evaluator availaL.le.

• When the evaluator is down, the entire installation is severely

conpzomised.

r rault data generated within a centralized processing area must be

transmitted back to localized displays for use Iy maintenance men.

These factors should be carefully weighed during the program to determxvAe t)'e

negative factors and the positive factors.

2.1.4 Trade-Off Analysis

The qu"-tic n of where to perform the evaluation therefore remains. The solution
is to look at the Eunctional interrelationshis of groups of LRU's within a

prime equipment. Eventually, one will rcach a levtl of hierarchy where the

i.RU's in a particular group are interrelated in themselves but are relatively

isolated (functio..ally) from other LRU's o, groups of LRU's. At this level,

the potential for deductive evaluation is totall realized, and the eQaluation

can just as well be performed there.

One of the advantages of this approach is that interconnections are minimized,

since the evalator will always be in he immediate vicinity of the associated

LRU's. The evaluator can, itself, be an LRU in the system. Each evaluator can

be envisioned as a h.rd-wired evaluator (as opposed to prograemable) for that

specifi' application.
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Another attractive feature of this ISTS Concept is that there is an optimum

versatility. The sensor network can be utilized even when a particular prie

equipment is used individually, yet it is completely compatible with even the

largest installations. The sensors can be viewed as a "nerve network" within

the equipments and the evaluator as the "brain". With the "brain" at o: within

the prime equipment, ix. can obriously function 2ndividallj or in a group.

2.1.5 Conceptual Descripticn of Recommended ISTS

The recommended ievel of evaluation described above-essentially-defines abasic

ISTS configuration. A numbe: of idditional details was also evolved to more

completely describe the system. A conceptual.diagram of the ISTS is shown in

SN 2.1.5 (1). The dashed lines in SN 2.1.5 (1) indicate boundar-es of prime

equipment. The first 2(uipment is a system to modest proportions having two

functionally independent areas. An example of such a system might'be a trana-

ceiver. )ne evaluator is aesigned around the transmitter and another around

the receiver. The reason this is tho appropriate level is that thexe are few

interrelationships between LRU's in the transmwitcer ani receiver. Nithin the

transmtter qubsystem, however, there are interzelatijnships involving keying

signals, mode control signals, AFC loops, etc. A second evaluator is designed

around the receive.-. Each evaluator then generates go/no-go signals for each

LRU with which it is asiociated. Every evaluator shoul" also generate a go/no-

go ,ummary indication for its functional area. The outputs from the two evalua-

tors arq combined into a corsrn local display. Signals are also provided on a

standard auxiliary connector for uie in a centralized display area.

Another prime equipment in the STS conceptual diagram of SN 2.1.5 (1) is shown

with onl ore major ftuctional area. The concept is essentially the same, how-

ever. Sensors within the L'S generate outpu=ts which are thresholded and pro-

* cessed in the evaluatur. The av&luator genexates go/no-gc outputs for each

LRU and a summary ind.cator for that system. The outputs ,f the evaluator are

also provided on an aaxiJay connector for use in a centralized display.
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SBNT 2..'()Conceptual illustration of an Air Force -I SU-NOE 21.5(1)Site. With an ISTS
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Other pwime equipment ir SN 2.1.5 (1) may involve several subsystems, and each

subsystem will have an associated e;'aluat... For example, a radar may have

transmitter, antenna, receiver, data prc_. ,so:, and display subsystems. The

local ISTS display for that system woLd Lixely be located in the display sub-

system but indapendent evaluators would be located in each subsystem.

The ;valuators in SN 2.1.5 (1) may have a control to activate a fault predic-

tion mode of operation. This control could be derived either from the central

or local display area, with priority given to fault prediction to avoid op-

posing commands from the local and central areas. An indic&tor should also be

provided on the display to ir *,ate the selected mode.

2.2 Senscr Designs

The basic purpose of sensors within a prime equipment is to provide the eval-

uator with the essential information required to detect and isolate faults.

The proper placement of sensors (test point selection) is discussed in para-

F graph 2.7, but it is important to recognize that sensor requirement in a

par-icular application ize established by the parameter(s) at the selected

test points. Sensor design must not be a strong influence during test point

selection, although there must be some feedback if a cost effective system

is to be realized. The feedback should be minimized and it should deal pri-

marily with the feasibility and cost effectiveness of sensors for particular

parameters. For example, the sele'tion of a test point Lust be discouraged

if a reasonable sensor to monitor tha; parameter is not feasible conversely,

to encourage the selection of a test point because the parameter is easy to

sense or because there is an existing senpo could easily compromise the

ability of the evaluator to detect and isolate faults. Cost effective sen-

sors for most parameters can be realized without preempting test point selec-

tion.

When standard sensors are impractical, one design approach could be to gener-

ate standard electrical designs and/or circuit configurations so that the de-

signer can select components compatible with the prime equipment requirement
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and quickly implement a'sensor. This approach to sensordesign minimized inter-

connections because t'ie sensoz can always utilize whate* er systemi power is

available. There should never be a requirement for separate-power supplies br

special wiring for sensor because no advantage can be gained-by-powering sen-

sors from an independent power supply.

This suggested approach to sensor design also assures complete compatibility

with the piime, equipment.

2.3 Evaluator Design

2.3.1 Thresholding Considerations

The function of the evaluator is to process the sensor data Zor the purpose of

detecti.ig and isolating faults. Most sensor data is analog but the simplest

evaluator designs should tesult from digital processing., It is therefore re-

commended that the sensor data be immediately threo iolded, if necessary in a

high/low threshold circuit or "window detector." (

2.3.2 Fault Detection and Diagnosis

a. General

After digitizing the sensor outputs, the evaluator must process the data for

the purpose of detecting faults and isolating the faults to an LRU. A systema

tic technique for performing these functions is to consider the digitized ser ol

data as a composite logical word. Then the evaluator can be programmed to

recognize all possible logic words and associate a "normal" or "failure and

location of failure" with each word. The evaluator designer must therefore

examine all oossible fault codes and identify all those which he feels "ould

occur. Some codes are totally impossible or could only occur with a nurber of

simultaneous failures. After he has identified the fault coees which are pos-

sible, he must then associate the proper status or fault condition with each

code.
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b. Partitioning of Fault Codes

One of the problems with thi!s technique is that there may Le a very large

number ofpossible-fault codes. For example., in a system involving as few

as 10 sensors, there are 1624 possilie fault codes. Techniqies ,ust there-

fore be investigated to'greatly reduce the number of potential fault codes.

Three tochniques are described in the following paragraphs.

The first technique is known as partitioning. Us_.ng, this approach, one es-

sentially breaks up a ;elatively long binary word into a number of shorter

binary words. The sum of these shorter words is much less than the one com-

posite wore. For example, if a 10-bit word is partiticned into two 5-bit

words, the codes are reduced from 1024 to

2
5 

+ 25= 64.

The rationale for partitioning i- very logical. For example, assime a sys-

tem with 10 sensors with the first four sensors associated with the syste.

power supplies. In examining fault codes, it is immecZctely apparent that a

power failuri is defined by a zero in one of che first 4 bits. All fault codos

with one or more zeros in the first 4 bits uniquely defines a power failure.

All permutations of the remaining 6 bitz are therefore irrelevant. 1n fact,

the sensor i itputs of the last 6 bits are totally meaningless because the

required supply voltages are not present. One is totally Justified in par-

titioning the ccxie word between the first 4 bits and the remaining 6 bits. The

result is that the evaluator looks first at the first 4 bits and, if any zeros

are present, a unique diagnosis can be made immediately. If all 4 bits are

"I", then the evaluator proceeds to a second level or hierarchy and evaluates

the permutations of the remaining 6 bit-. The tutal number of cedes to be

evaluated is now
2 6

S+ 2 80.

It is therefore obvious that partitioning zeduces the number of fault codes

by a large amount.
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c. Additional Techniques for Fault Cod Reduction

aTh number of fault codes can also be reduced cdnsiderably!by assuming:that

the evaluator will only'have to perform under eonditions of a single fault.,

The liKelihood of simultaneous faults i3 far less thanI pe'rcent, an& Ire-

fore. consideration of multiple faults and the corresponding; faultcodes is-

obviuasly not cost effer;ive. 'he system designer must be consciousof.

. uJtiple fault conditions wdereby one fault is induced by another. Such~a I
conuition occurs-most frequently in high-powfi systems. Using single fault

assumption ,on-the previous example, only four fault codes need be coisidered 7

for the, first 4 bits. Little can be said concerning the number of-combinations

of the remaning 6-bits that-can only ,cuur undr ,multiple fault condiLions.

Based on previous exper;.ence, a conservative estimate is thatihalf the codes

can be generated only under multiple faults. Thus, the fault codes for the

10 sensor example are now reduced to

20
4 = 36 fault codes.

2

TnIs is a significant reduction from 1024 codes and these techniques are ever

more essentia. in larger systems. Addition-l partitions are very possible

in larget systems and then evaluation can be conducted in threeor-more'se-

quential operations.

Every evaluator should also be designed toprovide a summary go/no-go indica-

tion for the LRU's with which it ic associated. For-small systcms, this will

be a go/no-go indication for the entire system, while in !.arge systems, they

will relate to major subsystems. In the.latter case, pr6visirns should be made

o combine the summaryo indi.,ations ,frum the major sunsystems into a go/nfo-go

indication for the entire system.

2.4 Display Design

2.4.1 Local Display

A local display (prinie 6quipment leveli should be providcd s) that ,the-system

cAn function independent of any auxiliary eguipment. The local display design
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.should be compatible with the prime equipment, and therefore no general de-

sign ca, be recommended. At a minimum, the local display should include a

go/no-go indicator for each LRU in the system, as well as all the summary in-

dicators generated within the system. In a very large prime equipment, the

designer may consider providing a local display on each cabinet. The only re-

maining requirenent would be to display the summary indicators in a central

area of the prime equipment. This approach reduces the number of intercon-

nections between cabinets dithin the prime equipment.

All the evaluator outputs should also be made availablc on a separate con-

nector in the prime equipment. These signals can be used when desired in a

centralized display. In very large systems with several cabinets, the sys-

tem designer may choose to provide a connector in each cabinet rather than

cc.solidating them into a single connector.

2.4.2 Centralized Display

When a nurbez of prim equipments are consolidated into a single installation,

it will eventually be des. able to display the equipment status, failures, etc.,

in a central mnitoring area. The degree of sophistication and flexibility of

the centralized display cannot be logically defined at this point. The size,

the layout, and the mission of the site all influence central display design.

It is therefore recommended that a design or design approach be erolved as some

of the first system prim equipments are evaluated. A likely solution is to

develop a modular console with a high degree of flexibility.

Centrai display design an be as simple as a bank of lights and a few control

switches. Of coarse, mere compact displays (i.e., CR's) could be provided

with additional information such as block diagrams. Additional equipment could

also be provided to record equipment status, to print out a hard copy of all

failures, etc. Thes_ are bat a few of the possible approaches to centralized

display design, but they illustrate the range c posoibilities which make

standard designs impractical.
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Theamount of inforrition provided by the centraliied d.play should also re-

main open.. ̂ Possible alternatives in this area are as follois:

a. Display all. sumlary and LdU status indications
b. Display,all summary, indicators in-one node 'and all LRU -statusigndiait ors

for n operator-selected prim~e equipment in a second 60a3

C. Display only sunmrary indicators ind~gq to individual prime-equipment for

faulty 'LMI~nformation

2.5 Depth-of Isolation

One of the trade-offs relative to system design is how piecise and to what

level fault isolation should be performed. When the concept requi-es isola-

tion to an LRU which is then replacd by a repairman, there isno benefit

from isolation beyond the LRU. Isolation of faults within an LRU is there-

fore prescribed as an-off-line function and a~sac6nd hierarchy of integral

sensors foi this purpose is clearly not cost effective. With reasonable

requirements for isolation accuracy (80 to 90 percent), experience indicates

that the sensor population is approximately one per LRU.,

Since there is typically one sensor per LRU, the comple.'ity of the LRU estab-

lishes the ratio of prime equipment circuitry to sensor/evaluator circuitry.

Typical LRU complexities in state-of-the-art equipment are such that the sen-

sor and evaluator circuitry should constitute less than 10 percent of the

overall system.

With a sensor populatiin of approximately one per LRU, the system will detect

and isolate 90 to 95 percent of Cqe faults. Additional sensors will increase

these percentages, but the cost effectiveness of the additional sensors may
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The above factors are essentially "engineerlrg judgments" based on the expe-
i rience gained during the program. The breadboard circuitry is typical of most

electronic gear, and therefore the factors should apply to other equipment.
As more experience is gained in the area these "rules of thumb" should be up-

dated, but at present they are the best possible starting points.

2.6 Fault Prediction

The system maintainability failure indice-ion occurs when one or more test

point parameters in a given system exceed a prescribed threshold. By imposing

more stringent thresholds on a particular parameter, it is possible to detect

a degradation which may suggest an impending failure. Thus, one can suggest

a second moue of operation for the system whereby certain thresholds are

tightened and the "failures" indicated in this mode are predicted failures.

There are a number of factors to be con&idered, however, before such an ap-

proach can be undertaken. Some of these considerations are as follows:

a. Digital sensor outputs do not degrade or drift but are essentially go!
no-go.

b. It is difficult enough, in a few situations, to specify failure thresholds

and attempting to be more discerning may Le impractical.

c. Test points in control loops may be held constant evcn though there are

degradations in the system. In this situation, additional sensors may be re-

quired for fault prediction.

d. There is a significant amount of added complexity in the threshold cir-

cuitry which may not be justified.

e. This mode may easily introduce a situat.on where the evaluator is faced

with two or three simultaneous "failures" so that added evaluator complexity

may also be required to provide adequate performance in a fault prediction

mode.
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2.7 Test Point Selection

On6 of th key requireme~its for impleixnting a cost effective design, is-pro-

per test point selection. The sole purpose of integral sensors is to facilitate

performance monitoring and fault isolation. It is therefore obviouu tbatothe

location of these sellsors (test =.int selection) must be ,asedon the ability

of the sensor(s) to detect and isolate faults in the prime equipment.

Two additional factors must also be considered uL.kI ng test point selection.

First, ,test point~selection should be biased so as to concentrate sensors in

areas where failures are most likely to occur. A key element in test point

eelection is therefore the establishment of probability-of-failure data for

each.functional area in the system. It is important to.note that the failure

rates are used only ia a relative sense to bias test point selection to the

areas in the. system that are more likely to fail.

Secondly, there is the question of how feasible a sensor is once a test p ont

is selccted. If the parameter at a part
4
.cular test point is extremely diffi-

cult to measure, that test point should be avoided in the interest of a cost

effective system even if two alternate test points are re-uired. This sl.ould

generally not be a problem since most parameters can be sensed with cost ef-

fective sensors. It is also important to note that test point selection

should not bo biased toward selection of specific test points to permit the
use of existinq or easily implemented sensors. The effectiveness could very

quickly be compromised by such an approach.

2.7.1 Failure Rate Establishment

SN 2.7.1 (1) shows a functional block diagram of a system showing tfie inter-

relationships between the units. The system consists of the IF processing
portions of.a pulsed radar channel, including those items necessary to gen-

erate test signals. Included are a variable gain amplifier (VGA) with a

sensitivity time control (STC), a phase detector, an A/D converter, a digital

integrator, a D/A converter, and a threshold circuit driving the display scope.

A VCO supplies the system IF signal, clock and COHO. The synchronizer controls
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the timing for the system, generating the pulsed IF, the STC timing, and Le ji
A/D sample signals. For the sake of simplicity, the power supplies needed

for these unitc are not included in the diagram although it can be readily

seen that the supplies could be LRU's providing inputs on whirh the other

units would be dependent. Each LRU can be specified according to Ats inputs

and outputs (see SN 2.7.1 (2)).

SUB-NOTE 2.7.1 (2) LRU Inputs/Outputs

Inputs Outputs
LRU Name (from) (to)

1 VCO - 2
2 Channel Splitter 1 3,4,7
3 Squaring Circuit 2 5
4 Modulator 2,5 6
5 Synchronizer 3 4,6,8
6 VGA, STC 4,5 7
7 oDetector, Video Aplifier 2,6 8 (
8 A/D 5,7 9
9 Integrator 8,10 10,11
10 Memory 9 9
11 D/A 9 12
,2 Threshold 11 13
13 A-Scope 12 -

A particular LRU can be defined as having failed if it does not provide a

valid natput in the presence of its valid inputs. By using established re-

liability data (e.g., MIL7HDBK-217A) and k:owing the LRL internal electronics,

the likelihood of the failure of a given LRU output can be expressed math-

ematically. The normalized failure rate of those portions of an LRU con-

cerned with relating a given output to the LRU inputs can be taken as the prob-

ability that this output will fail. Thus, to describe the system, the input/

output relationshtps of the LRU's listed in SN 2.7.1 (2) are shown in

SN 2.7.1 (3).
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(3SUB-NOTF 2..1 (3) RU Input/Output Relationships _

LRU Output to LRU Failure Rate x Iu
6  

input

1 2 13.1
2 3 4.3 1% -4 4.31

-7 4.3 1

3 5 10.1 2
4 6 12.6 2,5
5 4 16.7 3

618.0 3
8 21.3 3
7 15.3 4,5

) 8 12.0 2,6
6 9 25.2 5,7
9 10,11 ]] .3 8,10

10 9 15.6 9
11 12 20.1 9
12 13 25.0 11
13 X 30.0 12

259.2 x 10 6

6
1/A = 0.00386 x 10

= MTBF - 3860 hours
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2.7.2 Fault Code Establishment

If tne informatxon along each interdependency line is senbed, the failure of

any LRU will produce a fault-code pattern. This pattern can be used to isolate

ths fau±t. Ip the toregoing example, if a "1" indicates no fault and a '0"

indicates a fault, the code will be:

Sensor No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

LRU
Failed

1 0 000 00000000000 00
2 1 0000000 0 0000000 00
31 1 1 1 00000 0000000 00
4 1 1 1. 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 00 0 0000
8 111111111110000000
9 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 0
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
13 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

No

Fault 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

it can be rted from the above pattern that only those sensors that contrilbute

to the uniqueness of the fault pattern need be used. Thus, it can be seen that

sensors 2 and 3 and 7 and 8 could be removed without sac;ificing the uniqueness

of the words. Also, sensors 13, 14, aid 15 will all fault together, since LRU's

9 and 10 are connected in a loop. Thus, any two of these (such as 13 and 14)

can he omitted since they supply no additional information. It is evident that

a fault in LRU 9 cannot be discerned from a fault in LRU 10 by the sensor out-

puts. The edundant sensors can be omitted only if the LRU that has multiple

outputs will tose all of its outputs when it fails. If this is not certain to

occur, then the sensors should be chosen on the basis of the probabilities of
failure.
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2.7.3 Interdependency-Establishment [1
In the example, tie. table-of

- 
failure-rates ,shows tfiatthe outputs- of LRI.2

are all equally likely to fEil. A channel splitter (LPU '2) usually-ac6epts

a common input' and then branches inco several, identical and-independent, cbant

nels. This means that eachoutput couldfail,without affecting the others.

In this case,, monitoring, oro cf the outputs would not assure the status of

the others. The three synchronizer outputs, however, would, not be independent.

All would be derived fzom a comon ,clock that would'be couAted down to the

PRF frequency. All would have the same-yepetitibn rate so that all wouldde-

pend on the complete counter working properly. If the relative complexities

of the circuits needed to generate the outputs are as shown in '112.7.3 (l),,

the probability of separate or related failures of the three outputs can'be
calculated based'"on these relative coml~lexities. The :probability of-detecting t

an LRU failure by-xnitoring only output 1 expresses the dependency relation7-

ship that output 1 has with the rest of the LRU. This probability is:

= no. of common elements
D, total no. of elements,

or

48
48+-= 92.2 percent

This means that 92.2 percent f the times that output 1 fails. the other out-

pute will be missing also. The other two outputs will have dependencies:

48
D2 - 48 +6- 89 percent

and
~48 D3 - i --8 = 86 percent

In general this dependency can be calculated for any outpt with respe.t to

any other output by the formula:

D Ac
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where

D is the dependency factor
)Lc is the failure rate of the common elements between the outputs ir

question

As is the failure rate of those portions of the LUR peculiar to the

output for which D is, being calculated.

in the eAample, the failure rates (A 's) are considered tn be proportional

to the number of circuits in each branch, assuming that the type of logic is

identical throughout. Also in the example, the dependency of any output is
the same for either of the remaining two outputs.

A system can be completely described by listing the outputs, the failure

rates, and the output dependencies for each LRU. Thus, the example case is:

Output LRU Output Goes to Failure Number of

Number Nutaber LRU Number Rate x 10-6 Dependencies

1 1 2 13.1 0

2 2 3 4.3 0

2 2 4 4.3 0

4 2 7 4.3 0

5 3 5 10.1 0

6 4 6 12.6 0

7 5 4 16.7 2

8 5 6 18.0 2

9 5 7 21.3 2

10 6 7 15.3 0

1U 7 8 12.0 0

12 8 9 25.2 0

13 9 i0 11.3 1

14 9 11 11.3 1

15 10 9 15.6 0
16 U1 12 20.1 0

1 12 13 25.0 0

18 13 14 30.0 0
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SUB-NOTE 2.7.3 (1) Exaple synchoie

Range Counter
(48 Gates)

(4 Cates) (6 Gatos) 2ts

Outp Ii Output 2 Oiitjit 3

Out1ut 2
dutitiet3
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And the dependencies are:

Output Number Percent On Output Number
7 92.2, 8

7 92.
-, ". , 89- 7" -

S8 .89 9
9 86 7

9 86 8

13 "100, 14

14 100 13

The dependency connotations are given fcr each output that has a dependent

associationwith another outpuc. Three types of-multiple output situations

are illustrated. LRU 2 has three o\.tputs with a zero dependency; i.e., each

output is completely independent of the-others. LRU 5 has three dependent

outputs. For iastance, output 7 has a 92.2 percent dependency with output 8.

This means that 92.2 percent of the time that output 7 is missing because of

a failure of LRU 5, output 8 will be missing also. LRU 9 has two outputs

which are ,completely, dependent; i.e., they are taken from the same point in-

ternal to the LRU. This is a 100 percent dependency, for'whenever one output

is missing, the other is certain to be missing also.

2.7.4 Evaluation of a Particular Sensor

With the above information, the usefulness of placing a sensor at any parti-

cular point in the system can be calculated on the basis of the uniqtueness of

the fault pattern produced 3y a given set oZ sensors and by the probability

that a given fault will occar. In general, the more faults that a given sensor

system can isolate (particularly on the first attempt), the better the system

is. In selecting the optimum placement of sensors, a quantitative measurement

of the system capability to isolate faults is required. If the fault code

pattern produced by a sensor set for a given fault is unique, then that fault

will be isolated on the first attempt. If a particular fault does not produce

*A unique fault code pattern, the fa t cannot be isolated with certainty on

the first attempt. However, if the fault is isolated to two possible LRU's,
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the repair can be made on the second substitution. This is not as desirable

as immediate isolation, but is assuredly more desirable than isolating the

fault on three or gzeater attempts. Another factor in assessing the value

of a given set of sensozs would be whether or not a set isolates the most

frequent faults. Thus, those sensors isolating frequent faults are more d6-

sirable than those isolating faults that occur less often. Given the time

that the equipment is to operate and the failure rate of the LRU's, the
p~obability of a faul, in a particular LRU during the mission time can be

found by:
AT

where

P is the probability of failure,

is the failure rate per 10
6 

hours of the LRU

T is the mission time.

2.7.5 Evaluation of a Sensor Set

A sensor set evaluation coefficient can be calculated by:

SE P1 1 P2  1 Pn

2 P n P

where

SE is the sensor evaluation factor

P 1 is the prcbability of the failures isolated on the

first substitution; i.e., those failures uniquely specified

by the fault code

P is the probability of the failures isolacod after two sub-
2
stitutions; i.e., those failures isolated to pairs by the

fault code

P is the probability of the failures isolated after n sub-
n
stitutions; i.e., those failures isolated to groups of n

by the fault code, and

P is the probability of any failure.
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he _in- a fficiehts give .ess-and less weight to lacc substitutibns although

the effect-ot addingar additional substitution decreasesas ungts larger.

'(The weighting changed greaelywhen qoing'from one to two s~stitutibns, -but
,. i g lss so w hf4n going.'fr iO'tbo iio.

The ciustion of dependent outputs tn be handled-by consideLing tht ,following

simple case. Consider, for exerple,, an.- LRU .with a simple resistive r.twork

having three dependtht outputs, each see-ng. an infinite load irpeda de As-

sumng that all the resisLors. arc id~ntical and haeqa dissipations,
the failure rates will be che same. The out ut dependency relationshirs can.

be calculated from the relative complexities of the. parts. Whenever output A,

fails, there is a 50/50 chance that Rl has failed. This reans that 3G per-

cent of the zame, outputs B and C will be misr.ng also. Therefoae, the de-

pendency 4ith A can'be expressed by:

Out t Dependency With Output

A 50% B (

A 50% C

E is identically the same type of output as A, and tlerefore:

Output Dependency withut

B 50% A

B 50% C

Wher. output C fails, 'there is a 1/5 chance tnat the failure will be due to

Rl, causing A and B to-ba missing also. Therefore:

Output -- Dependency, With. "p

C 20% A

C 20% B

all three outputs ara not sensed (Zor instanc, :f only A is sensed), the
~percntage of isolated Lilares to tha total possible failures can be calcu-

lated in the form of the sensor evaluation coefficient as:
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P? P
PA R1 + PR2

SRA I Rl + PR 2 
+ 

PR3 "I R7

Assumingthat the failure rates per resistor are all equal to one, this re-

duces' to:

SEA  2/7

SES = 2/7

SEC = 4/7

The outputs, failure probabilities, and sensor evaluation coefficients (SEC)

c7m be summarized o follows:

OutEvi Failre Probability (P) Dependency -(D) On t SEC

A 2 50% B 2/7

A 2 50% C 2/7

B 2 50% A 2/7

B 2 50% C 2/7

C 5 20% A 4/7

C 5 20% B 4/7

A generalized formula for the sensor evaluation coefficient for the first

substitution only is as follows:

For a sensor at A only

2 2
SE ) = = TS = A + (PB- D0PB) 

+ 
lP " -DcPc

)  
2 + (2-1) + (5-1) 7

For sensors at A and C:

A C cDC 2 + 5 - 1 6
SE = -

PA +P +P - PBD -PD 2 + 2 5 - -
AB B B C C
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This can be seen to be correct, for-sensors-atA and C,will isolate!6/7 of the

total possible failures. In general, then, the sensor evaluatiuncoefficient

can befound from the quotient of the summation of the failure piobabil~ties

of all unique 'fault code failures by the summation.of allt failures, in each

case subtracting out a single dependency product wherever two dependent in-

puts appear (either numerator or denominator).

The total merit.of any set of sensors can be evaluated by calculating a sensor

evaluation coefficient for a set of sensors and c-mparing it with the coeffi-

cient for other sets. The higher the coefficient, the better is-the sensor

S et. Also, the relative effectiveness of any particular LETS system can-be

ascertained by comparing its sensor evaluation coeffic:ent to the sensor evil-

uation coefficients of other systems.

2.8 Analog Sensors

The sensor designs described below can be used individually or in cerbination

as "building blocks" to form a variety of sensors.

a. Envelope Detector

The circuit shown in section A uf SN 2.8 (1) is an active envelope or video

detector useful for RF signals from 5 to 50 MHz. By properly selecting ratios

of R, and R5, the gain can be selected anywhere between 0 and 25 dB. The

envelope rise and fall times are less than 1 microsecond so that the circuit

is useful for detection of video pulsec equal to or greater than 1 microsecond.

This sensor design can be scaled for operation below 5 MHz by increasing the

values of the capacitors in inverse proportion to the scaled frequency ratio.

For example, if a video detector is required for a 500 KHz signal, all four

capacitor values are increased by a factor of 10 (the ratio of 5 MHz to 500

KHz). It should also oe recognized that the detector rise and fall times in-

crease proportionally so that, in the above example, the circuit will detect

video pulses of 10 microseconds or greater.
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The detector design utilizes a buffer amplifiex (QI) to prevent loading of

the test point. This stage is an inverting amplifier whose gain, G, is
R,

G=-
R 
2

for all reasonable transistor betas. Sensor gain can be selected by varying

R 1 while leaving R5 at its nominal value. The collector of Q1 is AC coupjed

to a coaventional diode detector. The output stage is an emitter follower

to limit tht loading of the detector and to provide a low imnedanze drive

signal to the evaluator.

b. Gated Video Buffer

The circuit shown in section B of SN 2.8 (1) is a gated video buffer for

gencral use as a linear amplifier with an optioal gating input. When the
gating function is used, the amplifier output is zezo except during an "enable"

signal, when the sensor performs noroally. To eliminate the gating function,

the gate input terminal is left open and the circuit is co tinually enabled.

The sensor is gated off by grounding the cathode of CR2, which hnts out the

input signal and maintains the sensor output at zero.

Sensor gain can be adjusted over a range of approximately 30 .B by altering

the ratio of R6 /R 8 . The gain equation is

G= +

Where R3-R form an input attenuator and R -R8 provide amplification. The

purpose of the input attenuator is to isolate the test point in the event of

sensor failure. Adjustment R10 provides a mans of compesating the effects

of bias current through R1 and CR3. The use of this bias circuit results in

a linear amplifier even though the 'ignals aI.e injected through a diode gate.
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SUB-NOTE 2.8.J (1) Analog Signal Amplitude Sensors

+12V

II K CR1

IF PULSE .I 1C2 w MMTB18 IFPULSE"

(A) ENVE~eE DETVEOLOPE

R6 mmig9s 4.7X IO~
1K 22 c K-

R2  Al Id

+12 O y

, A '

(A) EVPEDETO FR

R 3

10K R6
47K

RI

112
'J CRl I: a

4K R3  R4  I

EN~E >A3CR3 R ~ 10 lOpf

C112 2.2K It~ 1R9

NOTE: ALL DIODES HMO 9009

1S) GATED VIDEO BUFFER

R3

3KK

IC) VIDEO DETECTOR
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A compensation network R9-c1 is provided to make the 702 operational amplifier

unconditionzlly stable. These values can be adjusted in specific applications

by using the guidelines provided in application notes and specification sheets

for 762 oporational amplifiers.

c. Video Detector

The circuit shown in section C SH 2.8 (1) is a general-purpose video detector.

The circuit can be used as a peak detector tor sinusoidal signals, square

waves, puLse trains, etc. The detector discharge time is approximately 10

milliseconds so that repetitive signals as low as 1 KHz will be detected and

the DC output of the sensor will be directly proportional,to the amplitude

of the input signal. The upper frequency limitation is approximately 1 MHz.

The circuit functions for it.put signals ranging from 1 to 4 volts. Circuit

gain can be selected by ad3usting the ratio of R and R in accordance with

the following:

Gain 1+ 3
R2

I The citcuit becomes a :Legative peak detector simply by ieversing diode CR

but the gain equation It unchanged.

This circuit is compensated conservatively by C2 for general-purpose applica-

tions. The operational amplifier is simply a buffer for the already detected

signal so that there is no need for frequency rssponse beyond approximatelyI1 KHz.
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MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN

This chapter contains a deta.led task description of a Minainability Program

Plan. with guidelines, methodoloqy, documentation requirements, and an example

of the plan for the Multiplexer Set.
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CHAPTER 3 MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLANK SECTION 3L - DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION
D-3sign Ncte 3Al,- Purpose of Maintainability Program Plan

SECTION 3B - GUID2L-NLS AMD METHODOLOGY

Design Note 3BI - Dis:ussion of Detailed Requirements of MIL-STD-470

SECTION 3C - DOCUMENTATION. REfUJ=,MENTS

Design Note 3CI - Data Item Description

SECTION 3D - MULTIPLEXER SET MAINTAINABILITY PROGfAM PLAN EXAMPLE

Design Note 3DI - Multiplexer Set Contractor Organization and Management

3D2 - Multiplexer Set Maintainability Program Plan Tasks

3D3 - Multiplexer Set Reviews, Reports, Milestones, and Cross-Index
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SECTION 3A

DETAILED TASK DESCPI1TION

This section describes the purpose and applicability of the maintair.ability

program plan.

Ii
1A
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tSMCTION 3A DI,-AIL-11D. +ASK DESCRIPT'flN

DESIGN NOTE 3AI - PURPOSE OF &AINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN --

1. GENERAL

l(1) Maintainability (N) Program Plan Task Checklist

1(2) Contents of Maintainability Program Plan

2. APPLICABILITY
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DZSIGN NTI: 3AI PURPOSE OF MAINTAINPBILITY PROGRAM PLAN

1. GENERAL

The purpose of the maintainability program plan is to ensure that a system or

equipment will be designed to meet the soecified maintainability requirements

in an effactive, timely, and economical manner. It provides for a systematic

analysis of the maintainability effort and gives guidelines for meeting or

exceeding the specified requirement. To be effective, the maintainability

program must be integrated with the system/equipment design engineering pro-

gram to assure effective, timely, and economical accomplishment. The program

should be consistent with the type and complexity of systems or equipment and

phase of the acquisition and shall ensure attainment of the contractual main-

taindbility requirements. The essential tasks that the program plan should

address are shown in SN 1 (1) and are discussed individually in Chapters 3

through 17. The maintainability program plan contents are shown in SN 1 (2).

An example of a maint,,inability program plan is included in Section 3D.

SUB-NOTE 1(!) Maintainability (M) Program Plan Task Checklist

! I Program Plan -M Design Criteria and

* Design Review Specification Inputs

SAllocations M Predictions

*MReports *M Design Audit

Trade-offs IM Demonstration Plan

* Special M Aralysis *M Demonstration-Conduct and
--e Report

M Model *M Data Collection Analysis
* Maintenance Concept and Corrective Actions

GFE Integration
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r Ko
SU-NOTE 1(2) Contents of Maintainability-Program Plai

* Work to be accomplished.under.each task

- Time phasing of each task

* Contractor organizational element responsible for
implemet.ting the maintaindbility program

* Lines of cvumunication between the contractor
crganization responsible for implementing the
maintainability program and other contracto.:
interfacing organizations

* Appropriate customer-contractor program milestone
review points

*Speific technique(s) for ullocating quantitative
requirements to lower level functional elements of
the system (group, unit, assembly, subassembly, etc.)

Specific technique(s) for maintainability predictions
of quantitative requirements at lower level functional
l cments of the system

K ' he general approach to be used in modeling the system or
equipment.

Interfaces between the maintainability program and
other closely related programs (logistics, reliability,
safety engineering, etc.)

2. APPLICABILITY

The requirements for a maintainability program plan apply to the development of

all systems and equipment subject to validation. Then validation is not in-

volyed, the extant of a maintainability program plan's applicability should be

specified in the Request for Proposal or Contract Work Statement, or both.
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SECTIC14 30

Thisseciondescibe thGUIDELINES AND METHODOLOGY

Thissecion escibestheguidelines a.id methodology for preparing a main-

tainability program plan by Jiscussion of detail A relvirements of MIL-STD-

470.
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SFCTION-3B CUIDELINES AND METHODOLCGY

DESIGN NOTE 3B1 - DISCUSSION OF DETAILED REQUIREMENTS OF 14IL-STD-470
1., BACKGROUND

2. PREPARE THE AINTAINABILITY PROGRAM.PLAN
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DISCUSSION OF DETAILED
DESIGN 'NOTE 3B1 kEQUIREMENTS OF MIL-STD-470

1. BACKGROUND

MIL-STD-470 sets forthi the requiementsfor conductin3 a maintainailit -Oro-.

gram. The progrm reqairements of this standard are discussed in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.

2. PREPRfl THE MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN

In response to a Rquest for Proposal (RFP), the contractor wili deccribe, ir

as much detaii as appro,)riate, how he plans to conduct the maintainability

program. He will discuss how he intends to accomplish all of the applicable

and essential tasks of th3 program shown in SN l(1) of DN 3A1, plus the perti-

nent information shown in SN 1(2) o. DN 3Al. When there is a contractor's

proposal for the Validation Phese, normaliy a preliminary maintainability

program plan will be subtitted to the procuring activity. The contractor will

then.be expected to expand aad modify the preliminary plan as necessr y during

the Validation Phase to prodiuce the proposed maintainability program plan that
will guide the maintainability program during the Full-Scale Development Phase.

Since the maintainability program plan describes how the contractor intends to

satisfy mission maintainability requirements, the plan is a factor in source

selection.

The maintainability program must be consistent with the type and complexity of

the system or equipment and be irtegraled with the entire design engineering

effort. The maintainability program plan provides .he contractor with a means

for showing how he expects to tailor the maintainability program to meet these

requirements in an effective, timely, and economical manner, In describing

the plarned interfaces between the maintainability program and other closely

*related programs or efforts listed in the standard, there need be only enough

information to chow that duplication of effo-t will be avoided and contiriity
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btwccII uiturrelated funutienl ro bxnsililiicls, irrespctiv ,3f organiza-

tional boundar±es, it assured. 1The ,btandard is flexible with " egard to wbat

portions of. theplan become part of a full-scale development contract. The

plan may be contracted for in whole o- in p'art, depc-nding upon mutual agree-

ment between the contractor and the procuring agency. Xt is important to

assure that necessary basic tizks are prop- ly interpreted and mutually under-

Vstood, to give the procuring activity confidence that maintainability require-
ments.will be met at the end of the Full-Scale Development Phase. At the

same time, this gives the contractor the flexibility he needs to avoid the

" necessity for formal changes in the future.
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SE)CTION 3C

bbOffliNTATIOW REQUIREMENTS,

This se~tion describes -the documenta .ion requirements which may be calle&' for -

in An RPP. It includes' the.data item.
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SECTION 3C DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN NOTE 3C1 - DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION

1. GENERAL
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SECT- 3C DOCUWENTATION REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN NOTE 3C1 DATA ITEM-DESCRIPTIONS

1. G04ERAL

The data item for the maintaina;ility program plan is contained in-SN 1(1).

This is the data item that would be listed'on Contzact Form DD-1423, where

one is called out, for a maintainability program plan.

(
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SECS XC - 1OCCUMENTATION REQUIREM4ENTS

SUB-NOTrE 1 (1) (Sheet I of 2 sheets Data Item Description -

DATA ITIM DEBUIPTON 5WfCAlW@1

Pla is bythe Prora, t I USAF Dl-R'3533/
Pgeabiliy/MaintainabillitY Program Plan R-201-2

I~jPa sused bythoroctirinF Activity (1) t__ealuae_2___y197

Reliability/aitainability Prgaand (3 taoOfttor APSC
and evaluate the contrsctor's conduct of his Reiability/ *.evesa,

This Data Item Description is applicable to systims

d vlopenet contracts durint contract validation, fulI____________
scaVle deve~opsent and production phases and equipisen' r
development/ rocureiment contracts when. contractors art
required to conduc t a Reliability/1?hiintainability Propthn. 1fIL-S77)470
This plan may be ohtaintd eith,, nrecontractually, durinp MllL.STD-471
the RFP/irr phase, or as a product of zhe validation phqse. MIL-STP-721
Whna prior reliability propram plan has been proposed MIL-STD..V3S

adapproved by the procurinr activity, the specific
requirements of this Data Item Description may be
satisfied by supplementing the nrior plan.

1. The ReliabilityPlaintainability Program Plan contains the nlans for the accorplish-
aent of each Rliability/isintainability Program task specified by the contract.
The plan will proviie a cross-indes, in accordanco %ith tha: '.,llowiniz outline,
whichn show% the relationshi" between program tasks and (1) applicable specifications
or standards citedI by the contract work statement, (2) other reference documents,
and (3) contractor policies and standards:~

Forrat for rrorrA Plan Cross-Tindes

Ref Pars of Applicable Task Other Company Estimated~lLSD785 or la Roo eference Policie.s, 'kinloadinR
and/or Pro'!ram Plan Docus'ents Procedures for 1st_ konths
WfL-STD..470 & Controls
2. The plan shall also identify and define the following as a mnin,:

a. Thewrk to he accor-lisabcd for each aanlicable task 0elsnented in "IL-STD-7A5
and lULSTD-470.

h. The tine nbssine and ,'anloadinp involved.
c. The costrictor orcanizitiiinaE e-enot Assioned rc~neinsibility -.nd -uthority

for ininlerientiop the Reliabilitv/hintainshility Propran.
d. Lines of connitnic.ation between the contractor orpanizatinnAl element

resnonashie for inenentin' thie 1r,,rr- id o..er contractor interfqcine orvinnizs-
tional ellerents.

.. .prorisitc customer-cost rictnr 'moran eileitone review points.
f, lIethodl of control over sd'costrsctor and vendor reIahillts/easnt alInbliy

prorrara.
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SECT 3C - DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

SUB-NOTE 1 (1) (Sheet 2 of 2 sheets) Ddta Iten Description

DI-R-3533/R-1@1-2 (Continued)
10. Prenaration Instructions (Cont).

a. The nurpos? and exnected resul; )f each task and the ilanne' mttods

for nonitoring, assessir.n, reporting, ,tn,4 takin annr.lnriate action Tepardin,

the status, accomnlishments, and nrohlems.

h. Specific techniques for allocatinp quantitative requirements to

lower level fumctional elements of the tysten (subsystem, assenbly, or

components).

i. Speciic techniques for iiakin reliah'litv/naintainability Predictions.

j. Proposed methoes for deronstrating the achievement of quantitative

reliability/raintaiuability requirements.

3. The plan shall identify and define interfces between the Reliability/

.aincainahility Program and the "allowing closely related progr.ms or

elements:

a. Logistics sunort evaluations.

h. Personnel Subsystem Progran.

c. Systems en'!ineerinp.

d. Systems/cost effectiveness analvsi5.

e. S~sten life-cycle cost analysis.

f. Desien engineering.

g. Value en.ineering.

h. Data collection and analysis orocedures.
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SECTION 3D

MULTIPLeXER LET MAINTAINABILLTY PROGRAM PLAN EXAMPLE

This section contains an example of a maintainability prograis plan for the

Multiplexer Set.
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SFCTION 3D MULTIPLEXER SET:MAINT-INABILITY PROGRAM PLAN EXAMPLE

DESIGN NOTE 3D1 - MULTIPLEXER SET'CONTRACTOR ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

1 (1) Reliability and Maintainability Organization

1 (2) The Contractor's Functional Organization

2. PROGRAM CONTROLS

DESIGN NOTE 3D. - MULTIPLEXER SET IIAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN TASKS

1. GENERAL

2. ANALYSIS

3. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT AND PLAN INPUTS

4. MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN CRITERIA

5. DESIGN TRADE-OFFS

6. MAINTENANCE TIME PREDICTIONS

7. SUBCONTRACTOR AND VENDOR MINTAINABILITY CONTz)L

8. INTEGRATION W17H GOVERMENT OR ASSOCIATE CONTRACTOR ITEMS (

9. DESIGN REVIEWS

10. DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

11. MAINTAINABILITY DEMONSTRATION

12. MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM STATUS REPORT

13. PROJECTED MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM

DESIGN NOTE 3D3 - MULTIPLEXER SET REVIEWS, REPORTS, MILESTONES, AND CRCSS-INDEX

1. PROGRAM REVIEWS AND REPORTS

1 (1) Yintainability Program Reports

2. PROGRAH MILESTONES

2 (2) Multiplexer Set Maintainability Milestones

3. SPECIFICATION/PLAN CROSS-INDEX

3 (1) Miintainability Specification/Plan Cross-Index
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SECT 3D - MULTIPLEXER SET MINTAINABILITY, PROGRAM nL EXAMPLE

D2SIGN NOTE 3DI MULTIPLEXER SET CONTRACTOR ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Reliability and maintainability resoonsibilityat-thz untractor's facility is

chartered to the Vice President of Technical Operations. The structure of the

organization and its relationship to-the Multiplexer Set Project is shown in

SN 1(1). The key personnel responsible for the Multiplexer Set reliability

and maintainability are identified by name in Sa l(i).

Maintainability-program application at the contractor's fac!1ity is the respon-

sibility of the Logistics Division. TheLogistics Division is comprised of
four operating departments, each separated into project and functional staff

support elements. These departments include Logistics Engineering, Technical

Publications, Training and Field Service, and Supply Support. A Logistics

Manarqer, assigned to the Multiplexer Set project, directs the activities of

these departments in fulfillment of cotractual logistics requirements. In

support of the Multiplexer Set Logistics Manager, functional managers for

each of the logistical disciplines assign technically qualified personnel and

provide staff support in the form of technical research and consultation.

Application of maintainability and maintenance engineering programs is the

specific responsibility of the Multiplexer Set Logistics Engineering organi-

zation. Integration of these closely related areas provides appropriate con-

tinuihy of maintainaLility and maintenance analysis, planning, and documenta-

tion, starting with pzedesign study and d;ntinuing through successful comple-

tion of system acceptance testing. Logistics Engineering also acts as a

technical coordinating and review elemert for other logistics organizations,

such as Publications and Spares Support which become most active in latter

design phases.

Personnel in all applicable disciplines are assigned to the Multiplexer Set.

These specialists form a project team, with both formal and informal working
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interfaces. -cr.al -Lines of communicationbetween reliability, maintainability,,

and related-disciplines are maintained at the manager level, while day-.to-day

infoiimal interfaces are established between project team mo-mbers at all levels.

All Mu. tiplexer Set personnel work in the same area and are in constant con-

tact with~eaCh other!

The relationship of reliability' n( ma-rtainability to other related company

organizat ons and-functions is shown ii. SN 1(2). All pertinent organizations

are within the Technical Operations Division.

2.. PROGRAM CONTROLS'

The maintainability program will be controlled through form-lly £cheduled

program reviews, detailed task schedules, and review of program reports.,

S These subjects are presented in detail in DN 3D2-and DU 3D3.

The technical specialists assigned to the Multiplexer'Setprogram are respon-

sible for-assuring that each task is completed in a competent, timely, and
accurate manner. Each task is individually scheduled by poject programming.

Complete Multiplexer Set program schedules are issued tc all program task

leaders, including the reliability and maintainability specialists. Weekly

program review meetings are he!d, during which the progress of each scheduled

item is repozted to the program management. The program schedules are revised

and reissued as appropriate. In this manner, tasks are assured of being com-

pleted on schedule and problem areas are brought to management attention and

are resolved in a timely manner. When a scheduled task is completed, the

completion date is recorded in the program schedule and the schedule becomes

a record of the accomplished tasks.
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DESIGN NOTE 3D2 -MULTIPLEXER SET MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN 'ASKS

I. GENERAL

ThisDesign Note contains the maintainability programnplan for the Multiplexer

Set and ancillary equipments. Format is ccnsistent with the require-

ments of AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1, Data Item R-101-2. The specific tasks to

be accomplished during application of the Multiplexer Set maintainability

program are addressed in subsequent paragraphs.

2. ANALYSIS

An analysis of the maintainability requiremcnts established by the contracI

and Specifications RADO 5265 and 5266 will be accomplished. Based on the

results of this analysis, detailed mainrainability constraints will be defined

for inclusion in Part I Configuration Item (C) specifications for the

Multiplexer Set ancillary rate conversion equipments.

These constrAints wi l be in both qualitative and quanticative dimensions,

with quantitative constraints being suitable for demonstration in accordance

with MIL-STD-471, Method 2.

The quantitative requiruments associated with the Multiplexer Sat and ancillary

rate conversion equipments are as follows:

a. Mean corrective maintenance time ( t): 12.0 minftes

b. Maximum corrective maintenance time (95th percentile)

(Mma t): 36.0 minutes

These requirements will be allocated to the multiplexer and demultiplexer

level, using two fons of data:

a. An cstimate of the average maintenance time expected for one equipment

relative to another.

b. An estimate or apportionment of the failure rate distribution among the

equipments when configured as a system or set.
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Neither of the.above need be kncwn in terms of real values such as nmnutes of
I' downtime o:" 'failures per hour. Relative maintenance tire is estimated in t- rms

Of a value x, and estimated failure rate in terms of failure percentage asso-

c .dted with each equipment. The Zollowlng example illustrates the allocation

technique to be used:

technique ~EXAMPLE ilutae -

Assume a system comprised of two equipments which, i;, combination, must demon-

strate a mean corrective maintenance ti=e (M) -f 12.0 minutes. Let an

estimate of the Net associated with one equipment equal a value X. Further

ccti/ I assume that due to complexity, type, or oter factors, the estimated Met Of

* the second equipment relative to the first is one and one haif times that of

the first (l.5x).

When the two equipments are configured as a set, let the first be expected to

contribute 75 percent of the total failures, with the second contibuting the

remainder.

That portion of the allowed 12.0 minutes system Met to be Allocated to each

equipment can then be established by solving the f-llowing equation for x.

(x) (0.75) + (l.5x) (0.25) = 12.0 minutes

1.125 x = 12.0

x = 10.67 minutes

Hence, the allocated Met for the first equipment is x oz 10.67 minutes and

for the second is 1.5 x or 16.01 minutes.

Allocation of the Mmax ct requirement will maintain the 3:1 (3b.0:12.0) ratio

associated with the specified mean and naximum downtime requirementq. Thus,

should the allocated mean downtime for one of the eq'ilpnents comprising the

multiplexer set be 10.0 minutes, the allocated maximum downtilne fo. that

equipment would be (3) (10) or 30.0 minutes.
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* Based upon input data such as operational and support-c6ncepts,'the'miitain

ability analysis will also translate environmental, facility, personnel-and

other support-related requirements into detailed qualitative and'quantitative

maintainability constraints.

in addition to the evaluation and assignment of qualitative and quantitative

constraints, the maintainability analysis effort will 'include:

a. Assessment of design details in 3upport of prediction reparaticn. '

b. Evaluation of design alternates in terms f their respective maintainability

impact.

. Selection of maintainability demonstrocion task samples and reduction of

observed data.

Analysis findings will be incorporated in the Reliability and-Maintainability

Allocations, Assessments, and Analysis.Report.

3. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT AND PLAN INPUTS

Consistent w3_th the maintenance philosophy, maintenance planning inputs will

be provided for use in development of the training analysis, spare parts so-

lection, and preparation of technical manuals. This effort will address organ-

izational and field maintenance levels, idkntification of required types and

quantities 3f support equipments, and frequency and type of required main-

tenance tasks.

The quantities and types of skills £equireG will be addressed as a part of

tne training snalysis.

it is assumed that the Multiplexer Set equipments will be located a. Govern-

ment installations having existing maintenance support facilities. Therefore,

facility requirements for the Multiplexer Set will be defined in terms of

recommended work area size and support equipment power requirements only.
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Maintenance planning -information will be formally documented in the form of

the Aerospace;Ground Equipient (AGE)- Plan, AGE Recomendation Data (AGERD),

and the Calibration,Requirements Sumoary (CRS).

4. MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN CRITERIA

Based upon results of the continuing maintainability analysis effort, detailed

maintainability design criteria will be provided to the Multiplexer Set,design

Where appropriate, criteria application techniques and procedures will also

be provided by the Multiplexer Set maintainability organization.

Following the initial allocat )n and specification effort, maintainability

audit ,and analysis will continue throughout the development and testing inter-

val. Such effort provides a bdsis for assessment of the evolving design in

terms of specified maintainability constraints and recognized maintainabiiity

design principles. Where analysis ind3ngs indicate the deviation orpotential

deviation of ultimate design performance from such acceptable limitations, sup-

plemental design guidance will be initiated by the program maintainability

organization. This guidance will take two basic forms: personal liaison and

coordination between design ani maintainability personnel, and guidance docu-

mentation to responsible program management. The latter form will be used

where the former does not yield cceptable design alteration. The contractor's

datz- collection systea will include a separate file of such documented guidance.

This coordination and documentation effort, based upon results of the repeti-

tive maintainability audit and analys s, represents the generation of design

criteria and guidance supplemental to that contained in the end item specifi-

cations.
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5. DESIGN TRADE-OFFS

A trade study will b& performed fo. purposes of defining the most cost effec-

tive dispositio' mode for printed circuit cards and modules comprising the

Multlpxexer Set. Alternates to be considered by this study are discard-at-

failure (DAF) and repair of failed items at a depot or factorylevel facility.

The study will address all such iteis collectively rather than individually,

and will be based- upon deployment density and location information provided

by the procuring activity.

Reference material contained in AFLCM/AFSCM 800-4, Optimum Repair Level

Analysis, and RADC-TR-68-187, Maintainability of Micro Circuit Equipment

will be used as a guide during study accomplishment.

The study format will be selectel by the contractor, and study findings will

be appropriately documented in a maintainability program status report.

Other trade-o'fs between candidate approaches to specific design require-

ments will occur frequently during the active design interval. By virtue

of their quantity, and the expediency required for their completj n, such

trades will be largely conducted in an informal manner by means of personal

contact and coozdination.

When such trades involve packaging, faust isolation, or other areas having

maintenance significance, maintainability will receive appropriate consrdera-

tion in the selection process.

If analysis indicates that the selection process has yielded an unacceptable

compromise to the Multiplexer Set maintainability performance, such findings

will be addressed to responsible program management for resolution and will

be suitably included in periodic maintainability status reports.
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6. MAINTENANCE TINE PREDICTIONS

Maintenance time predictions will be prepared for the Multiplexer Eet and

ancillary-rate conversion equipments. These predictions will be prepared in

accordance with ,Method III of MIL-HDBK-472, or other, methods approved by the

procLring activity.

Predictions will be initially prepared early in th, design phase and will be

appropriately' upiated as design detailsbecome firm or are significantly

modified by the design trade-off process.

Predicted maintenance time values will me included in periodic maintairability

progress reports.

7. SUBCONTRACTOR AND VENDOR MAINTAINABILITY CONTROL

Vendor and/or subcontractor items comprising the proposed Multiplexer Set
*design are primarily of a piec2 part configuration and are combined into main- (

tenanco-significant items such as modules and printed circuit cards at the

contractor's manufacturing facility.

However, acquisition of any maintenance-significant components will be accom-

plished, using appropriate specification and control of maintainability

characteristics.

8. INTEGRATION WITH GOVERNMENT OR ASSOCIATE CONTRACTOR ITEMS

in the interest of establishing and Maintaining an effective system support

posture, interface of the Multiplexer Set equipments with existing equipments

and facilities is of particular interest to the cntractor's maintainability

organization. Procuring activity information and recommendations in this

area are considered both desirable and necessary.

Futi'er, in the event Goverrnent or associate contrictor items are integrated

into the Multiplexer Set, impact of this move upon maintainability performance
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wl be analyzed, using -tem performance data supplied by the procuring

activity. Any inconsistencies between maintainability performance of these

items and the Multiplexer Set equipments supplied by the contractor will be

identified and documented, with appropriate corre.tive recommendations, to

the procuring activity for disposition.

9. DESIGN REVIEWS

Besed upon requirements set forth by internal operating policies, review of

engineering progress and status is made at appropriate stages in the Multi-

plexer Set development program. These internal reviews are augmented with

formal preliminary and critical design reviews in which procuring activity

representatives participate.

The contractor maintainability organization will be represented in all such

reviews, assuring appropriate consideration of maintainaoility performance

in the evolving design.

10. DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

During the Multiplexer Set maintainability program, a data collection,

analysis, and corrective action syttem wi.l be initiated and maintained.

The specified prediction technique outlines preferred data formats. Demon-

stration data will be documented in accordance with an approved plan yet to

be developed. Therefore, this data system will serve primarily as a vehicle

for documenting potential maintainability design deficiencies and the disposi-

tion status.

The format of the data system to be used will be selected by the contractor.

When actual or potential maintainability design deficiencies are noted during

the continuing design audit effort, they will be documented for analysis.

Based on analysis findings, appropriate corrc ctive zecommeudations and their
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SECT 3D - MULTIPLEXER SET MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN EXAMPLE,

implementation status will also be recorded. This arrangement will provide a

single coordinated source for data of this type.

11. MAINTAINABILIlY DEMONSTRATION

Compliance of the Multiplexer Set, rate conversion equipment, and power sup-
plies with the specified R t of 12.0 minutes and the specified Ma x ct of

ct maxc

36.0 minutes (95th percentile) will be formally demonstrated in accordance

with MIL-STD-471 (Notice No. 1). CompZlince of the Multiplexer Set equip-

ment design with specified qualitative maintainability requirements wili also

be formally demonstrated by means of equipment inspection or tesing, data

analysis, or other methods as set forth in the quality assurance sections of

* applicable CEI specificstions.

A demonstration witl be conducted, using a contractor prepazed maintainability

demonstration plan approved by the procuring activity. Plan preparation will

provide for demonstration in accordance with MIL-STD-471 (Notice No. 1), Test

Method 2, with the consumer risk set at 10 percent. Demontration planning,

implementation, and documentation will be the responsibility of the Multiplexer

Set maintainability organization. When appropriate, this organization may be

assisted by the design and support elements associated with the Multiplexer

Set program.

Contractor personnel will conduct the demonstration, using validated technical

manuals and spares and support equipments consistent with the support concept

defiaed during the system development interval. These personnel will match,

as closely as possible, the skill level and experience expected of their Air

Fo.:ce operational maintenance counterparts.

:he maintainability demonstration will be accomplished, using not more than

two of tha first eigt Multiplexer Sets. Equipment configuration will be the

same as that used for the reliability qualification test.
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Preparation of the maintainability denonstration plan will be in accordance

with DD-1423, Sequence Number B031. Not more than 45 days following comple-

tion of the maintainability demonstration, a maintainability demonstration

report will be prepared and submitted in accordance with DD-2423 Sequence

Number B035. This report will contain demonstration findings in accordance

with MIL-STD-471 (Notice No. 1), paragraph 4.5. IZ demonstration findings

provide the basis for a reject decision, the demonstration will be stopped

and the procuring activity immediately notified. Appropriate corrective

action will then be planned and implemented, and demonstration testing will be

resumed or reinit~ated.

12. MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM STATUS REPORT

At quarterly intervals following submittal of the initial reliability and

maintainability allocations, analysis, and assessments report (DD-1423,

Sequence Number B027), a maintainability program status report will be sub-

mitted in accordance with DD-1423, Sequence number B033. This report will be

combined with the reliability status report and will convey that information

set forth in the data item as well as updated material initially submitted

under DD-1423, Sequence Number B027.

13. PROJECTED MAINTAINADZI1t PROGRAM

Maintainability efforts which are applicable once initial design, test, and

production phases are complete are essentially twofold:

a. A continiing assessment of maintenance performance in the field environ-

ment.

b. Incorporation of modifications, as required, in a manner having acceptable

impact upon overall equipment maintenance performance. 1
These efforts, while not provided under terms of the current contract, are

typically provided in part by the developing contractor subject to separate

negotiazion.
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MULTIPLUXUR Sr REVIEWS,

DESIGN NOTE 3D3- REPORTS, MILESTONES. AND CROSS-INDEX

1. ?ROGRAM REVIEWs AD REPORTS

Program reviews will be hild in conjunctio. with the-managdment and engineer-

ing presentations which are sca.duled at 45-day ,int6rvals until the rritical

design review and at 90-day intervals-thereafter. The subjects to be covered

in these reviews include program status in, relation to major milestones,

design status, cu..rent problem areas, and proposed solutionj. These periodic

1.rogram reviews-will serve as a planned, systematic audit of the programs at

kei milestoia throughout the effort, and thus will en3ure its integrity and

adht ce.ce to system requirements. The maintainability specialists will nor-

mally present their respective technical data at these meetings.

Reports will be submitted in accordance with the contract data r-quirements

list, Form DD-1423. The reports to be submitted are identified in SN-l(l).

2. PROGRAM MILESTONES

The milestones and related schedule for the maintainability prcgram tasks

described in this report are shown in SN 2(1). Program tasks are shown in

relation to the major Multiplexer Set prograrr milestones.

3. SPEC IFICATION/PLAN CROSS-INDEX

A cross-index relati:ng specifications and requirements for the maintainability

program and the paragraph in which the requirement 15 discussed in this plan

is shown in SN 3(1).
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN REVIEW"

This chapter contains a detailed task description, guidelines, methodology,
and procedures for design reviews from the maintainability viewpoint. It
also has.an example of'a presentation for a design review and minutes of a
design review meeting for the Multiplexer Set sample system.
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CHAP 4

CHAPTER 4 DESIGN REVIEW

SECTION 4A - DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

Design Note 4A. - Design Review Stiuctuze

SECTION 4B - GUIDELINES AND, METHODOLOGY

Design Note 4B1 - Objectives of Maintainabi.ity in the Design Review

SECTION 4C - PROCEDURES

Design Note 4C1 - Maintairability Design Review Checklist

SECTION 4D - MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLE

Design Note 4DI - Presentation for a Critical Design Review (CDR)

4D2 - Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
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SECTION 4A

DETAILED TASK DESCPTPTION

This seztxon contains a description of the maintainabili:y design~review tasks

and out ines the design review board activity.
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SECTION 4A DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

DESIGN hOTE 4A1 - DESIGN REVIEW STRUCTURE

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING DESIGN REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

3. DESIGN REVIEW INPUT INFORMATION

4. DESIGN REVIEW OUTPUT INFORMATION

4 (1) Su/mmary of Major Design Review Considerations

5. DE',IGN REVIEW PROGRAM

11
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SECT4A - DETATLED TASK DESCRIPTION

DESIGN NOTE 4AI DESIGN REVIEW STRUCTURE

1. INTRODUCTION

Design reviews axe conducted throughout the product design cycle, in accordance
with contract requirements, as an integral part of the contractor's system eni

gineering re-.iew and evaluation program. The reviews are conducted so that

particular aspects of the work nr the entire system can be revie:ed by a De-

sign Review Board, an objectiv., group of program personr el and specialists in

the particular field. Reviews are scheduled and the board is appointed by

the contractor's program management, upon recormnendatiors oZ 'he various

specialty groups, in order that deficiencies in equipment can be recognized

to fcilitate the implementation of timely and beneficial corrective action.

In addition to the chairman, the Design Review Board may include, but not be

limited to, representatives of the following organizations: Maintainability,

Reliability, Test and Evaluation, Design and Development, Manufacturing En-

gineering, and Quality. Consultants from outside agencies, vendor and sub-

contractor representatives, and military personnel may b,) included if ap-

propriate. It is important that appointed representativ,?s be technically

qualified but not be so closely related to the product tnat an objective

viewpoint is precluded.

Examples of the factors to be considered in a review (not: necessarily in

order of priority) are reliability, cost, environmental design, maintain-

ability, human engineering, system concept, producibilit,?, quality, test

philosophy, installation, electrical design, mechanical design, thermal,

safety, and standardization.
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SECT 4A - DETAILED TASE DESCRIPTION

2. MAINTAINABILI'T DESIGN REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

The activities that should be performed by the maintainability engineer as

part of his design review responsibility are as follows:

a. Prepare and present quantitative assessment of maintainability.

Prepare and present task analyses, if required.

c. Prepare and present a list of design features that are most detrimental

to maintainability or constitute a safety hazard.

d. Report any changes in maintenance concept or support equipment required

as a result of design changes.

e. Present results of any trade-off analyses in which raintainability was a

major contributor or impacted.

f. Recommend deign changes that will improve maintaina)ility or that dill

trade off excess maintainability to eliminate inadequacies in other areas.

g. Present interface problems.

h. Report progress toward milestones.

;i. Report on pursonnel and skils required for system operation and mainte-

nance.

3. Define preventive maintenatce and corrective maintenanc3 requirements.

*i 3. DESIGN REVIEW INPUT INFORMATION

Information provided to the review team prior to the review must describe the

item being reviewed and its requirement, and interfaces. For example, compo-

nent r .view for an item built in hous, might require tLe following documenta-

tion:

a. Detail drawing (pictorial representation, descriptions of required

materials, finish, dimensions, tolerances, fabrication, and assembly in-

structions, etc.).

b. Installation drawing (general configuration, attaching hardware, and in-

formation to locate, position, and mount the item).
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c. Circuit schematic diagram (function symbols with interconnections to ii-

lustrate circuit operation).

d. Component specification (functional characteristics and test requirement.

e. Data on parts and materials application.

f. Subsyotem (or system) specification (for interface functional character-

istics and test requirements).

g. System design data report (system description and specific design require-

mens such as space and weight considerations, m:unting requirements, special

environments, design and checkout requirements, maintenance provisions, etc.).

h. System design criteria report (general design phslosophy and ground ui S.

i. Reliability analyses and failure mode and effects analyses.

The las- four documents listed provide interface infoxmation and should re-

flect the latest equipment operational profile. One task of the review ef-

fort- will be to veriff that all changes in the equipment's operational profile

have been implemented aid that the comgonent requirements have been reeval-

uated. The major product o' such a reevaluation of component requixements is

assurance that the design is capable of performing any new task under posssbly

increased environmental stresses. The reevaluation also gives assurance that

major design siumlifications 'have been accomplished, when possible, to take

zdvantage of associated reliability dndcost benefits. This discussion is

included here since the proposed evaluation of mission changes should be per-

formed in the preparatory phase rather than during the design review meeting.

The devotion of any portion of the design review effort to obsolete design

criteria is thus avoided.

Subcontactor items receive similar consideration, except that the effirt is

usually divided into two phases: one at the contractor facility and one at

the vendor facility. The initial phase includes revew of interface and instal-

lation documents, as described above, to confirm the accuracy of the require-

ments in the ca.,ponent (or procurement) specification. The procurement speci-

fication is usually expanded to include not only performance requirements but
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SECT 4A - DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

c)mponent details such as external dimensions, finish, mounting surfaces, and

simplified schematics, with specific design detail being left to the vendor,

who must document and incorporate them into the specification.

In addition to the specific documents referenced above, a review requires

other, .ore general types of information. Documented results of prior re-

views, with anagement approval or disapproval and summaries of followup

action, provide topi's for current discussions. The designers must bring to

the review all pertinent supporting data; e.g., design and laboratory note-

books, test reports, analyses, results of part and material application re-

views, etc. Similarly, the reviewer should be prepared tG support his posi-

tion with data.

4. DESIGN REVIEW OUTPUT INFORMIATION

Documentation of a design review nust include the logic behind discussions

acout corrective action. The asuai listing of action items is inadequate by

itself, since the logic behi;d rejecting recommenda'-ons may be more signifi-

cant. Design review is basically a management decision-making tool, and man-

agement interest at a later date may center on one of the "no action" items.

The reason for repeated rejection of that item by the review team will assist

management in evaluating new information. The same reasoning applies tc later

review efforts.

Design review documentation must record the team makeup, the reviuw level, the

input material, the decision items (not merely action items), and the decision

logic when it is not evident. It must be of sufficient depth to be useful in

subsequent reviews and to assist management in approving recommended action.

The report should have the concurrence of all review attendees. It should be

prepared as the meeting progresses, with each item being resolved before the

meeting continues. Although this may appear to be prohibitively time consum-

ing, the advantages usually outweigh the ioonvenience. The advantages include

the following:
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a Added incentive for careful preparation. Prior research and written con-

clusions are more likely to receive recognition than an educated guess mace

during the review.

b. Added directional control of the meeting. The chairman has a valuable

tool in immediate documentation because :t tends to keep the meeting objec-

tives in focus. By rephrasing discussion thoughts into wording su.table for

the report, he continually directs attention to the need for applicable rather

than extraneous data.

c. More accurate recording of consensus. Post-meeting documentation is de-

pendent on one person's interpret3tion of meeting conclusions, and its prep-

aration is usually delayed. Both of these cunditions perm'it distortion.

d. Promotion of timely correctivu action. Point-by-point agreement prevents

major delays resulting from disagreement with the accuracy of the recorded

vasion of the meeting.

If it is not considered feasible to prepare the report during the meeting,

then, as a minimum., a summary agreed upon by all attendees must be written

before the meeting ends. This summary will serve as the basis for the sub-

sequent report.

S. DESIGN REVIEW PROGRAM

The design review meetings scheduled for any design program should include

the design concept review, preliminary design review, and the critical design

review. Details of each of these reviews are summarized in SN 5 (1) and dis-

cussed in detail in Section 4B.
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SUB-NOTE 4 (1) Sumtoury of Major Design Review Considerationz

Design Preliiinary Critical
Concept Design Design

Major Considerations Review Review Review

1. Select design alternative. x

2. Present maintainability block X X
diagram.

3. Review program data require- X x x
ments.

4. Review adequacy of design in- x
formation1.

5. Present maintainibility p'redic- X X
tion of selected design.

6. Present maintenance concept. X X

7. Present testing concepts. X

8. Review environmental con- x
straints. (

9. Assure that all design require- X x X

ments have been met.

10. Review all system trade-offs. x X

11. Present maintainability de- X
monstration test results.

12. Recommend design changes as x X
required.
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SECTION 4B

GUIDELINES AND METHODOLOGY

This section contains the objecti-ves of maintainability in the design con-

cept review, preliminary design review, and critical design review.
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SECTION 4B GUIDELINES AND NEgtODOLOGY

DESIGN NOTE 4BI - OBJECTIVES OF MAINTAINABILITY-IN THE DESIGN REVIEW

1. DESIGN,*CONCEPT P.EVIEW

2. PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW

3. CRITICAL DESIGN Rz VIEW

4. CONTINUITY AND FOLLOWUP OF CORRECTIVE ACTION
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DESIGN NT3E 4031 OBJECTIVES OF MAINTAINABILITY IN THE DESIGN REVIEW

1. DESIGN CONCEPT REVXEW

The primary purpose of che design concept review is to make a choice from

among alternative design approaches that may have evolved during the design

process. The choice should be one of the following, in order of preference:

(1) the simplest design that meets the maintainability requirements, (2) the

desi9f. that has the highest maintainability, or (3) the design that shows the

greatest promise of wacctnq the maintainability requirement.

The results of this first design review should include an understanding of the

weak areas in the chosen design concept. A maintainability block diagram of

the chosen design concept, showing the series and parallel elements, should

also result from the review.

There should be an overali system concept to ascertain that the elements of

the system are assigned the necessairy and proper functions which will satisfy

the required characteristics. Further, there should be a concept review of

each system element to ascertain that its design will perform the assigned

functions in the best possible manner.

The design concept review should alsc. reveal any lack of data or need for

more design information, such as the following:

a. Preventive and scheduled maintenance requirements

b. More information on hardware, construction, and accessibility

c. Diagnostic and testing schemes

d. Special facilities that may be required

2. PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW

At this point, the iritial system design is nearly complete and many component

parts and assemblies will have undergone some developnent testing. Some cf

the factors to be considered at this review are adherence to specifications,
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reliability, maintainability, safety of personnel, appearance and human en-

gineering factors, economy of manufacture, environmental adequacy,'ahd com-
patibility.}

To estimate if the design will meet the maintainability requirement, a main-

tainability prediction must be made. Chapter 13 presents the appropriate

prediction techniques.

If the prediction indicates that the maintainability requirement will not be

met, then a management decision should be made whether to abandon the present

design and start again or concentrate effort on improving the design.

If improvement is needed, areas th,.t require more attention should be iden-

tified. This is the point at which design decisions may be required as to

redundancy versus rapid fault isolation techniques, or redesign of inacces-

sible areas versus a search for high-reliability parts. The latter is a

typical example of the extensive interface between maintainability and re-

liability.

Planning should precede the meeting to ensure that the design review is pat-

terned to the design. Any misapplications should be identified in the meet-

ing. Questionaole areas, such as those in which severe environmental condi-

tions appear to be troublesome, should become evident. Some problems may be

identified that should be earmarked for subsequent attention under the

category of designing for reliability.

In analyzing the results of this design review, management should determine

whether decisions made in the previous design review were valid, and how to

plan the continuation of the design phase.
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3. CRITICAL.DESIGN REVIEW

After changes as 1iicated in the previous design review are incorporated, the

product has matured into the final stage, The purpose of the critical design

review is co assure that all the requirements have been met.

No individual should be heldresponsible for remembering all of the detailed

information accumulated to this point in a paiticular design, or for remem-

bering which details must be considered in the final design review. The s'ost

common errors evolving from such a review are errors of omission. Therefore,

the most useful tool in such a review is a detailed checklist. Each design

requires its checklist, which should be carefully prepared, in a joint effort,

by design and maintainability personnel. (A typical design review checklist

for maintainability is presented in Section 4C.)

Meeting design requirements is the prime consideration in the critical design

review. For the maintainability requirement, another maintainability predic-

tion must be performed. Close collaboration by maintainability, reliability,

and design personnel throughout the dholo design phase is essential.

At this point, the productio, design of the system is essentially complete

and the system is considered ready for production. This review should plae

special emphasis on attainment of minimum life cycle cost for the system.

4. CONTINUITY AND FOLLOWUP OF CORRECTIVE ACTION

If the potential design improvement afforded by the design review program is

to be realized, continuity must be maintained from meeting to neeting, and

recommendations must be followed up until corrective action has been taken.

Sufficient information must be carried over to successive reviews to avcid

redundant coverage of problems.

Continuity is difficult to achieve. Documentation provides a degree of con-

tinuity, but probably w~ll not be sufficient to assure efficient information

transfer. Complete personnel continuity is neither practical nor profitable.
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The same personnel are seldom available for repeated review te a assignments

over an extended period, and they can seldom handle all levels of review. It

mey be possible for a permanent chairman to conduct all reviews on a given

subsystem and its components.

Followup is necessary to assure that the benefits actually accrue and to

verify that appropriate design change action has been taken, or that addi-

tional study has validated the original design. In one approach, the recom-

mendations incorporated dixectly into the hardware corrective action process

and the existiag followup mechanic.A are used to assure the same management

scrutiny of corrective action that hardware problems receive.

j17
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SECTION 4C

?ROCEDURES

This section contains procedures for using a maintainability design review

checklist to assure that no maintainability design attributes have been over-

looked.
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SECTION 4C PPOCEDURES

DESIGN NOTZ 4CI - ,ANTAINABILITY DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

1. SPECIFIC DESIGN REVIEW SUBJECTS

2. GENERA. DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

* 2 (1) MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

180
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DESIGN WITE 4CI MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN PX.VIEW CHECKLIST

1. SPECIFIC DESIGN REVIEW SUBJECTS

The first step in a design review is to compile a list of all the maintain-

ability requirements and maintainability-related requirements, relatils to

the item(s) being reviewed.

These requirements may be derived from the followi,g sources:

a. Specifications

System

Configuration Item tCI)

b. Trade study results

c. Models

d. Progiam direction

e. Customer direction

As a part of the review, it should be verified tnat each requirement is sat-

isfied.

2. GENERAL DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

For the wide diversity of present and future Air Forc programs, the design

review function, no matter how applied, should cover certain equipment attri-

Lutes. Use of a design review checklist alone cannot assure better equipment,

but it is one means of assuring that no essential design attributes have been

overlooked.

The checklist presented in SN 2 (1) was adapted from a list compiled by the

Aerospace Communications and Control Division of RCA and published in

Electronic Design magazine.
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SUB-NOTE 2 (1) (Sheet 1 of 7 sheets) Maintainability Dnsign
Review Checklist

ELECTRICAL DESIGN

_ _Maintenance

Are aintenance and test equipment requirements conp--tible with the
conzept established for the system?

Does the unit require special handlii.g?

Can the unit Le readily installed and connected to the system?

Are factory or depot adjustments made in such a way that they do not
require readjustment when units are replaced in a .'sster or when pa'ts
are replaced in tne unit in the field?

What adjustments are necessary after a unit has been installed in the
system?

Can adjustments compensate for all possible to!orarce buildup?

Is periodic alignment or adjustment recommended? Eow often?

Can the specified tin-- limitations of maintenance tests be met?

Has the number of depot and field adjustments been iunimijed? j,
Are interconnected circuits located in the same paclage, thus provid-
ing minimal inputs and outputs at each maintenance level?

Is tue design sucn that the circuit cannot be damaged by careless use
of an adjustment or combination of adjustments?

Are adjustments and indicators of the "center zero" type used %,here
possible?

Is periodic testing necessary? How often?

Are the test points adequate? Are they accessible?

What overhaul testing is required?

What specific test equipment is necesrary?

Have factory and maintenance test equipment requirements been minimized
and coordinated with the requirements for other units?

What special techniques are required in the repair, replacement, or
alignment of the unit?
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'SUB-NOTE 1 (1) (Sheet 2 of 7 sheets) Maintainability Design
Review Chec..list

Maintenar'ce (coi.tinued)

Are pa'ts, assemblies, and ccswon~nts piaced so that there is suffici(nt
space to use test probes, soldering irons, and other tools without
difficulty?

Are testing, alignment, ani repair procedu cs SUcn that a minimum of
knowledge is required on the part of maintenance personnel? Can
troableshooting of an assembly be perforned without removal from a
major componeot?

What special tuols or test equipment are required?

Can every fault (degrading or catastrophic) that can possibly occur in
the unit oe detected oy the use of the proposed test equipment and
standard test procedures?

Have parts subject to early wearout been identif: d? Have suitable
preventive maintenance schedules been establishe6 to zontrol these
parts?

Are the components uith the highest failure rates readiiy accessible

for replacement?

Are parts mounted directly on the mounting structure rather than
stacked one on another?
A~re units and assemblies mount~ed so that the removal of one does not
.quire removal of ethers?

Are limiting resistors used in test point circuitry; i.e., is any
component likely tv fail if a test point is grounded?

Can panel lights be replaced easily? (Panel lights should not be
wired in series.)
Have voltage dividers been provided for test points for circuits

carrying more than 30GV?

Will thehe use of a )umper cable during rainte-
nance?
Are controls located where they can be seen and operated without

disassembly or removal of any part of the installation?

Are related displays and controls on the same face of the equipment?

Are all units (and parts, if possible) labeled with fuli identifying
data? Are parts stamped with relevant electrical characteristics

Information?
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SUB-NOTE 2 (WA (Sheet 3 ot 7 sheets) Maintainability Design
Review Checklist

Maintenance (continued)

Are the connecting cables of each functioning unit long enough to
permit moving the unit for convenient checking?

Are plugs a.,d receptacles used for connections rather than "pigtails"
to terminal blocks?

Are field replaceable modules, parts, and subassemblies plug-in rather
than soldered?

Are cable harnesses designed for fabrication as a unit in a shop?

Are cables routed to preclude pinching by doors, covers, etc.?

Is each pin on each pliq identified?

Are plugs designed to preclude insertion in the wrong receptacle?
Are plug-in boards keyed to prevent improper insertion?

Has a suitable scheduled maintenaice program been established?

System and Circuit Considerations

Do self-test features of a unit meet applicable requirements?

Wlat system adjustments are required whcn a unit is replaced?

Are there firm specifications for this circuit, including test specifi-. cations?

Can any unreasonable or umusually difficult requirement be relaxed?

Do weight-r,.duction considerations affect maintainability?

Safet, Factors

Is there adequate protection against dangerous voltages?

Are high-voltage warning plates necessary?

Have interlocks, safety switches, and grounding bars been considered?

Are all external metal parts at ground potential?

Are discharging rods necessary to discharge large capacitors?

Are bleeder and current-limiting resistors used in power supplies?

Are there burning hazards?
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'SUB-NOTE 2 (1) (Sheet 4 of 7 sheets) Maintainability Design
Review Checklist

Safety Factors (conrinued)
Are "not" terminals exposed when plugs or connectors are not connectea?

Ate adjacent plugs or connectors keyed to prevent interchanging of
connections?

Can maintenance or adjustment be performed safely?

MECHANICAL DESIGN

Maintainability Design

Is each assembly self-supporting when in the desirible position for dazy
maintenance?

Can assemblies be laid on a bench in any position without damagin4
com~ponents?

Are the test processes the lowest cost consistent with meeting the

-design requirements?

Can any test specification be eliminated or relaxed?

Have interacting controls been eliminated or the adjustments specified
in such a manner that the lowest salailed factory test personnel can
easily align the circuit?

Is the system compatible with the requirements for checkout in tht fac-
tory, if not as a complete system, then in large subsystem segments?

Have test process experts been consulted for alternatives that would
keep test costs down?

General Design

Has the chassis been properly designed?

In the case of terminal boards, are the critical components mounted at
the edges rather than at the center, and are they properly supported?

In the case of lcad- ounted parts, have component weight, lead weight,
thermal ex:pansion, supplementary support, bend rate, and other mounting
considerations been evaluated?

Have clearances been provided with due consideration fo, vibration,
shock, and noise stresses?
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SUB-NOTE 2 (1) (Sheet 5 of 7 sheets) M;intainability Design
Rview Checklist - --

General Design (cont inued)

Can electria. ilt lity be caused by vkbiition of mechanical parts?

Have-shock and vibatin tests been performed?

Are heat-disiipating elements properly located with respect to heat-

sensitive pdrts? Is there suitable flow of air?

Have component parts, subassemblies, and assemblies been supported and
clamped properly, with adequate-consideration for-heat dissipation?

Is the unit of the lightest weight consistent with sturdiness, safety,
and reliability?

Are all items visually and physically accessible when the unit is on the
test stand?

Is the possibility of phybical damage from misuse of adjustments
minimized?

-j
ib the possibility of damage to the unit durinS handling and installa-
nion minimized?

Can the unit be removed and -. .21acd within the required time limit?

Is the packaging scheme such taat unzealistic spare parts requirements
are avoided?

Are all fasteners large enough?

Are guidc pins, keys, and latches strong enough?

Is the basic structure strong enough?

Are parts located to provide for logical wiring?

Are lubrication puints minimized? Where required, are they accessible
and clearly marked?

Have unit environment tests, including temperature measurement at key
points, been completed?

Has a separate list of recommendations for product improvement or re-
design been compiled?

4hat alternate designs ware considered?
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CHAP 4 -DESIGN~ REVIEW DN 4C1
SECT 4C - CEDURES

i SUB-NOE 2 (1) (Sheet 6 of 7 sheets) Maintainability Design

Have the appropriate standards been consulted for raterials, components.
drafting, manufacturing, and workmanship?

What factors influended tne choice of this particular design?

Do firm specifications, incIuding test specification, exist?

Have all specifications been met?

Does any specification require modification?

Ca any unreasnable or unusually difficult requirements be relaxed?

Workmanship and Maintainability

Is soldering adequately specified? What provisions have beeu made to
prevent cold joints and to ensure removal of flux?

Are proper screw lengths and locking provisions specified?

re designs such that damage to components during installation is
) prevent' i?

Have guide pins been provided to facilitate instdllation of plug-in

units?

.re plug-in units keyed (by some means other than the connector) to
prevent accidental insertion in the wrong location?

Have tolerances of corponent-mounting providions and mating holes been
coordinated?

Have all holes been located far enough from bends to prevent distortion?

Are bend radii specified to be large enough, in accordance with appro-
priate standards?

Have the following items been considered for wiring and cabling:

Are cables led properly around corners and sharp edges?

Are grommets provided whexe needed?

-Is the design such that soldering-iron burns during both
manufacture And maintenance are minimized?

Is lacing properly and adequately specified?
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SECT 4C - PROCSDURES

SUB-NOTE 2 (1) (Sheet 7 of 7 sheets) Maintainability Design
Review Checkl-st

Workmanship and Maintainability

Have harnesses been properly routed, and has sufficient clamping
been provided to prevent cables from hanging loose?

Has adequate space been allowed for harnesses and for breakouts
to connectors, etc.?

Are heavy wires orought to large enough terminals?

Are stranded wires properly secured close to solder joints to
prevent flexing?

Is any cable (or wire) overly taut, with strair placed on the
connector, the cable (or wire), or the clamps7
Do any cables or wires lie across removable units or across

fasteners of any type?

Are all connectors visible, and are they easily accessible to
tools and hands?

Have cables (wires) and connectors been properly identified? Can
wrong connections result from cable layout and cnnector type?

Do any cable (wire) runs permit contact between he cable (wire)
and moving parts?

Are all items (parts and subassemblies) visually and physical:. ac-
cessible for assembly, wiring rework, and maintsnance?

Are all test points accessible when the unit is properly installed?

Are all field adjustments accessible when the unit is properly installed?

Has sequential assembly been avoided to prevent involved sequential
disassembly to make repairs and adjustments?

Is the design such that no unrealistic requirements for special mainte-
nance, storage, or shipmont fac lities are imposed?

Is the design such that no unnecessary requirements for a spe.ial main-
tenance environment (e.g., ground power carts, cooling, special primary
power, etc.) are imposed?

Does the design provide for adequate protection of maintenance and test
personnel against accidental injury?
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SECTION 4D

MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLE

This section contains an example of presentation data and mxnutes of the

meetings of design reviews from the Multiplexer Set.sample system.

>
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CHAP 4 - DESIGN REVIEW SECT 4D

SECTION 4D MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLE

DESIGN NOTE 4DI - PRESENTATION FOR A CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW (CDR) FO" THE
MULTIPLEXER SET

1. MAINTAINABILITY PRESENTATION

1.1 Requirements

1.2 Detailed Presentation

1.2.1 On-Line Maintenance Engineering Change Proposal (FCP)

1.2.2 Maintainability Domonstration

1.3 Discussion

1. 3 .1 Discard-at-Failure Maintenance

1.3.? Oiagnostics

1.3.3 Timer Oscillator stability

1.4 Summary Statement

1.5 Post-Review Action Items

1 (1) !"ultiplexer Set ( ront view)

1 (2) k, Xtiplxv: Set (Side View)

7) Multiplexer Set Maintenance Control and Displays

Most I'r.quent Maintenance Tasks
1 (5) Multtplexer Set Test Points

1 (6) Multip'lexer Set Tools

1 (7) rultilexer Set Test Fquiment

1 (8) Multiplexer Set ?reventiie Maintenance

1 (9) Multiplexer Set Cu!rrent Maintenance Time Data

1 (10) Multiplexer Set Maintainability Program Schedule

DES.TN NTh 4D2 - PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW (PDR) IMETING FOR NULTIPLEX)0R

1. RELYABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY MEETING MINUTES

1. 1 Attendees

1.Z Minutes of the meeting

1.3 Pddendum
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SEC'I 4D - MULTIPLEXER'SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLE

PRESENTATION FOR A CRITICAL DESIGN
DESIGN NOTE 4DI REVIEW FOR THE MULTIPLEXER SET'

1. MAINTAINABILITY PRESt,.fATION (See SN 1(1) through SN 1(10).)

1.1 Rqieet

Maintatnebility ProgramPlan, CDRL Item B026. a r hh o s

1.2 Detailed Presentation stration

•t"dntainability characteristics of the Multiplexer Set were presented as de-

fined in SN ]I) through SN t(10). e p eb u

nme1.2.1 Cn-fne Manten ce Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) n a

oThe basic performance haraoeristcs roposed in the online manteranel

ECP were informally preented. This presentation was primar e for purposes

of orientation for thse persons not previously faf iar wloih the proposed

Diconcept.

1.2.2 Maintainability Demonstration
Attendees were familiarized wi'l the mechaiiica!l eatures of the Mliltiplexer

Set And differences betaen it and the eight prototype units to be built.

S A number of simulated iralfunctions weeintroduced into both channel and

conmieer n i oftions of the mutmplexer. The resultent front panel
error display was then viewed to establish correlation between malfunction

and diagnostic cal lout. The effect of a malfunction inserted in the Lvr-

head data generator was discussed, uing its associated logic diagram. All
S simulated malfunctions produced tne proper front panel display.

1. 3 Discussion

1.3 3., Discard-at-Failure Maintenance

I Annex No. 2 to the Statement of Work sets forth the guidelines to be used in

tonsiderin ] the use of discard-at-failure maintenance. The decision to re-

pair or disca.rd failed circuit card modules will depend on results of trade-

off btudies made by the contractor. Data from theso studies will be provided

as part of subsequent Maintainability Program Status Reports (CDRL, Item

B033).
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SECT 4D - MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN IEVIEW EXAMPX

Discussion of the card and nodule discard versus repair decision led to a

discussicn of the type of confo-ral coating planned for Multiplexer Set ap-

plication. It was stated that if the cards are to be repaired, any confor-

sal coating would be selected so as to permit such repai%. Attendees agreed

that this pproach wa3 acceptable.

A discussion of the methods tn be used for the detailed isolatin of defec-

tive cards ,entered about the use of a tape-controlled test set similar to

that presently used in the engineering test program. Such an item of AGE

will be recomended by the zontractor if card repair versus throwaway

analysis indicates repair to be most economical for the Government.

1.3.2 Diagnostics

The foilowing statements were provided by customer personnel:

"As a matter of information, the present diagnostic design does

not distinguiih between a line/data problem and a physical equip-

ment problem in certain areas. For example, the detection and

display by the equipment 3f an out-of-toleranse input timing con-

dition may also yield an indication of internal equipment failure.

This possibility should be no,cd in the tech orders for maintenance

information/guidance."

Note; The contractor states that this condition %ill be corrected during

design updating for the prototype Multiplexer Set models.

1.3.3 Timur Oscillator Stability

*As a result of diszussions regarding potential futuie use of a reference
4 8

timing oscillator w.th a stability of one part in iC
8
, the following state-

=mnts were provided by customer perconnel:

"The Hewlett-Packard Model M54-5245M Frequency Counter to be recom-

mended by the contractor as on item of AGE to calibrate the one part in

106 stability clock currently specified will not be suitable for use

in maintaining a higher stability clock at one part in 108 (or five

parts in 10) is in fact requiied, a lifferont (and more expensive)

item of AGE will be required."
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SECT 4D - MULTIPLEXEr SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMLE,

1.4 Summary Statement

The information and data presented reflect basic design compliance with main-

tainab-lity performance requirements definLd'in Annex No. 2 of th3 Statement

of work and applicable portions of the, equipment specifications.,

1.5 Post-Review Action Items

a. Comp,.ete discard-at-failure a. Results to be included in

vs. repair trade-off study May 1971 submittal o
f, 

033.,

b. Submit AGE recommendations b. Planned submittal of'B037

in April 1971.
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CHAP 4 - DESIGN PREVIEW DN 401
SECT 40 -MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN R~EVIEW EXAMPLE

SUB-NOTE 1 (1) Multiplexer~ Set

.5 IIOA
SWITC1

LIHTIUS90R

N' /UG SWITCHIO S2

CRLT 0 It W I '5 I-

-3L;TC III
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SECT 4D -MULTIr:,EXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAM4PLE

~StB-OTE1 2) Mutiplexer Set With Rear View

4I KA.M

W4UQW4ftn

AWa
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SECT 4D MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW PXAMPLE:

SB-NOTE 1 (3) Multiplexer Set Front Panel

*AN/G'SC-24(V) MULTIPLEXER
PORT OUT Or TO%,EK&NtE

C-RROR

"0?,i h 50u 3 3 40 .3.4 .44 S. IIIl

o o 060000e)0O00o 0 0 0 0 ~

rTHCRMAL ALARM -
3. 649.10. Mit"~

o 0 =

q3 1N 31-1 COWAO-11, r - - OWE C0 TO --------

01 0?

Orrr
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CAP 4 - DESIGN REVIEW DN 4D1
*1 SECT 4D - MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLE

SUB-NOTE 1() Most Frequent Maintenance TaskJ

tem % Failures Time Tools

1. PC Card 65.0 3.7 Screwdriver

2. I/O Module 19.0 6.9 Screwdriver

3. Power Supply 6.1 10.3 Screwdriver

90.1

SUB-NOTE 1(5) Multiplexer Set Test Points

Genera" Ar a gement

TP1 Major Input
TP2-TP Interim Points
? n-2 M~jor Output

Tir Diagnostic Output

* Identification

Each Point Nurbered on Board

Quantity (Set, 31 RCB/SB)

Mux 356
Demux 354

710

Other Points

All Card Connector Pins via Extender
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SECT 4D - FULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLE (

SUB-NOTE.i(6) Multiplexer Set Tools

* Stifadard and Common

Conventional HUAI Tools

Special

Printed Circuit Card Extender (W/Equipment)

Wire Wrap.Repair Kit

Wire Wrap Tool*

Bit*
Sloeve*
Knife*
Holder*

Cut/Strip Accez 9oy
Wire Removal Tool*

*'Fedeal Stock Lviber (FSN) Is Assigned.

SUB-t.OTE 1(7) Multiplexer Set Test Equipment

* Standard and Comron

!. Oscilloscope, Tektronix Type 44
5
*

Bandwidth - 15U MHz
Rise Time - 2.7 Nanoseconds
Input Power - ll5V, 50-400 Hz, 10

2. Frequency Counter, How itt-Packard M54-5245M

Input Range - 0 to 50 MHz
Display - 8 Place, Digital
Stability - 5 Parts/1010/Dty Long Term

3. Multimeter &N/PSM-6A*

* Special

None Riquired (Built-in Diagnostic)

* Federal Stock Number (FSN) Is Assigned.
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SECT 4D - MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLE

SUB-NOTE 1(9) Multiplexer ,Set Preventive Maintenanc

Tas Interval Downtime

Clean Air Filters 30 Days No

Visual Inspection 30 Days No

Timing Calibration 30 Days No

Blower Replacenent 5 Years Yes

SUB-NqrL~ 1(9) Multiplexer Set Current Maintenance Time Data

Mt
Required - 12.0 Minates

Predicted - S.0 Minutes

M4 (95th Percertile)

Required - 36.0 i1znutes

Predicted - 18.3 Minutes

i
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4

.3 0 4-35 C33
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SECT 4D - MULTIPLEXER SET Dri.IG REVIW EXAMPLE

PIELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW

DESIGN NOTE 4D2 MEETING FOR M'ILTIPLEXEn SET

i. PrLIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILr4 Mf-NETING MINUTES

1.1 Atte,.deeS

The list will include all persons present at the meting.

1.2 Minutes of the Meeting

a. Iriplementation of the RCB and STRC diagnostic design was reviewed. A

block diagram level discussion of previous and current RCB diagnostic designs

was presented by the contractor.

b. Data supporting the current Met and M predictions were reviewed.
t max ct

The contractor prediction technique, which comb2nas flow diagramming and

MIL-HDBK--472, Method III, procedures, is acceptable for continued use.

Specific elemental task times remain subject to Air Force review.

c. The contractor will investigate the practicality of automatically de-

teating .ir blower failures.

d. Bared unon current field maintenence procedures, on-line repair is con-

sidered highly desirable for the following items:

(1) Channel-related printed circuit cards and modules.

(2) Panel lamps and displays.

(3) Cooling air blowers (if possible before reaching a critical rise

in temperature).

(4) Power supplies (not feasible with certair designs).

e MTBF, M and N an calculations shall be consistent with each other
Smaxct

and consistent among reports, manuals, and other applicable documents.

f. Limited life items (such as !lowers and panel lamps) shall be identified

and planned rcplacement intervals determined by the contractor.

g. The contractor will investigate alternate approaches to iepair of power

supply failures as follows:

(1) Alternative No. I - Initiate power supply repair within a specified

time period after failure of one of the supplies.
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SECT 4D - MULTIPLE.LR SET VESICN REVIEW EXAMPLE

This procedurc ;r preferable if the Multiplexer Set is not used

conti uous".y. Tnis alte.-native maximizes the equipment reliability-

but places a limitation a1pon continuous operation. This is the pro-

cedure presently used in the M., calculations.

(2) Alternative No. 2 - Initiate power supply repair only after both

power supplies have failei. This alternative is desirable if con-

tinuus operation is required, as it is consistent with the-objec-

tive of nj downtime for preventive maintenance. It is also the

approach presently used for the MTBF calculation. This approach

will increase the Mower supply repair time but will probably have

an insignificant effec'z upon the average repair time.

h. The reliability prediction was presented during the general rneting on

July 13. The details a' the prediction were reviewed during the reliability

special mecting on July 14 and 15. The basic reliability prediction indi-

catc an MUF of I955 hours. This estirate is based on a 2t'C aabient oper-

ating temperature. It represents a complete multiplexer set, i.ncluding 31
RCB's, 31 SB's, and powtr supplies. The ?redietion presented at this time

is based on prelimina:y circuit diagrams for the multiplexer circuits, aid

drivers and smoothing buffers for the demultiplexex. The prediction includes

estimates of circuit complexity for the power supplies, demultipl.exer coror.

electronics and den.ultiplexer tis.ng circuits. railure rate sourcas used are

RADC-TR-67-208, Vol. I, for discrete electronic part failure rates, RADC

source information for integratea circuits and TX semiconductor improvement

factors, RADC-TR-69-458 for nonelectronic part failure rates. The fatlure

rate estinate for the power supplies is based on an estimated 4.0 failures
6

per 10 hours per vnltage output. in addit.-n, a failure rate of 3.0 fail-

ures/lO
6 

hours far the sensing and logic circ;its is assumed. The total

failure rate for the redundant power supplies is 2/3 the failure rate of a

single unit.
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) SECT 4D MULTIPLEXER SET DESIGN REVIEW EXAMPLEI

An analysis of the reliability effect of using a thick film hybrid micro-

electronic configuration for line drivers and line receivexs was made. The

model used to estimate thz failure rate of the 'ybrid circuit is based on an

RADCproposed prediction model. This analysis shows a potential increase of

approximataly 100 hours in the MTBF of the Aultiplexer Set.

i. Prelimin.rv comments on the Reliability and Maintainability Program i

Plans and reliability and maintainability allocations, assessments, and

analysis reports were reviewed.
j. Conclusions and action items:

(1) The MTBF estimate of 1955 hours is less than the specified MTBF

of 2200 hours. The contractor does not anticipate a problem in

meting the requirement. The contractor will emphasize reduction

in complexity and improved temperature coL.tions to achieve the

Siprovement.
(2) RADC will investigate the possibility of providing a computer

program to calculate the MTBF estimates.
(3) runctional and reliability block diagram3 will be provided with

the reliability prediction.

1.3 Addendum

The contractor descr.bed . pioprietary power zupply desigr. offering rotential

imir-venents in effic~ency, size, and rel.abiiity. Optimum use of this type

of power supply would require a chango in ccr.tract specifications with re-

gard to the method of redundancy. This power supply is adaptable to inteinal

rather than external redundancy with further improvements in weight, c!fi-

ciency, maintainaility, and reliability. Using this technique, on-l.,s power

supply repair may become achievable. RADC zepresentatives agreed that the

procedu:-e should be investigated and a decis .on w tild be made after the con-

tractor performs a trade-off study of the effects of the change.
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CHAPTER 5

MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS

This c7.a~ter contains a detailed task descriptilon, guidel~ines, methodology,

and procedures of the maintainability allocations. it a-so irnclevis an-

example of the Multiplexer Set allocations.
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CHAP'S

CHAPTER 5 MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS

SECTION 5A - MAINTAINABILITY ALLCATIONS IN RODUCTION

Design Note'SAl - Detailed Task'Description

5A2 - Cuidelines and methodology

SA3 - Allocation Procedures

SECTION 5B - MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLEXER S.T

Design Note 5B1 - Multiplexer Set Requirements

I5B2 - Maintenance Tire AiLe~ation
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SECTION 5A

MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS INTRODXCTION

This section contains a detailed task description, guidelines, rethodology,

and procedures for the maintainability allocations.
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CU1AP -5 - AIr'TAINAB3ITITY ALLOCArIONS SECT SA

SECTION, 5A 1VAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS INTRODUCTION

DESIGC.' NOTE SAl - DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

1. GENEPAL

DESIGN NOTE 5A2 - GUIDELINES AND -WHODOLCGY

1. GENERAL K ;
2. MAINTAINABILITY ESTIMATES FOR SYSTEM COMPONENTS

2(1) Guide for Initial Maintainability Estimates

DESIGN NOTE 5A3 - AILOCATLON PROCEDURES

1. ALLOCATIONS
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SECT SA - MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS INTRODUCTION

DESIC NOTE 5AI DETAILED TASK DESCPIPTION

1. GENERAL

The maintainability engineer will begin the maintainabilty design process

with one or more specific maintainability objectives that may be expressed

in any one of a variety of ways) ie., M0t, Mmax ct' etc.

As an aid to achieving zystem maintainability objectives, these objectives

are translotcd into detailed maintainab-lity requirements for system coT;-

ponents. This process is known as maintainability allocation.

maintainability allocations are performed for the following purposes:

a. To provide guidelines to designers so that the final product meets the

overall system maintainability requirements.

b. To provide a procedure for maintainability bookkeeping based on a logi-

cal distribution of the overall maintainability requirements.

c. To provide a maintainability management tool to system contriactors when

several vendors are involved.

Allocations are made by the Air Force, by its contractors, oz by both. If

the Ai Force is to perform the system integrating function, the responsible

Government agency performs the allocation and includes the results as re-

quirements in the separate contracts to the various subsystem contractors.

For systems being integrated by a contractor, the Lntegrattng contractor is

responsible for overall system maintainability; he must perform the alloca-

tion and assur; that his subcontractors comply with their individual require-

ments.
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'SECT SA - MAINAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS INTRODUCTION

DESIGN NOTE 5A2 GUIDELINES AM'O METHODOLOGY

1. GENERAL I

Allocations need only be made to the level of hardware and maintenance which

has a direct bearing on the value of the maintainability indices being allo-

cated. If, for example, th, Nct, at organizational level is being allocated

and the LIRV is spared on base, the field maintenance time has no direct
It
bearing on nrganizati, nal time and therefore is not part of the allocation.
In this case, one would only allocate to the LRU from the system. For this -'

case, the maintenance time for the LRU in the shop should be z fallout of

that design and maintenance concept which represents the lowest life cycle

cost.

Mrintainability allocation can be performed using two forms of data: (1) an

est'-ate of the average maintenance time expected for each item of equipment

relative to one particular item; and (2) an estimate or apportionment of the

failure rate distribution among the equipments when configured as a system

or set. Neither form of data need be known in terms of real vdiues such as

minutes of downtime or failures per hour. Relative maintenance time can ie

estimated in terms of a reference value X, and estimated failure rate in

terms of failure percentage associated with each item of equipment. In both

cases, the estimate need only be in terms :f a rat).o and as such is subject

to less errof than techniques based on estimates of absolute values. Being

a ratio, any constant error in the absolute value cancels out. The follow-

* ing example illustrates this allocation technique.

Example:

Assume a system comprised of three items of equipment which, in combination,

must demonstrate a mean corrective maintenance time (M ) of 12.0 minutes.
ct

Let an estimate of the Nt associated with one item of equipment equal an
ct
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arbitrary value X. Further acsume that due to complexity, type, or 9a.r

factors, the estsated 14 cof the second iten relative to the first ii one

and one-half rLLes that o the first (1 .5X;, and the Mt of the third item

relative to tl.a first is thr.,-quarters that of the first (0.75X).

'nen the three items are configured as a system, let th first be expected

to i ,ntribute 50 Lercent of the toeal failures, with the second contributing

an expected 30 perceat, and the thiid an expected 20 er~ent. That portuon

of the allowed 12.0 minutes system iict to be allocated to each equipment can

then e established 6y %olving the following -,uation for the unknown value X:

(0.50) (N) - (0.30) (l.5X) 1 (0.20) (0.75X) = 12.0 minutes

.10 X = 12.0 minutes

X 
= 

10.9 minutes

Hence, the al~portioned lit for the first 'tern of equipne.Lt is X or 10.9 nin-

utes, for the second 1.5X or 16.35 minutes, and for the third 0.75X or 8.18

ninutes.

This allt -ation technique allocates maintainbility value5 to lower levels

of hardware such tat the system requirement is met regardless of whether or

not thu o-'ginal basis for estimate value for an item may have resulted in

an improvement in the system requirement. Any improvement in thc system re-

luremert ohould be predicuted on life cycle cost studies rather than on

allocations. The results of an allocation should be coordinated with the

ppropriate design agencies to verify that the values obtained are feasible.

2. MAINTAINABILITY ESTIMATES FOR SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Initial estimates of mairtainability :i maintainalility ratios must le made

for each affacted item. Ine estimates must be made in the same uits of

measure as the maintainability objective. The estimates may be derived from

any of the following rources:
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Predicti ons

Data on similar components

Experience with similar components
Engineering eptimtes bz.sed on personal experifre and judgment.

Attempts to .e.ke maintainability estimates for system components are most

0oLten fr-.str'atc'd by the following:
Prediction techniques are not applxcable at this level of maintenance.

Prediction tcchniques are applioable to this maintenance level, but the

units of measure of main.ainability are not consistent with the objec-

tive.

No suitable historical data are available.

This syshtm inccrporatet new desitn concepts whose impact on maintain-

ability is not known.

SN 2 (1 - guido to tne methods to be used in initial maintainability est.-

mates for systern components. The order in which the methods are shown is gen-

erally ±n the descending order of their expected ord~er cf accuracy.

Anithcx approach to making maintenance tire estimate, is illustrated in

DN 5B2 (para. 2).
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CHAP 5 - MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS VN 5A3
SECT 5A - MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS INIRODUCTION

DESIal NOTE 5A3 Z..LOATION PROCEDURES

1. ALLOCATIONS

The basic steps in developing the maintainability allocation are as follows:

a. Obtain the value of the ;o level maintainability indices for which the

allocation is to be made.

Call this M required maintainability indices.

b. Select one item in the allocation as a unit reference itm for the 14

indices being allocated. Call this X. The one selected will normally be the

one with which the engineer is most familiar, f

c. Estimate each other iter. *1 indices as some multiplication factor of X;

for ezample, 1.25X or M *X.

d. Estimate the failure rate contribution of each itum to the total failure

rate of all items in the allocation.

Call this fc.

where fci = xt

where X.= failure rate of the ith item

At = total failure rate of all items in theallocation.

e. Solve the following equation for X:
n2

R fc i  . - X

or

R fcA mA X + fc M X+ +fcn X--- m n-m~n

where A,B,****,N refers to the items being allocated to.

f. The allocated maintainability indices value for each item is the value of

X times tha value of N for that item.
-m
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SECTION 5B

MAIlNTA.ABILITY ALLOCATIONS FOR TiE MUTLIPLEXER ST

This section illustrates details of the processes involved in mdinta-nability

allocation by presenting an example of the allocation for the Multiplexer Set.

The exmwiple includes the maintainability allocations, assessments, and

analysis.

I
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SECTION 58 MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS FOR TEE MULTIPLEXER SET

DESIGN NCTE 5BI - MULTIPLEXER SET REQUIREMENTS

1. BACKGROUND

DESIGN NOTE 5B2 - MAINTENANCE TIME ALLOCATION

1. GENERAL

2. MAN MAINTENANCE TXME ESTIMATION

2(l) Simplified Maintenance Flow
2 (2) Simplified Re ,ir Flow
2(3) Maintenance Function Time Fstimates

2(4) Failure Rate Distribution (Percent)

2(5) Estimated Maintenance Time Computation

3. MEAN MAINTENANCE TIME ALLOCATION
4. MAX1I4UM MAINTENANCE TIME ALI*)CATION

5. SUMMARY OF ALLOCATED MAINTENANCE TIMES

5(l) Summary ol Allocated Maintenance Times
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DESIGN NOTE 'SB1 - MULTIPLEXER-SET P-QUIREMENT-

I. BACKGROUND

The Multiplexar Set and ancillary equipments are being developed in-accbrdance

with-requirements set forth in the Statement of Work and the specifications.-

These documents require that design of the Multiplexer Set enable attainment

of a mean time between failure (MTBF) of not less-than 2200 hours, and upon

failure, be restored to operation within a meancorrective maintenance-time
(Mc) of not more thn 1.2 0 minutes. Maxiimum ccrrective maintenance time

(Mmax ct
) 
at the 95th percentile must nct exceed 36.0 minutes. j

The content of this example apportions these overall requirements to the

multiplexer and demultiplexer level, thereby providing design objectives

specifically related to each.

Attainment of the 2200-hour MTBF constraint requires an overall failure rate

of not more than 455 failures per 106 hours. Differences in design impie-

mentation and complexity between the multiplexer and demiltiplexer have been

considered in the apportionment of this allowable failure rate to the two

units. Resulting apportioned values are as follows:

Multiplexer - 150 failures/106 hours.
Demultiplexer - 305 failures/106 hours.

Allocation of overall a,aintenance time constraints was made on the basis of

expected failure rate Jistribution and estimated maintenanc,, times for the

multiplexer and demultiplexer units. Values assig.ed to each unit are as

follows:
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MULTIPLE)MR SET

Multiplexer H of 11.2 minutes; Hax ct of 33.6 minutes

Demultiplexer - Mt of 12.6 minutes; Mmax ct of 37.8 minutes

A estimate of rsan corrective maintenance t*me for each unit, used in the

allocation procese, indicates a design potential well within the specified

constrints.

Reliability and mu. £tainability assessment and analysis effort during sub-

sequent Multiplexe" Set development phases will further evaluate the evolving

deaxgn in terms of attaining apportioned constraints.

I)
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5B2

SFCT 5B- MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS FOR THE
MULTIPLEXER SET

DESIGN NO)TE 5B2 -MATNTENANCE TIME ALLCAPTION

1. GENERAL

Maintenance downtime requirements specified for the Multiplexer Set are as

follows:

Mt of 12.0 minutes

M of-36.0 minutes at 95th percntilemax ct

These requirements have been allocated to the multipleAei and demultiplexer

level. Methodology used in the allocation process is in accordance with the

Maintainability Progre m Plur. See Chapter 3, DN 3D2.

The selected allocation process uses input data in CwC. forms- (1) an esti-

mate of mean maintenance downtime associated with one unit (multiplexer or

demultiplexer) relative to the other and (2) distributior off total failure

'rate between the units. I

These data are then used in solving equation (1) for x:

fc fcd
(x) + (K) W 0 12.0

where: fc - percentage of total failure rate apportioned to multiplexer

unit.

fcd = percentage of total failure rate apportioned to demultiplexer

unit (. - £ec). mi
K = estimated demultirlexer mean maintenance time divided by esti-

The resulting, value for x is the alloated -ct for the multiplexer unit, and

the value Kx is thn allocated ii fc the demultiplixer unit. 4
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SET5 -IiLT~iLEXEk SET

2. 1?1XAN MAI NTENANCE TIME ESTIMATION

zsti.i-cs of mean maintenance times associated with the multiplexer and

CLmultiplexer units were prepared using the following approach:

- a reparation of functional flow diagrams depicting expected maintenance

functions.

b. Assignment of times required in performing elemental tasks comprising

these functions.

c. Computation of overall completion times for the various maintenance
., functio,,s by summing the times required for their compozita elemental tasks.

d. Combining maintenance function completion times on the basis of their

expetted occurrence probability.

S11 2 (1) depicts the Multiplexer Set maintenance function in flow diagram

format. Repair routines indicated in SN 2 (1) are expanded in SN 2 (2) for

case3 involving power supply, printed circuit card, and line driver/receiver

replacement.

Estimated times fo; compieting the various tasks depictee in SN 2 (1) and

SN 2 (2) were then assigned. Summing these task times for the various ex-

pected maintenance functions yielda the results shown in S1 2 (3).

It should ze noted that tirv r estimated for the functions listed in SN 2 (3)

are appliable to both the multiple or and demultiplexer units. This is due

to the close similarity of fault isolation and packaging concepts nd charac-

teristics between the two. However, because of differences in circuit func-

tions performed and the manner in which corresponding functions are imple-

mented, .omplexity of the demultiplexer s sone,'hat greater than that of the

multiplexer. This added complexity is reflected in the use of additional

card-mounted integrated circuits, and therefore has an effect upon overall

failure rate distribution between the multiplexer and demultiplexer units,

as well as upon the distribution within each unit.
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MULTIPLEXER SET
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MULTIPLEXER SET

SUB-NOTfE 2 (2) Simplified Repaie Flo
7

]

lRemove-Powerl
* az~d Extend

Sid

POWer Yes H
Spply RoDeReoeRdlc

Repair Sld oe oe oer Supply

No Istall 1 tte

Lowe r Cover Slide

Card ye oate Remove Replace
Repai 00 USE Jeppr Cover Cads

No 
o=(Module) _ Irretall Rotate

Upp er Cove ar Sl ide

Slid Sinl odlCable e

Conec Rotate
ial &Slide

im~ing Cables

I.ide and
-- Apply Power
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SUB-NOTE 2 (3) Maintenance Function Time Estimates

Maintenance Function Estimated Time (min)

1. Card, Common Electronics 6.4

2. Card, RCB/SB 6.5

3. Card, Diagnostics 6.6

4. Module, Line Driver/Receiver 6.7

5. Power Supply 12.4

6. Panel Lamps 2.3

7. Other Items 45.0

The maintenance failure rate distribution within the multiplexer and demulti-

plexer units is shown in SN 2 (4). While this distribution has as a basis

the failure rate preduction, certain modifications to this prediction have

been made to enable estimation of the Multiplexer Set maLtenance time.

From a reliability standpoint, power supplies within the multiplexer or de-

multiplexer unit are configured in a redundant arrangement with an automatic

switchover capability in the event of failure. From a maintenance standpoint,

however, a failure in either of the redund".nt supplies necessitates correc-

tive maintenance.

Front panel lamps represent another area in which reliability and maintain-

ability considerations differ. The random failure rate associated with the

Multiplexer Set panel lamps is expected to be insignificant. However, lamp

replacement rate due to eno of life will be a relatvely frequent occurrence.

Thus, lamp replacement time is a contributor to maintenance time although it

does not occur on a truly random basis. A similar situation is expected in

the area of cooling air blowers. While not as significant as front panel

lamps, there is a difference between replacement rate due to wearout and ran-

dom failure rate. Again, maintenance time calculations should consider over-

all replacement rate, regardless of the phenomena prompting it. The mainto-

nance failure rate distribution (percentage contributicns) depicted in SN 2 (4)
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MULTIPLEXER SET

xs therefore based upon a summation of random failure rate and replacement

rate caused.by wearout or end of life.

SUB-NOTE 2 (4) Failure Rate Distribution (Percent)I

Percent Percent
Failures/ Failures/
Unit Total

itiltiplexer

1. Card, Common Electronics 4.3, 2.0

2. Card, RCB/STRC 27.1 12.7

3. Card, Diagnosti,'.s 7.0 3.3

4. Module, Receiver/Driver 4.5 2.1

5. Power Supply 3.4 1.6

6. Panel Lavps 51.6 24.2

7. Other Iteam 2.1 1.0

I 100.0 46.9

Deml1tiplexer

1. Card, Commoa Electronics 8.6 4.6

2. Card, SB/TSRC 32.0 17.0

3. Card, Diagkostics 9.3 4.9

4. Module, Driver/Receiver 14.3 7.6

5. Power Supply 3.8 2.0

6. Panel Lamps 30.5 16.2

7. Other Items 1.5 0.8

100.0 53.1

-X 100.0
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SN 2 (5) reflects the combining of maintenance function time estimates of

SN 2 (3) based upon the failure rate distrib.tion of SN 2 (4). From SN 2 (5),

it can be seen that the estimated mean corrective maintenance times tor the

multiplexer and demultiplaxer units are as follows:

Multiplexer - 5.36 minutes

Demultiplexer - 6.05 minutes

SUB-NOTE 2 (5) Estimated Maintenance Time Computation
(a) (b)

Percent Estimated (a) (b)
of Failures Task Time 100

1. Card, Common Elec:ronics 4.3 6.4 0.28

2. Card, RCB/STRC 27.1 6.5 1.76
1. Card, Diagnostics 7.0 6.6 0.46

4. Module, Recuiver/Driver 4.5 6.7 0.30 t

5. Power Supply 3.4 12.4 0.42

6. Panel Lamps 51.6 2.3 1.19

7. Other Items 2.1 45.0 0.95

(a) =100.0 £ (b) 5.36
100 5.36

1. Card, Common Electronics 8.6 6.4 0.55

2. Card, SB/TSRC 32.0 6.5 2.08

3. Card, Diagnostics 9.3 6.6 0.61

4. Module, Driver/Receiver 14.3 6.7 0.96

5. Power Supply 3.8 12.4 0.47

6. Panel Lamps 30.5 2.3 0.70

7. Other Items 1.5 45.0 0.68

(a) -100.0 (a) (b) =6.05
100
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SECT 3H - MAWilTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS FOR THE

!ULT'ILEXER SET

3. MEAN MAINTENANCE TIME ALLOCATION

Dividing the demultip~exer maiptenance time estimate by that for the multi-

plexer yields a K value of 1.128 for ure in solving equation (1) for x.

Also required are the percentage failure contributions for individual

units to the overall failure rate. This data is taken from the failuce rate

distrioution shown in SN 2 (4) and are as followe;

Miltiplexer contribution (fc ) - 46.9

Derultiplexer co'itribution (fcd) - B3.1

100.0

Substituting and solvina equation (1) for x:
()fc fcS  

m + (Kx) d - 12.0 minutes
100 100

x) (0.469) + (1.128) x) (0.531) = 12.0 minutes

x = 11.2 minutes

Therefore, the mean corrective maintenance time allocated to the multiple:ver

is x or 11.2 minutes. The corresponding valae allocated to the demultipl-ixer

is Kx or 12.6 minutes.

4. MAXIMUM MAINTENANCE TIME ALLOCATION

Allocation of the Multiplexer Set maximum curective maintenance time (Mmax ct

requirement of 36.0 minutes is predicated upon maintaining the 1:3 ratio

(12 minutes: 36 minutes) between the overall mean and ,aavimum maintenance tim,

s'equircments. Thus, the allocated M for the multiplexer and demulti-
max ct

plexer units is simply three times the allocated mean or:

Multiplexer Max ct - 3'.6 minutes

Demultiplexer Max c - 37.8 minutes

22)
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SECT 5B - MAINTAINABILITY ALLOCATIONS FOR THE
MIULTIPLEXER SET

5. SUNiARY OF ALLOCATED MAINTENANCE TIMES

SN5 (1) summarizes the allocated it and Ma x c, values for the 
multiplexer

and demultiplexer units.

SUB-NOTE 5 (1) Summary of Allocated aintenance Times 

UNIT ALLOCATED Mct ALLOCATED k
1
max ct

4ultiplexer 11.2 33.6

)emultiplexer 12.6 37.8

(*) All times in minutes.
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CHAPTER 6

MAINTAINABILITY REPORTS

This chapter contains a detailed task description of the maintainability re-

ports identif~ing the docum'tntation requirf-ments and presenting examples of

reports rclative to the Multiplexer Set.
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CHAP7EIL MAINTAINABILITY REPORT.

S5CTION 6A -MAINTAINABILITY REPORTS INTRODUCTION

Design Note 6A1 - Detailed Task Description

6A2 - Documentatioln Requirements

SECTION 6B - MULTIPLEXER SET LXAMPLE MAINTAINABILITY REPORTS

Dpsign Note 6BI -Multiplexer Set Ccmbined Examples of Reliability and

Maintainability Reports
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I SECPI'N ('
MIAINT NABILITY REPOTS INTRODUCTION

Th.s section conta;. a task description .Anl documentation requirements for

maintainabit.tty reports.

I
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SE'CICH 6A 'ATIWAINABILITY REPORTS INTRODUCTION

DESIGN NOTE 6AI - DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

i. GENERAL

2. PROGRESS REPORTING METHODS

DESIGN NOTE 6A2 - DOCUMENW'ATION REQUIREMENTS

1. GENERAL

1 (1) Reliability/Maintainability Program Status Reports
! 1 (2) Reliability and Faintainabllity Allocations, Assessments, and Analysis

Report

2i3
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ii

DESIGN , OTE 6AI DEPAITED TASK DESCRIPTION

1. GNERAL

The primary purpose of the maintainability report ij simple: it is to provide

a current accounting of the maintainability program progress. The interval

of report periodicity is usually contained in the contract data requirement

list (CDRL) as a pert of the RFP and, eventually, the contract. The periodi-

city of these reports may vary from monthly to midcontract and final. Most

often, the contract stipulates a quarterly report.

'ae report contempt may varl, as well as the periodicity. There are summary

rel.orts that may be considered adequate, and there are detailed reports that

include narative and graphical treatment of trends, problems encountered or

anticipated, and action tacen or proposed.

2. PROGRESS REPORTING METHODS

2 There are several methods of making a periodic progress rhport, and most re-

quire some sort of agreement between the customer/contractor. Latitude for

these various repczting techniques is provided in MIL-STD-470, which qtates

"these reports may be combined with other progrm documentation." Sc se of

the current progress report methods include reliability/,uintaina ility pro-

gram status reports and the reliability 'aintainability allocations, assess-

ments, and analysis report.

The data item description for these methods is covered in -.4 6A2. Examples

of these reports are included in Section 6B.
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DESIGN NOTE 6A2 DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

1. GENERAL

The data item for maintainability Leports are described in SN-I (i) and

SN 1 (2). These sub-notes are the data item descriptions that would be listed I
in the Contract Data Requirement List (CDRL) on contra t form DD-1423 when

the item is required by contract.
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UB-NOTE 1 (1) (Sheet 1 of 2 sheets).Data Item Description

DATA I-IM NIktITIS 1 '~fnCAINOw)
__t" MeUC.. NomtI IDI-i-.3542/

Feliahility/maintainability Prqtram Ctatus Usorts USA?. R-110-2
..... * "2i b@W9,* *S I

To monitor and evaluate contractor's, proaress end
accom.plishments in .-ond0ictinr the 'Zoilabilityv/Mintai -

ty Prnran for thp applicable configuration item(s). INC

Anplicablc to contracts which contain the requiremept

for i Reliability/1kIntainahility Proprkm.
ITL-cTD-470

MIL-STN-471

M IL-STrl-721

M L-STP-79S

I. Fach report shall include the following information as .e minimut:
a. The %ork accomplished and results obtained on each tqsk Aefinod by the work

statement or the Contractor's ReliabilityigaintAirsbility Propram Pl~n.
h. Summaries of the status of previously reported nroblems which were unresolved

at the close of the last renorttng period.
c. A list of current problems containing:

(1) A serial number assigned to identify the problem.
(2) The date on which the problem was first detectsd.
(3) A short statement identifying the problem And its effect.
(4) The persons and the activity assigned to work on the problem.
(5) The expected resolution date.
(6) A short statement of accomplishment to-date or a cross-reference to

other reports.
(7) The date the Problem was resolved.

40U: A problem M7 he dropped from the list after reportinp resolItion.
d. A speciric accounting of each design roview action item remaininq oen at the

end of the last report period including a full description of the .actlo.i .ken on
each item.

e. A summary of all major characteristics departures recorded OurinR the report
period, indicatinq defective characteristics, extent of deviation from acceptable
limits, and action taken.

f. Identification of observed potential reliability/maintpniability Problems
introduced by (,ovemment-furnished and associate-contrActer-supplied elements, and

D -".1664 .. , .
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SUB-NOTE 1 (1) (Sheet 2 of 2,sheets) Data Item Description

descriptions, of accommodations or inprovenent changes demed necessary to

nake such elements cormpa.stle.

g . A summary of the results of quality audit actions ccnducted during.

the reriod, including corrective action status of all new and rcvious~y

unresolved problems.

h. A discussion of the currently observed and nredicted .itentikl
reliability for the contract item. The established reliability requirprenris

will be included for comnarison.

2. The report shall moclude a oranhic discussion of trends. A breakdown

to the configuration item lcvel shall he -ade in the .ol!fowin- nmanner:

:Uninum Acceptable Allocated ",edicted Observed values (e.j..
Re".uienents lower confidence level,

mean* 1ax. nrocedures,
consumer risks, etc.)

3. The report shall include nroposed chan.es to the eliability/.taintainabilit)

Program Plan (as applicable).

4. The final reliability/naintainability progress report shall he a stumary-

type "technical report" indicating the ruJor reliability/maintainability I
events in the proorer and results achieved.
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kUB-NOTE 1 (2) (Sheet I of 2 sheets) Data Item Description

* E~~~~~ATA ITEM DESCRIPTION t ,r,.. ~.o$

Reliability and ratntain.ablty Allocations, Assessments. dg-
land Ana dsdis R eeot a v ot e r-2

T ) e ort s ed to (1) evaluate the ontrctor's estp=atn 21 r ial 1971

of a nd maintainability and l a td p o redJcte; gr t h, ,. -. , , . . .

Salocstion. and degree of achlevement of these character b- e~ o t t |
ties in the configuration Item and Its constituent elements); AS

z (1) evaluate the current ,nd potential reliability and w In- AFCoc.,€

tainabil ty of the configuration Item de-,ign; (3) providL In-
formation to assist In directing caid planning for reliability
and wilnta/nahility and related program efforts; and (4) -o, ,,tvo

identify design features which are critical to reliability

This Data Item Description is applicable to system develop-
ment during the contract validaton 7'- ;w) scale develop-
uent phases and equipent developnent ontracts for conplex O,

equipments through the end of category II tests. It may NIL-STD-470
beapplied to appropriate conceptual phase studies, explora- NIL-STD-T2l
tory, and advanced equipment developments. It may also be MIL-STD-756
used to define information to be avb:itted in response to %tL-STD. 785a r e q u e s t fo r p ro p o sa l . K I L - S T D - 9ML X B ' Y2I' D K 75

a reqostMIL-HDBK-217

I. This report shall contan, as a mInlun, the followI Info tion:

fa, Contractor's analysis of reliability an., maintainability potential of the
configuration Item derign, Including m0athemat~cal models. logic diagrams, functional
block diagrams, asst--ed operating conditions, environmental criteria, and other con-

iderationsused in the calculations (i.e., coabining data and confidence limits uhen

b. Equipment breakdown to the lowest practical level of indenture with associated
rellebflity and raintainability parameters.

1. Analysrs of potential odes of failures; their probable cause nd effect. on
perfor anance, reliability, and maintainablIty. The severity of these effects and the
pobability of occurrence und eratngating codes and environments shall be
indicated. Definitions of failure ust Include those expected to be used by maintenanc
rersonnel and operators.

d. Description of the purpose and function of applicable otems.

e. A description of trade studies involving reliability, maintainability, and
other factors and the resulting effects on overall system effectiveness. Trade studies

a|all be sade available at the request of the procuring activity to substantlate/expandresults.

f. Effects of storage, shnlf-life, packaging, transportation. handling, and
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SUB-NOTE 1 (2) (Shett 2 of 2 sheets) Data-Item Description

DI-R-3535/R-103-2 (Continu* .

Preparation Instructions (Continued)

maintenance on the product reliability. Major or critical characterlstics of

items which deteriocate with age should be included, plus environmental limits,

maintenance philosophy, equipment usage, etc.

g. The contractor's conclusions, identification of problem areas, eelated

actions taken or proposed, and a list of further design studies planned as a

result of these analyses.

h. The contractor's allocations of the overall quantitative goals and

minimum requirements for configuration tem reliability and maintainability as

specified by the procuring activity or developed by the contractor. As a

general rule, this breakdown should be carried to the level at which failure

reports will be submitted.
. Current observed achievement of reliability or maintainability of the

configuratioi item and its ccastituent elements to the lowest practical level

of indenture. In earh case, the type and units of measurement shall be clearly

identified (e.g., the distribution of TBF, C F, TTR active time, TTR man.-hours,

availability, probability of satisfacto.i performance, percent successful, etc.).

Confidence levels or intervals shall be sta ed where appropriate. Achieved and

predicted reliability growth curves shall be included. A comparison with the

analysis and allocation for the configuration item shall be included.

Note: TBF - Times Between Failures

CBF - Cycles Between Failures

TTR - Times to Repair
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SECTION 6B

MULTIPLEXER SET EXAMPLE MAINTAINABILITY REPORTS

This section contains an example of the reliability and maintainability re-

ports relative to the Multiplexer Set. It is a combination of the program

status report and the allocations, assessments, and analysis report. Fo'

this example, the reliability data is intentionally omitted.

I

lI
I
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MULTIPLEXER SET COMBINED EXAMPLZS OF
DEIGN NOTE 6B3 RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY REPORTS

I. INTRODUCTION

1 (1) Cover Page

1 (2) Preface

1 (3) Table of Contents

1 (4) Part I - Reliability Program Status Report Outline

1 (5) Part II - i .inability Program Status Report

1 (6) Part III- Reli. ility and Maintainability Allocation, Assessment,

and Analysis Report, Revision 7

1 (7) Part V - Program Discussion
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MULTIPLEXER SELt COMBINED EXAMPLES
DESIGN NOTE 6111 OF MAINTAINABILITY REPORTS

1. T11TRODUCTION

This design note contains an example of a :ombined reliability and miatain-

ability report on the multiplexer set. Examples of the contents in each

section of these reports are contained in SN 1 (1) through SN 1 (7). The

reliability data is intentionally omitted unless pertinent to the maintain-

ability report.

SUB-NOTE 1 (L) Cover Page

CER-RM-003-6

Reliability Program Status Report:
Itaintainability Program Status Report;

Reliability and Maintainability Allocation,
Assessment, and Analysis Report (Revision 7);

Failure Summary Repcrt

For

Multiplexer Set AN/GSC-24(V)
Contract: 1 30602-70-C-0143 29 February 1972

SUB-NOTE 1 (2) Preface

This docjment contains four reports covering the reliability and
maintainability program for Multiplexer Set AN/GSC-24(V).
Part I contains the seventh Reliability Program Status Report.
Part II contains the seventh Maintainability Program Status Report
Part III contains the seventh revision to the Reliability and
Maintainability Allocation, Assessment, and Analysis Report (RMAAA),
art IV contains the seventh Failure Summary Report.
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SUB-NOTE 1 (3) Table of Contentsa

Preface

Table of Conter.ts

Part I: Reliability Program Status Report*

1.0 Introduction

2.0 Task summary

3.0 Problem Summary

4.0 Critical and Major Characteristic Departure

5.0 Quality Audit Actions

6.0 GFE Reliability Problems

7.0 Current Reliability

Part II: Maintainability Program Status Report

1.0 General

2.0 Current Predict'ons

3.0 Maintenance Related Data

4.0 Plans for Next Period

Part III: Reliability and Maintainability Allocation,
Assessnmnt, and Analysis Report, Revision 6

1.0 Introduction

2.0 Equipment Description

3.0 Reliability Analysis*

4.0 Maintainability Analyses

Part IV: Failure Summary Report*

Part V: Program Discussion

Appendix I PREFERRED PARTS LIST*

Appendix I RESUME*

Appendix III BEAM LEAD HYBRID ANALYSIS*

Appendix IV POWER SUPPLY PREDICTION WORKSHEETS*

References*

*This item intntionallx omitted from this example.
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-{

SLO-NEOT 1 (4) (Sheet i of sheets) Reliability Program Status
Repot Outline (CLIN B032 and R-110-2) ,

1.0 Introduction t

ThiL part contains te seventh Reliability Program status report cover-
ang the period 16 Nov6mbe:: 1971 through 15 February 1972. It conaains en
accounting of work done and results obtained on each task defined by the
work statement of the prcgram plan. Up-to-date summary discussions of cur-

rent and future status i:; provided and a current list of problms arc in-
e luded.

2.0 Task Summary

This report is an update of the Reliability Program Plan, reference 1,
dated 14 August 1970. Figure I-I presents the updated milestone chart.

2.1 Reliability Apportionment

2.2 Design Reliability Prediction

2.3 Dcsign Reviews

2.4 Reliability Program Reviews

2.5 Parts Control

2.6 Dzta Collection, Failure Analysis, Corrective Action

3.0 Problem Summary

4.0 Critical and Major Characteristic Departure

5.0 Quality Audit Actions

6.0 GFE Reliability Problems

7.0 Current Reliability
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SUB-NOTE 1 (5) Part II- Maintainability Program Status Report

1.0 General

Laboratory testing of the first Multiplexer Set prototype, initiated
last reporting period, continues. Functicrnal performance of integral
diagnostic circuits has br.,n demonstrated for both the multiplexer and
demultiplexer chassis.

Severai minor problems having mairtenance impact were discovered, in-

vestigated, and resolved during this repo.:ting period. These are discussed
in Part III.

2.0 Current Predictions

Currently predictca maintenance times Pre as follews:

Required Predicted
a. M 12.0 minutes 6.32 minutes

ct
b. M 36.0 minutes 16.40 minutes

max ct

IThe ab^xve predicted values remain unchanged from those previously reported.

3.0 Maintenance Related Data

RADC comments relative to the Multiplexer Set Maintainability Demon-
stration Plan were receivea this period. The contents of these comments are

currently being reviewed befoie initiation of plan revision.

Submittal of revised AGERD, previously planned for this reporting period,
will be made upon completion of card and module test set cost estimates.

4.0 Plans for Next Period

Plans for the next reporting period include the following:

a. Submittal of revised AGERD

h. Continuation of Calibration Requirement Summary (CRS) pteparation

c. Revision of Maintainability Demonstration Plan.

d. Initiation of naintainability demonstration task sample selection.
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F OT (,I)(Sheet I of 5 sheets) Part III - Relialbilit .y
-nd Maintainability Allocation, Assessment,
and Analysis R iport, Revision 7

1.0 Introduction

This seventh revision updates data suhmit.ed in earlier reports and
documents additional analyses.*

2.0 uiprent Description

2.1 General

The Multiplexer Set is applied in the Defense Communications System (DCS)
for combining digital channels into a single, time division multiplexed,
digital data signal. The first application of thi; Multiplexer Set is ex-
pectei tc ba in the Phase Ii Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS
Phase II). Satellite access and short-haul, higi-density applications also
will involve TDM transmission over wideband ground links. The wide variety
of date rates which must be accommodated to service the many DCS users pro-
perly zesults in a wide range of the nurmber of channel inputs to a multi-
plexer; it further requires the capability to cascade multiplexer sets to
reach high data rates for efficient link loading.

2.2 oer nctions

The Multiplexer Set provides asynchronous time division multiplexii
and demultiplexing capabilities. The multiplexer portion accepts various
lower rate digital input streams and interleaves them into a single higher
speed digital stream. The demultiplexer portioo accepts a high speed digital
stream, with associated timing, and disassembles it into a number of lower
rate ligital streams. The Multiplexer Set provides full duplex operation,
Ferforming independently and simultareousiy the multiplexer aAd demultiplexer
functions.

The Multiplexer Set acquires frame and maintains bit count integrity on
all channels while accepting input data timing variations within prescribed
limits, The Multiplexer Set automatically determines where an out-of-frame
condition exists. Upon determination of this conditLon, the equipment auto-
matically and continuously attempts to reacquire inframe condition. When the
cause fur out-of-frame condition has been removed, the reacquisition of in-
frama condition is automatically accomplished.

This example does not include the reliability data normally part of a
combined report.
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SUBNOT 1 6) Shet 2of shots Pat II -Reliability
and Maintainability Allocation, Assessment,
and Analysis Report. Revision 7

The multiplexer automatically generates and transmits, as part of the
composite multiplexer output data stream, the overhead data required for
proper cpera~ion of the demultiplexer. The multiplexer does not require in-
formation from the dumultiplexer tu perform the overhead data function. The
demultiplexer receives and automatically detects and utilizes the overhead
data for proper operation of the demultiplexer.

2.3 Packaging Characteristics

The Multiplexer Set is housed in two dip brazed aluinum drawers, one
for the multiplexer and another for the demultiplexer. These drawers measure
approximately 26-7/32 inches high for a total height of about 52-7/16 inches.
rhe 17-1/4-inch width maKes the equipment buiLdabe £- .t-ndard relay rack
nounting. Chassis slides are mounted on each side ul the drawers. When the
drawers are pulled out, they msy be tilted +450 and +900.

All operator controls and indicators are mounted on a front panel. Wires
from the front panel components are rcated to the internal electronics through
connectors which are mounted in a secondary panel directly behind the front
panel.

The electronic circuits are mounted on ed.,e-loaded cards which, in turAn,
are mounted in a wiring plane. A total of 31 card types are used in the
Multiplexer Set. Of these, nine types are common to both the multiplexer and
demu-tiplexer units. Table III-i is a listing of card types by name and unit

'application.

The multiplexer rate comparison buffer card (RCB) may be replaced by a
source rate to transmission rate converter card (STRC) or a transition en-
coder card (TE). The demultiplexer smoothing buffer card (SB) may be re-
placed by a transmission rate to source rate converter card (TSRC) or a trai-
sition decoder card (TD).

Line driver and line receiver circuits are assembled into enclosed, RFI

sealed metallic modules. Each module contains two Line receiver circuits or
two line driver c-rcuits. Thirty-threc modules are mounted on the back of the
multiplexer and 32 on the demultiplexer drawers. On the multiplexer, 31 of
the modales are line receiver modules (total of 62 lne receiver circuits) and
one is a high-spaed line receiver used in conjunction with external timing
input, and one is a line driver module (total of two line driver circuits).
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SUB-NOTE 1 (6) (Sheet 3 of 5 sheets) Part III - Reliability
j and Maintainability Allocation, Assessment,

and Analysis Report, Revision 7

TABLE III-I

Multiplexer Set Printed Circuit Cards

Name Used In

1) Power Supply Monitor Mux/Demux
2) Mux Lamp Driver Mux
3) Overhead Enable Generator Mux/Demux
4) Strcpping Switches Mux/Demux

I 5) Port Sequencer Mux/Demux
6) Sequencer Diagnostics Mux/Demux
7) Channel Sequencer Mux/Demux
8) Gates Clocks Mux/Demux
9) Reference Timer Mux

i 10) Data Multiplexer Mux:
11) Oscillator Carrier Demux
12) Distributor Matrix Demux
13) Divide-by-n Counter No. 1 Demux
14) Divide-by-n Counter No. 2 Demux
15) Synthesizer Distributor Demux
16) Frame Sync Demux
17) Variable Length Shift Register Demux
18) Channel Monitor Mux/Demux
19) On-Liiue Maintenance Mux/Demux
20) Mux Remote Alarm Mux
21) Frequency Synthesizer Demux
22) Demux Lamp Driver Demux
23) Demux Remote Alarm Demu
24) Ffte Comparison Buffer (RCB) Mux
25) Source to Transmission Rate Converter (STRC) Mux
26) Transition Encoder (TE) Mux
27) Smoothing Buffer Hign Spe d (SBHS) DemuxK
28) Smoothing Buffer Low Speed (SBLS) Detux
29) Transmission to Source Rate Converter (TSRC), Demux

High Speed
30) TSRC Low Speed Demux
31) Transition Decoder Demux
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On the demultiplexer, 31 of the rodules are line driver modules (total of 62
line driver circuits) and one is a line receiver module (total of two line
receiver circuits). The wires from the modules are routed into the chassis
through EMI filters.

The multiplexer and demultiplexer both contain dual power supplies.
Power distribut: n between power supplies, -airing plane, and modules is by
means of laminated bus bArs.

Eat" multiplexer and demultiplexer chassis incorporates a cooling blower
locatod on the upper tear surface. These blowers draw air from the front of
the equipment, and from the rear of the equipment via the line driver and
receiver module area. Cooling air entering the drawer internals is routed
through filters located at the top and bottom of the chassis front panel.

3.0 Reliability Analysis (This paragraph intentionally omitted.)

4.0 Maintainability Analysis

4.1 Maintenance Time Predictions

Predicted Multiplexer Set mintenance times remain unchanged from those
reported in Revision 5. Mct and Mmax ct values ate 6.32 and 16.40 minutes

respectively, and are significantly below the specified requirements.

During this reporting period, selected maintenance tasks were performed,
using Multiplexer Set prototype 1. The purpose of this effort was to obtain
a spot check comparison between predicted and observed times for frequently
performed tasks or task elements. Results of this effort indicate a reason--

ably good correlation between preoicted and observed times, with most ob-
served task times being lower thar. those predicted. Dependent upon hardwara
availability, further such spot checking will be performed during the next
reporting period.

1.2 Laboratory Assessment

As a result of laboratory assessment efforts this period, three design
problems having maintenance impact were observed. All have been corrected
viz design revision. The following paragraphs briefly describe these pro-
blns and their solutions.
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'SUB-NOTE 1 (6) (Sheet 5 of 5 sheets) Part III - Reliability
and MaintainabilityAllocation, Asssmnt,

and-Analysis Report, Revision 7

4.2.1 Power Filter Re,lacement

A mechanical 'interference problem between the chassis structure and the
harness connectiag to the equipment side of the inpuc filter assemblies was
observed, This interference precluded filter replaceaent from the rear of
the chassis, thus requiring wiring plane removal as part of the filter re-
placement process. This problem was resolved by enlargement of zhe chassis
clearance holes through which the filter wiring harness is routed. With this
change, either of the filter assemblies may be extended a sufficient distance
from the chassis rear surface to permit separa.ion or connection of the
filter electrical terminals.

This revision has been incorporated in the Multiplexer Set prototypes,
and has been demonstratd to have corrected the problem.

4.2.2 Excessive Cable Flexure (
Routing of the cnassis wiring harness between the input power filter as-

semblies and the front panel assembly was observed to be causing excessive
short radius harness flexure at the front door interface. To correct this
problem, the wiring harness has been lengthened and clamped to cause flexure
over its entire length. Laboratory testing has shown this to be an acceptable
solution, and the problem is considered resolved.

4.2.3 Power Supply Replacement

Positive 5-volt and 5-volt return outputs of the Multiplexer Set power
supplies interface with chassis distribution buses via heavy gauge jumper
straps. Routing of these straps in the No. 1 prototype chassis was observed
tc be causing unacceptable interference between the straps and the po war sup-
ply assemblies. Also, shortness of the straps combined with the thickness
of strap material made physical interconnection with the supply output ter-
minals extremely difficult.

This problem has been resolved by a length.ing and rerouting of the
interconnection straps. Laboratory trials with this design revision have
demonstrated that power supply replacement can now be accomplished without
abnormal difficulty.
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SUB-NOTE 1 (7) (Sheet I of 2 sheets) Part V - Program Discussion

1.0 Program Discussions

This section summarizos general discussions that have taken place be-tween the Multiplexer Set customer and contractor.

2.0 Program-Review at RADC - December 15-17, 1971

The minutes of this meeting have been published under contractor letter
number 72-3C041, latsd 11 January 1972.

3.0 Customer Visits

Captain ( ) of RAfDC visited the contractor facility on
January 27 and 28. Replacing Captain ( ) as the RADC reliability
and maintainability specialist, Captain ( ) was briefed on the overall
Multiplexer Set design effort. Particular attention was given to the re-
liability and maintenance related design details and features.

A general discussion of the forthcoming maintainability dewcnstration
4as held. It was agreed that increased RADC/contractor coordination and
liaison would be instituted as demonstration planning firms.

A general discussion ol '.h forthcoming environmental and reliability
demonstration tests was held, in addition to a review of the total Multiplier
Set reliability effort. Ground rules for revising previous RMAAA rcports were
established, It was agreed .hat thes( revisions would be ircorporated in
this report rather than reissuing the old reports.

On February 4, 1972, Mr. ( ) visited the contractor facility
Mr. ()requested that the failure rates on the Multiplexer Set
cards be provided for three levels of part classifications, These were pro-
vided to Mr. (_)_in a letter communication on February 9, 1972

4.0 Telephone Communication

On February 14, 1972, Mr. C ) called Captain C ) and requested
that RADC consider relieving the salt fog requirement in the environmental test
plan. Since the environmental unit is scheduled for GFE tests at ETR, it is
felt the salt fog test will be nonbeneficial to the ETR objectives. The
Multiplexer Set by design will not prevent salt cake from totally permeating
the unit to such an extent it will virtually be impossible to clean the unit,
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SUB-NOTE 1 (7) (Sheet 2 of 2 sheets) Part V - Program Discussion

and in particular the wiring plane. This will inhibit long t -rm service
testing by the Air Force. Captain .) agreed to investigate the
benefit of this test to the Multiplexer Set program and advise.

5.0 General

Due to the revision of the test quantities in the reliability demonstra-
tion tests, the demonstration test plan is being revised. This revision will
be completed by March 30, 1972.
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CHAPTER 7

TRADE-OrFS

This chapter contains a description of the maintainability trade-off task,

with guidelines, methodology, and procedures. An example of a discard versus

repair trade-off is included for the Multiplexer Set. The last section

contains data related to the cost of designing in varying degrees of

maintainability.
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CHAPTER 7 TRADE-OFFS

SECTION 7A - MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFF TASK DESCRIPTION

Design Note 7A1 - Detailed Task Description

k7A2 - Trade-Off Processes

SECTION 7B - itAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFF GUIDELINES AND MEIHODOLOGY

Design Note 7BI - Guidelines and Methodology

SECTION 7C - MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFF PROCEDURES

Design Note 7C1 - General Trade-Off Procedures

7C2 - Repair/Discard Trade-Off Procedure

SECTION 7D - MULTIPLEXER SET TRADE-OFF EXAMPLE

De-ign Note 7DI - Discard versus Repair Cost Analysis for the Multiplexer
Set Printed Circuit Cards and Modules

SECTION 7E - COST OF MAINTAINABILITY (to be inserted after correction)

Design Note 7E1 - Purpose, Scope, and Data Sources

7E2 - Cost of maintainability Roots
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SECTION 7A

MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFF TASK UESCRIPTION

This section contains a detailed task desc.iption of the maintairability trade-

of fs and the trade-off processes.
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SECTION 7A MAINTAINABILIT! TRADE-OFF TASK DESCRIPTION

DESIGN NOTE 7AI - LETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

1. GENERAL

DESIGN NOTE 7A2 - TRADE-OFF PROCESSES

1. TRADE-OFF CRITERIA

1 (1) System Cost Categories

1 (2) Typical Equipment Cost History

1 t3) Typical Display of Total Lifetime Cost vs Initial Cost
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SECT 7A - MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-uFF TASK DESCRIPTION

DESIGN NOTE 7AI DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

1. GENERAL

A trade-off is defined as an analysis of competing systen characteristics end°

factors to determine the optimum overall combination. Simply stated, it is a

comparison of two or more ways of doing something for the purpose of makinp a

decision. Trade-offs are conducted to some degree of complexity and detail

in all phases of development of a system. The primary purpose of a maiutain-

ability trade-off is to enable selection of that system design and maintenance

concept candidate which meets or exceeds the operational requirements at the

minimum total system cost.*

The secondary objectives of trade-offs are to:

* Investigate the relative advantages of various 
concepts or con-

figurations (sensitivity testing).

* Provide data and background for feasibility of a program.

* Provide a basic medium, with facts, by which decision can be mad-

by management.

* Substantiate or refute a previous decision.

The trade-off musL consider all the factors and not just present those advan-

tageous to some prejudiced viewpoint. The incomplete tradeoff study can

present shaded facts that will lead to decisions that will be detrimental in

terms of life cycle cost when the system becomes operational.

Maintainability related trade-offs can be classified into three major categories:

* Design philosophy

- Maintainability design trades

* Maintenance support trades

*This assumes that the system contract is based on life cycle cost. If the

contract is based on acquisition cost alone, then, in practice, the trade-
off objective will be to select the design candidate which meets the opera-
tional requirements at the minimum acquisition cost.
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SECT 7A - MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFF TASK DESCRIPTION

in each case, the advantages and disadvantages in terms of effect on opera-

tional effectiveness and life cycle cost are considered. The most s:gnificant

problem in conducting a trade-off is the acquisition of reliability, cost,

maintenance time, and other data. This problem is extreakely acute in early

phases of equipment development. Reliability data is used to:

Calculate the number of equipment failures, which is used as

a basis for determining support requirements.

* Calculate the system/equipment Met.

Identify requirements for design considerations.
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DPSIGN NOTE 7A2 TRADE-OFF PROCESSdS

1. TRADE-OFF CRITERiA

As in all system trade-o~fs, each candidate must meet or exceed the mission

requirements and program constraints. Beyond that, costs are the basic

selection criteria f~r trade-offs. The costs associated with etch equipment

design and maintenance concept alternative are computed, and the least costly

alternative that provides the desired effectiveness is selected.

The costs associated with alternative equipments are composed of three major

cost categories: research and development, acquisition or initial investment,

and operation and support. The general costs contzibuting to the three

categories are snown in SN 1 (1). These general cost categories correspcnd

to the life cycle of navw piece of equipment - development, introduction, and

operation.

SUB-NOTE 1 (I) System Cost Categories p

Research and Development Costs Initial Investment Costs (continued)

) (1) System Development (2) Personnel
(a) Preliminary study and (a) Increased manpowc,

design requirements
(b) Design engineering (b) Initial training
(c) Hardware fabrication (c) Tnitial travel
(d) Documentation

(2) 1ystem Test and Evaluation (3) Facilities
(a) Equipment fabrication(a) Tesuiprotfra tio(zncl g (4) Miscellaneous Investment
(b) Test programs (including Costs

Reliability and
Maintainability) Operating Costs

(c) Test equipment
(d) Facilities (1) Equipsent

(a) 0>eration
(3) Other S stem and Development (b) Tiaining allowance

Costs (c) Annual transportation
(a) Maintenance and spares (d) Maintenance

support () Spares
(b) Miscellaneous (2) Personnel

initial Investment Costs (a) Pay and allowance
(1) EaIpment (b) Training

(a) Initial Procurement (c) Tra-el

(b) Spares and repair parts (3) Facilities
(c) Initial transportation
(d) Installation (4) Miscellaneous Operating

Costs
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SECT 7A - MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFFS TASK DESCRIPTIONI!
SN 1 (2) shows, in simplilied form, the cost history of a typical equipment.

rhe costs for each of the three major cost categories are represented by

smoothed curves, typically displaying successive maximums.

It ib significant that a long period of operation at relatively high cost will

have a much greater impact un the total cost than either research and devel)p-

mnt or init.al investment costs. This concept can be illustrated by plouting

a curve of total lifetime cost versus initial cost per equipment for any de-

s'red effectiveness level of an equipmant, as shown in SN 1 (3).

SUB-NOTE 1(2) TypicalEquipment costHistory

SInvestment

Researh and
0 Development Operation

Time

SUB-NOTE 1(3) Typical Display of
Total Litetime Cozt Vs Initial
Cost

8 (Effectiveness Level 95%)

t5 ' - '

Initial Cost per

Eqt'ipment
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The optimum is the initial equipment cost that croduces the lowest total life-

time cost.
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SECTION 7B

MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFF GUIDELINES AND METHODOLOGY

This section cantains guidelines and methodology for accomplisong maintain-

ablity trade-offs, and also included a discussion of limiting case analy;i'4.

SX
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DESIGN NOTE 7B1 GUIDELINES AND METHODOLOGY

1. TYPES OF TRADE-OFFS

C7rade-offs related to maintainability can he divided into two types: exception

trides and optimization trades. Exception trades are those which fall into

the all or none category, in the sense that any deviation from all or none of

the root will cause the maintenance cost to increase; for example, if the

"none" principle is violated for adjustments, in that one is proposed to h.

incorporated in a design, then procedures and manpower must be furnished for

maintenance created by the presence of the adjustment. They are termed excep-

tion trades because they only need be conducted when some deviation to the

all or none principle is proposed in the design concept or design. Maintain-

ability roots which fa.l into this category are as follows:

* None - Adjustment

* All " Packaging classification (functional)

* None - Preventive maintenance (including calibration)

* All r Packaging mounting (plug-in)

0 All - Interchangeability

- None - Accessibility (stacking and multiturn, noncaptive fasteners)

Although AGF . not a maintainability root, it is a maintainability factor,

and requirementg- for special tools fall in this same category (none).

An example of conducting an exception trade is adjustments. Each time an ad-

justment is proposed in a system, a trade should be conducted to determine if

the cost to design, the system without the adjustment results in greater or lesa

cost than the change in maintenance cost incurred with the adjustment in tbe 3a-

ployment phase.

Optimization trades are those w~icl. must be conducted on overy proqram because

there is no known answer or starting point for that maintainability root in

terms of all or none, which results in the minimum wintenance cost.
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The-maintainability roots which fall into this category are as follows:

* Standardization

* Packaging (structure)

• Fault location

The maintainability factor which falls into this category is the maintenance

(and spares) concept.

The first order effects that the maintainability roots and factors have on

the requirement for logistics resources is shown in SN 1 (1).

2. PRIME TRADE-OFF I
in the conduct of maintdinability trade-offs, there is one trade-off which

should be considered as prime. This prime trade- )ff is called the repair/

discarJ trade and results in the following decisions:

The number of hardware levels, and the complexity of each.

* The discard-at-failure (DAF) level

* The type of diagnostics for each hardware level.

* The maintonance and spares concept for each hardware level.

This is an optimization trade-off. All other trades should be conducted after

this one, using its results as the baseline design and support system.

As mentioned pieviously, each candidate bhould be analyzed to make sure that

it satisfies the required maintainability indices, such as Mct, and any other

required constraints related to maintainability.

3. TRADE-OFFS RWATED TO SYSTEM tHARACTERISTICS

To this point, the impact of maintainability design and maintenance concept on

logistics resource requirements has been addressed.

In order to conduct trade-offs, however, some insight should be provided re-

gardiag the system characteristics which are fundamental in the relationships

(or sencitivity) to maintainability roots. Also, the same insight must be

provided regarding the relationships between the maintainability roots. These

relationships are identified in SN 3 (1).
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UB-MCTE 1 (1) Potential Impact of Maintainability Roots and Factors

on Logistics Resource Requirements (First Order)

L gistics Resources

I 51
0.

$4 r C 1. D $

Maintainability Roots

Adjustmentz X X*

Calibration (PM) x

K Accessibility x

Standardization xX x

Interchangeability X X X XX*

Packaging Structure (Number of levels and
complexity of each) X X

Fault Location 
y1

Type automatic software, automatic I
hardware, or manual) X X X x x
Capability (resolution and corn-
prehensiveness) X X X X X

Maintainability Factor

AGE X XX X X X X*

Maintenance Concept L x X X X X *

*Varies with the maintenance locatIon.

NOTE: Address quality and quantity of each logisti.z resouice as a function
of each maintenance location for each root.
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SUB-NOyTE 3 (11 Relatin:ip of System CMrcteristi, ft.
fltxntalibllity Roots (First order)

A Charg, in the requirement F--ea.o~ i this.. ~ ~ l . 22

A. system Characteristice1 
14567 01 21Ceeplecity

1. 
P arts I 

T 
910,

4. Type Wi'g t. or Aaoeg) 

x4:4. ACCUrAcy (tolerusce,) 
K 0 0x X X X B5 . hity 

X xxX X X1
B. iixitaiflbility Roots

6. Adjustments 
x S

9. ecess~riilic xl x x x x x x x
11. Stricture (nurter of levels n.oeW ct f ech) 1155

fault LocationI

12. Type (auto-software. auto- Y x
1.Relution (for X poreeent

1 corarJ,,
13 iveness)2

C. Seployreet Contept
1M Tof System per Site 

4xx x5I. Nurber of Site, J
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Beides these ruiatioaships, it is necessary to have reliability data as a

coistant input to maintaiiability trade-offs. Although, from a maintainab.I.Lty

s.andpoint, reliability is treated as a constant, maintainability should input

a top level system trade wherein reliabilit is optimize'd in terms of the

types of component.- (commercial, nilitary standard, or high reliability) and

types of testing 'turn-in, etc.) conducted on those components.
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MAINTAINABILITY 'RADE-OFF PROCEDURES

This section contains procedures for conducting maintdinability trade-offs

and discusses quantitative and qualitative repair/discara trade-off proce-

-: dures.
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SECTION 7C MAINTAINABILITY TRADE-OFI PROCEDURES

DESIGN .OTI 7CI - GENERAL ThADE-Orr PROCEDURES

1.I GENERAL

1.1 Establish Integration and Control

i .1.1 Contractor Interna, Integration and Control

1.1.2 Contractor/Procuring Agency Integration and Control

1.2 Gather Constraints and Identify System Requirements

1.3 Select Candidates

1.4 Comp .le Data (Quantitative and Qualitative),

1.5 Docruent and Tabulate

1.5 (1) Trade-Off Surmary
1.6 Analyze Results
1.7 Produce Report and Obtain Approval

1.7 (t) Trade-Off Procedure Summsary

2. CONTRAC"OR/PROCURING AGENCY TRADE-OFF INTERFACE

DESIGN NOTL 7C2 - REPAIR/DISCARD TRADE-OFF PROCEDURE

1. GENERAL

2. QUANTITATIVE STUDIES

2 (1) Candidate Selection Flow Diagram

2 (2) Symbols

2 (3) Relationsbips

2.1 Study No. 1 - BITE, ar.ware vs Software

2.2 Study No. 2 - BITF vs External Test Set

2.2 (1) Hardware BITE vs Software External

2.3 Study No. 3 - BITE vs Manual Fault Location

2.3 (1) Software BITE vs Manual Fault Location

2.4 Study No. 4 - Exter,.al (Automatic) vs Manual Fault Location

2.4 (1) External vs Manual Fault Location

2.5 Study No. 5 - External Fault Location vs Discard at Failure
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2.5 (1) External (Automatic) Fault Location vs DAF

2.6 Study No. 6 - Field vs Depot Repair

2.6 (1) Field vs Depot Repair

2.7 Study No. 7 - Discard at Failure vs Manual Fault Location
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DESIGN NOTE 7C1 GENERAL TRADE-OFF PROCEDUEES

1. GENEkAT.

;The major steps of a trade study are to:

* Establish integration and control.

Gather constraints and identify system rquirements.

* Select candidates.

Compile data (quantitative and qualitative).

Document and calculate.

| Analyze recults.

* Produce report and obtain approval.

* 1.1 Establish Integration and Control

1.1.1 Contractor Internal Integration and Contrcl

This step establishes the overall approach to the trade-off, responsibility,

and scheduling to ensure effective and timely results. Since the data re- -

quired is generated or developed from various scurces (finance, engineering,

procuiement, reliability, maintainability, etc.), it is essential to establish

ar. authoritative source (task leader) for coordination of the effort.

The major tasks are to:

* Identify porticipants and responsbility.

Establish d~ta sources and requiiements.

* Establish dimensinns for data.

* Schedule inputs and outputs.

The definition of purpose, approach, a.d data requirerents is an essential

building block Ln the conduct of a traC--off. Early definition ensures that

data inputs are usable as submitted, cor£ret, and in consonance with othcr

data inputs. A common basis must be established that will allow rapid com-

parison of systems advantages and disedvantagos. The data base most easily

understood by procuring agencies and industry s the dollar. The lollar data

base establishes a cost effectiveness comparison.
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1.1.2 CONTRACTOR/PROCURING AGENCY Integration and Control

The contractorlprocuring agency has an interface in conducting trade-offs in

which the procuring agency:

. Identifies the requirement for trade-off by specifying system

acquisition based on life cycle cost.

Identifies specific trade-off considerations in the Request for

Proposal (RFP).

. Approves of manpower effort for trade-off studies suitted and

identified by the contractor (in addition to those specified

in the RFP, the contractor may identify requirem(-nts for other

studies).

. Monitors status of trade-offs and the resuits, and gives con-

currence or recommendations for approval.

9 Is an integral factor in the overall decisions made as a result

of trade-offs.

1.2 Gather Constraints and Identify System Requirements

The constraints imposed on the system due to conlractural documentation,

project or procuring agency decisions, system requirements, etc., should be

identified at this time. The constraints imposed on a system may, in fact,

eliminate the consideration of some tentative candidates due to noncom-

pliance. The elimination of candidates based on noncompliance evoids ex-

tensive and often meaningless trade-Qff study effort. The constraints are

identifi.ed from various sources such as:

* Contractual documentation I
* Higher level analysis

I Project or procuring agency decisions I
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'Te constrainLs may be identified in terms of deployment, utilization,

equipment, quantities, acquisition or support cost, maint-nance-concept,

maintenance resources, vaintenance time and availability, etc., cich of

which may affect the feasibility of design or support candidates.

The requirement for trade-offs is limited by the depth and,definitiveness

of the system specification. For example, if the specification states that -

an electromechanical system has fault isolation by built-in test equipment

to a discard-at-failure mainteaance (DAFM) plug-in package, a DAFM cost not

mere than $50, an Ret of 15 minutes, and an MTBF of 700 hours, the following

trade-offs are eliminated:

H Hydraulic versus electromechanical

* Repair versus throwaway

* Optimum level of repair

External versus built-in test equipment

* Compromise between Met and MTBF to achieve a stated availability

However, to specify these requirements in the Request for P'roposal or specifi-

cations, the procuring agency must hate performed trade-offs to arrive at

these decisions during the conceptual phase.

The contractor should be allowed flexibility in design to meet an overall

requirement. Variance in requirements, if justified by trade-off, should

be evaluated by the procuring agency.

1.3 Select Candidates

Based uponi prior identification of the system constraints, the feasible

candidatqs for eith r a design philosophy trade-off, maintainability trade-

cf!, or maintenance support trade-off, may be iCuntified. An adequate descrip-

tion of each candidate is required to ensure that all participants in the

trade-off study can develop their input data adequately and on a common
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understanding of candidate configuration. The baseline maintenar:e concept,

reliability data, hardware cost, utilization concepts, and manufacturing and

production techniques are types of information required for general dis-

semination. For example, the reliability analyst requires a system descrip-

tion from the systems or design engineer to perform failure rate predictions,

the maintainability analyst requires the failure rates to petform apportion-

rents and predictions, the maintenance analyst requires the failures rates to

determine spares requirements, etc. Each candidate must be analyzed to

assure that it meets or exceeds the operational requirements and system con-

straints.

.4 Compile Data (Quantitative and Qualitative)

The participants identified in Paragraph 1.1 who are responsible for supply-

ing data inputs into the trade-off shall compile quantitative and qualitative

dat5 as required to satisfy the data base requirements. The compilation of

data is not an independent function. There is dn interflow of data between

participants, and this effort rust be scheduled (Par,4 1.1) to ensure the

availability of all data from all participants at the scheduled time.

1.5 Document and Tabulate

Thc data developed and submitted by the participants in the trade-off should

be documented and tabtlated in a clear, concise, and orderly manner. The

cost categories previojsly identified -ollectively include all costs that

would affect a cost trade-off decision. These categories are combined under

the major classification of acquisition, installation, operational and main-

tenace, or support costs. Availability of cost data on the baseline system

may be restricted or nonexistent. In this case, the candidates mfy be assigned

best estimate cost deltas in relationship to each other.
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1.6 Analyze Result

The results of the trade-off should be analyzed to determine the cost versus

system effectiveness relationship or availability per dollar cost expenditure.

Total cost utilized alone, unless all other factors are equal, should not be

the firm basis for system selectiun. The increase in reliability, decrease

in maintenance time, future growth potential, and performance are areas in

;hicn large improvement may be recognized in relation to slight increase in

total cost. In addition, the analysis should:

Perform parametric (or sensitivity) analysis.

Identify additional depth requirements.

Evaluate compliance with requirements.

Variance in data may impact the results of the study. A parametric analysis

should be conducted which varies such factors as equipment quantities, range

of MTBF, etc., to facilitate the rapid comparison of effects of changes on

total system cost or conzepts. The variance and parameter selected should

be based on foreseeable realistic equipment demands or trends.

The requirement for additional dcpth in tha trade-off or additional data re-

quirements may be acentified due to the candidates, factors being too closely

related to render a decision. In these cases, the data and information

should be reexamined to determune if a more comprehensive analysis of these

candidates can be conducted.

The candidates should be evaluated in relationship to their degree of com-

pliance with the requirements. In this r"-pect, the analyst should consider

the cost/system effectiveness relationship in respect to strict compliance

with or exceeding the stated requirements. Risks should be considered and

identified.
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1.7 ProduceReport and Obtain Approval

-The report presented by the contractor to~the procuring agency for approval

should be presented iI. a standard format. The format should present a sum-

mar-y of the report and, in addition, provide the detailed background or

backup data utilized in the preparation for further analysis, if required.

Concurrence by the procuring agency on the results of recommndations of the

trade-off will result ir rbe incorporation of or implementatiol. of the hard-

-ware design philosophy, nintatnability design feature, or maintenance sup-

port concept for the system.. SN 1.7 (1) presents a sunmary of the trade-off

procedures directing the overall steps and basic input requirements and out-

put from each step of the trade-off. The trade-off procedure is an iterative

process, and trade-offs .are updated as additional data becomes available;

however, trade-offs should' be considered final when they have resulted in

final decisions and implementation of design or support concepts to such an

extent that cost or schedule would be detrimentally afected by reversal of

decisions.
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Steps
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DESIGN NOTE 7C2 REPAIR/DISCARD TRADE-OFP PROCEDURE

1. GENERAL

The repair/discard trade-off, which is prime to maintainability, should be

conducted for each system being developed.

This trade-off, which can be accomplished through the aid of a model, as

described in Chapter 9, results in the following decisions:

' The number and complexity of each hardware level

* The DAF level

* The type of diagnostics for each hardware level

* The maintenance and spares concept for each hardware level

In l e conduct of this trade-off, using the modeling teehnique described in

Chapter 9, the basic problem is to narrow down the number of candidates

which must be run through the model. As discussed in Chapter 9, this can be

achieved, in part, by elimination of some candidates as determined from the

following sources:

Related customer or other constraints

* Operational concept

2. QUANTITATIVE STUDIES

In addition to tne above methods of elimination of candidates to run through

the model, the procedures below are provided. These procedures provide deci-,

sions, starting with the LRU level, for the following:

* Automatic external versus BITE versus manual diagnostics

* Field versus Depot repair

R iwpair versus discard of lowest level package
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These procedures include exarples of computations, uixi, assumed values which

are considered representative for the Multiplexer Set lut which may not fit

a prticular system or situation. Whenever the value used does not fit a

particular application, the appropriate value should be used and the as-

sociated value or curve related to the decision should be recomputed.

The methodology used for each case is the equal cost method; i.e., wherein the

solution or curve (when the solutjx. is plottel) represents that condition

when the cost for each candidate Ls equal.

These procedures include only the first order (prime) relationships, so that

when the system value is close t3 the decision value, the molel should be used

on both candidaves for a final decisior.

In all the illustrative studies which follow, these general assumptions are

made:

* All hardware is packaged functionally (as defined in Chapter 2).

The system is a complex system.

* The manpower required for repair considers only active repair time.

Failure rate is in the dimension of failures/calendar hour. This

can be derived by combining the nonoperating and operating rates

with their appropriate time contributions.

The problem of how to get from the system to the LRU is not addressed herein,

for the general case, for two reasons. The first is that the mission and/or

operational requirements for a particular system will usually constrain the

type of the diagnostics to get from the system to the LRU to a very few can-

didates, and secondly, the normal malfunction detection requirements inherently

provide diagnostics at this level such that the additional diagnostics

requirements are very minimal.

It should be recognized that even though the decision for automatic or manual

diagnostics considers, as one of the factors, the average difference in the

man-hours to perform each, there are some cases when a unit to be diagnosed

is so complex that it is beyond human capability, regardless of time. If this

were the case, then manual diagnostics is not an acceptable candidate.
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in the studies that follow, which involve diagnostic equipment, the values

used are for newly designed, system-peculiar equipment. Any trades on

multi-use or general-purpose test equipment should be conducted, using

the principles described herein, but assigning appropriate values consider--

ing the multi-use capability. Also, some of the nonrecurring cost factors

will be dropped in this type of trade.

The candidate selection flow diagram sh6% in SN 2 (1) provides the sequence

for conducting seven separate studies. In addition, the matrix related to

each block ' the diagram shows the conditions, applicability, or decisions

for that I ock. The number accompanying some blocks is the number of the

study appearing subsequent in this section. The dots-directly above each

block indicate all the conditions to be considered inmaking the decision

indicated.

The dots on the right side of the diagram indicate the final design and main-

tenance concept decisions in accordance with the block(s) below them in which

termination results.

Tt should be stated again that some candidates (or paths through this diagram)

may be precluded and/or dictated due to constraints imposed on the system or

because it is a technically unfeasible candidate.

SN 2 (2) is a list of symbols used in the seven studies. Included in th, list,

as applicable, is the dimension of the parameter. SN 2 (3) shows the gen-

eral relationships used in some of the studies.
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SUB-N6TE 2 (2) (Sheet 1 of 2 sheets) Smbols

C Cost of card ($, (Iroduction),
Ca Manpowel cost ($).

C. System cost* () = C (Production).

n= apower rate ($/r).

E Number of deployed systems.

F = Failures in an interval Tt.

K The ratio of thi nonrecurring external test set or BITE cost

to the system cost. This includes both development and support

required for the test set.

= The ratio of the ptoduction cost of one external test set to the

system cost.
K3  = = Ratio of system cost to system failures/hour.

sy

K4  = The ratio of total number of cards in one system to the number of

card types in the system. This, then, is the average utilization

rate of a card type in the system.

K 5 The ratio of cost of the BITE hardware to system cost.

K - The ratio of the cost of analytical software to the system cost.

:L - Program life cycle (calendar hours).

M ca Number of card types in system.

N - Constant related to probability of having a epare when required.

*System cost, as used in the following studies, is the production cost

ef one unit of whatever level of hardware is being diagnosed for that

particular trade-off.
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SUB-NOTE 2 (2) (Sheet 2 of 2 sheets) Symbols

Quantity of spares required.

TMH Diagnosti- time difference in man-hours/repair between manual and

BITE

t  = Turn around time from field to depot.

'7 -Number of sites.

Aca  - Card failure rate (failures/hr).

Asy System failure rate ,failures/hr) = asy ea.

*The dimensions of~sy must be in failures per calendar hour, and for the

example multiplexer system which opera.es full time, this is equal to the

operating failre rate.

In general, however:

oAo  to +Ano' tno
to +tno

where A\o is the operating failure rate
Ano is the nonoperating failure rate

t is the operating time in a unit

time t o + tno (hours)

and

t is the nonoperating time in a unitno
time t + t

o no
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SUP-NOTE 2 (3)- Relationships

C

sy-

Q = F N (Tbisassuges that the ,variance is equal to the mean of the
failure distributions).

Probability of Having'a Spare When Required0.67 75

C
1.04 85

1.65 95

2,33 99

mca C K

SCca K4

28
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2.1 Study No. I - BITE, Hardware vs Software

In this study, the trLde-off is between the higher cost of additional BITE re-

quiied at the lower levels for hardware diagnostics, against the additional,

but nonrecurring cost of analytical software development required for signature

torrelation of go/no-go signals at a higher level. (For definitions of hard-

ware and software diagnostics, refer to DN 7E3.) The approach used will be to

determine that syst.em deployment quantity wherein the cost of hardware for hard-

ware diagnostics equals the cost of hardware and software for software diagnostics.

It is assumed that the data processing hardware required for signature corre)a-

tion alieady exists as part of the tactical system and, for this reason, all

such costs are omitted from this study. Should the syster being considered,

however, require development and production of data processing hardware in order

t effect a software approach, the associated costs must be added for purposes

of the trade-off.

Hardware BITE cost:

K, C .E
i)" Csy

Software BITE cost:

5(2) - Csy E + Y6 Csy
.%equal costs when:

K C5(1) * Csy ' E ' K5 ( 2 )• Csy E+K6Csy

K
6E - ____-(1)

KS(1) - K. 5

Assume

K a ) , 0 5 3
K5(2) ' 05

IC complexity = 5,000
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C 50,000

4,000 MH x 25 2 (Ref. DN 7E2, SN 3.4 (3)
K6  50,000

Substituting values

2
E (0.3 - 0.05)

E 8

which says that for deployment quantities up to 8, hardware BITE is the choice,

and for quantities beyond 8, an analytical software BITE approach is more cost

effective.

SN 3.4 (1) in LN 7E2 shows the relationship between the complexity of the item

under test and the ratio of BITE to the item complexity. Restated, it says

that as an item or system becomes more complex, the percentage of hardware re-

quired to test it becomes less. This holds true for varying complexities with-

in a functional entity. It does not hold true, however, when complexity is in-

creased by introduction of additional functional entities within the same frame-

wrk. For example, the inclusion of a receiver, with 5 percent BITE, within a

transmitter assembly which centains the same degree of BITE, yields a more com-

plex system, but with the same overall 5 percent BITE. This is so because the

new assembly is now composed of two functional entities, each of which must be

individually tested.
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2.2 Study No. 2 - BITE vs External Test Set

In this study, the trade-off is Letween the cost of one tes set per site

against a test capability in every system (BITE).

Software BITE:

Sfwe Cy *E4K
6 I Csy

Software External:

K2 . Csy V + K6 Csy

:. qual cost when:

KS . Csy  E + K6  Csy =K 2  Csy V + 6 Csy

E= K2 
(2)

Assume X = 0.47
Ks = 0.05

Substituting values:

= 0.47 .9.4
0.35

which says that for 10 or more systems per site, an external software

test set is the choice.

If the trade-off is between hardwre BITE and software extei]0., the following

relatio-,1'ps hold true:

,. .are BITE:

K ,C . E
5  sy

Software E:.ternal:

2 Csy V + K6 Csy
.equal cost when

5 sy 2 sy 6 sv

K K
E 1 6 2(3)
V V K5  K5
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9 Assume K.6=2
K2 =0.47

K5 = 0. 3

Substituting values I
E ! 2 0.47

V V 3 0.3 3-

v 1

See SN 2.2 (1) for a ul:t of the equal cost curve.
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'SUB-NO'rE 2.*2 (1) Hardware BITE vs Software rxternal

10 -

E,1
V . + 1.6

E 6

* (Number of Sofaware Externjal
Systems per
Site) - ________

Har&.qare BITE

0 4 8 12 16 20

(Number of Sites)
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2,3 Study No. 3 - BITE VS Manual Fault Location

In this study, the trade-off is between the cost of BITE in each system (E)

against tie increased labor to perform manual fault location for the life of

the program.

I!rdware BITE cost:

K5 * Cy E

Manual Q-)st:

L C Tsy r NH

.'. Eual costs when:K C, c . E--L C T'y MH" E

but K = K
3 sy

[ L " r ' TM 1(4) 1

SO: K5  K(

Assume (for *ultiplexer Set)

L - 87,660

C 10
r

TMH 5

K =1.67 x 108
3
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Substituting values:

K = 87,660" 10 5
5() . 1.677xi0

K5(H) 0.026

This shows thxat even when ignoring the K1 term, hardware BITE is only a

viaUc candidate if its cost does not exceed 2.6 percent of the production

cost of a system. Since hardware BITE is typically 30 percent or more of

system cost for diagnostics to the card level (through utilization of mal-

function detection capability, at the card level), ti.re oil he few occa-

sions when it will be in contention with the manual approach. Furhermore,

there are no disciplines, other than maintainability, which would require

malfunction detection at the card level as BITE, fuxther prtcluding hardware

BITE as a candidate.

Given that the mission requirement creates the need for a significant degree

of malfunction detection, however, software diagnostics must be considered

if the additional BITE hardware required for maintainability to attain the

specified resolution is less than 2.6 percent. The nonrecurring cost of

analytical software development is prorated over the number of systems de..

ployed, and it is the systems deployed versus the cost of additional BITE

hardware which determines the characteristics of an equal cost curve.

Software BITE cost:

K5 • Csy • E + K6Csy (the K1 term is charged against the

malfunction detection requirement and

is therefore omitted)
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Manual cost:

L' *C T * E
sy r MH

equal costs when:

KS *C - E +K C =L X C TM E
5 • s y • 6 s y =  

s y " r N HiM l

C
but K3 - sy

sy

SO: E= LC T
r N TH K
K 35

Assume (for Multiplexer Set)

L = 87,660

C = 10
TMH - 5

K = 1.67 x 10
8

K6  = 2
6

For K = 0.001

2
E- 87,660" 105-517,:I.* ;*l- 0.00,

3.67 x 108

8=80

The equal cost curve depicted by SN 2.3 (1) was obtained by substituting in-

crements of. K from 0.02 to 0.001.
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SUB-NOTE 2.3 (1) Software BITE vs'anual Fault Location I
350 -

300 -

Software BITE

250

200

Number
of
Systems
(E)

150

100

Manual

50

O IiI I
0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025

BITE (Additional Required for Maintainability - K S(S))
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)' 2.4 Study No. 4 - Exteinal software vs Manual Fault Isolation j
In this study, as in the BITE versus manual study, the cost of the test equip-

ment is being coepared to manpower saved by use of that test set. It is

assumed that the same test set could be used to test from the LRU to card level

and from the card'to.picee part level.

The values assumed for T consider the -ollcing factors regarding manual

isolation.

Some trial and error is involved, resulting in multiple substitution

and subsequent r6testing.

'At least two men are involved in this type maintenance.

Cost of test sets:

K, •sy * 6 * sy 2 •Cy

Cost of raintenance manpower:

C - ). , E o .I!. L
r sy M

.equal costs occur when:

sy K6 *sy 2 Csy Cr C E L

or = 3 ]+ c (6)
V V LCr , TM , L r N TH L

Assume

K, = 7.1 (4.4 development + 2.7 support)

K 3 = 1.67 x 10 8 = 35,000

210 x 10
-6

K6.2
TM, - 5 (LRU to card), 10 (card to piece part), and

15 (LRU to piece port).

L 87,660 (10 years)
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Substituting the reference values (for fault location from LRU to piece part,

T =15)
[1.6 x1 8 8

5_ 1 1.67 x 108 (7.1 + 2)1 0.47." 1.67 x 10
= vL10 •15 - 87,660 j 10 15 87,660

E 1. 116+6 i"
V V

See SN 2.4 (1) for a plot of the equal cost curve.

A sintdlar curve, if required, can be derived for LRU to card level (T = 5)

or ci.d level to piece-part (TM 1 = 10) by using equation (6).

Discussion:

When us~ng this study for the card to piece part csa, it should be run twice;

once as indi-ated and once when setting V = 1 (this assumes depot maintenance

even if there is actually more than one site).
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) SUB-NOTE 2.4(1 Etrnal vs Mannal Fault Location

80

S 116.-. +6

o
(Number o

) per Site)

External
(Automatic)

Manual

0l1 1 20 25 30
(Numb~er of Sites!
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2.5 study No. 5 -ExternalFault,.Location (Repair). vsDiscardat Failure

By analysis of the detailed trade study conducted on the Multiplexer Set (See

Sect 7D), it can be seeni that in the range where the decision is made regard-

ing DAF versus RAF of cards, the factors which are first order ,(prime) in

making this decision are the cost of the test set for the RAP candidate com-

pared to the cost of spare cards for the DAF candidate.

Cost of spare cards:

L *LC *EXsy ca.
Cost of test sets:

K1  C sy + K6 "Csy + K2 • C y V

equal cost occurs when:

sy "L ca' B- KI - Csy + K6 Cy+K 2  CsyV

or:

L.C E K + +K Vca K+K 6  2

K3(7~K

C a . E K 3  
( 7 )

Assume

L - 87,660

K = 1.67 x 10
8

3
K, . 7.1
K2K2 -0..|4/'

K 2
6

Substiting reference values:

for Vo1:

C F 1.67 x 108 (7.1 + 2 + 0.47 * 1)
ca 87,660

Cca • E 13,200

for V = 10

C E l.67 x 10
8  

(7.1 + 2 + 0.47 10)
ca 87:660

C E 26,300
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This equadionisc'cepicted 'graphically'in SN2.5" (1).

Discussionh

It caube seen that for a card cost of $475, and for the values assxmed, the

breakeven quantity of deployed systems (E) is 39 for one-site deployAient.

The depot test versus AP candidate can be solved by simply setting V = 1,

regardless of Lhe number of actual.sites.

Notice that when there are 10 sites, with cards costing $475, it takes 55

systems (0) to break even. This, though, is only 5.3 systems p-r site.

Equation- (7, can be used to compute the C • E-product where the valuescc
used for Ki, K2, K3, or L do nct fit a particular situation.

29
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SUB-NOTE 2.5(1) External (Automatic) Fault Location vs DAF

90

70A-

711 V DAF10 Repair

20--

10

0 200 40 600 800 00 1200

Card Cost - Cd
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2.6 'Study No. 6 Field vs
' 
Depot Repair

In this decision, there are two prime'factors: the cost of the pipeline

spares for depot repair versus the unit cost of a test set at each site.

Pipeline spares cost:
C •N *4•Q
ca ca

where Q = F + N N---

andF- = ca" TtK 4 . E

The cost of test sets:

K2 • C (V-l)
2 sy

.;Equal costs occur when:

Cca" [Xca" Tt" K4" E + a t' 4 j 2  sy

but%. = sy

ca 4

so: Xca F T " + 4 7""T
t "K E = K2  (V-l)

(using the quadratic equation)

N2 1N 1 N (8)
2K W-1) + K 4K ' (v-l) N +(8

ca 
2
Tt

Assume

K =0.47

N = 2 (This results in approximately a 98 percent probabil)ty of

having a spare when required)
I K4  2.5

Tt -1440 (2 months)
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Substituting values 22 1 !i .

2.0.47 (V-1) + 2.5 - 2.5 4 O.47 2.5 (V-1) 2 + 2

ca. E 2.1440 All

.94 (V-i) + 1.6 -1.6 Vi.175 (V-l) + 1
"ca 2880

for V= 2,AcaX B = 62.5 x 10-
6

0- 6

for V= ll,xca E = 1760 x10

The equal cost curves are provided in SN 2.6 (1).

Discussion

For the example system, the average card failure rate is 2.84 x 10
-6 

failures

per hour so that, with the 2-month pipeline assumed, the brea .uven point would

be 22 systems per sitewith a test set at two sites.

It can also be seen that if the. deployment calls for 11 sites (V=ll), then it

takes 62 systems per site to break even. In any case, an increase in the

systems per site is more in favor of the field repair.

Actually the technique used in this study is applicable to any level of hard-

ware once the vatiables are adjusted according to the level of hardware being
treated.
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SUB-NOTE, 2.6(l) Field vs Depot R I.1

80 ..

70for VE2 Xcard 5E.- 2.5 10
- 6 - -

for V 2 11, Xcar 760 10
-

6E -.. . .. . ... -6for I 'card

6

v 50

(Nucbor of Field Maintenance
Systeos

pat Site) -

V 2 Site s

A •
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2.7 Study No. 7 - Discard at Failure vs Manual Fault Location (Repair)

Cost of DAF:

sy ca

Cost of manual ,repair:

C *T * E.
r M sy

..equal costs when:

Cca = Cr . TM(9)

Ca =-IO" ." I0 -- $100
ca

This says that cards should be repaired if their cost exceeds $100.

30
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r SECTION 7.6

MULTIPLEXER SET TRADE-0FF EXAMPLE

This section contains an example of a card and module discard versus repair

trade-off for the Multiplexer Set.

3I
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1 SECTION 7D MULTIPLEXER SET TRADE-OFF EXA-,
'

DESIGN NOI!E 7n1 - DISCAR D VERSUS REPAIR COST ANALYSIS FOR MULTIPLEXER SET
PRINTED 'CIRCUIT CARDS AND MODULES

1. INTRODUCTION-

2. SUMMA RY AND CONCLUSIONS
3. EQUIPMENt' DESCRIPTION

3(l) Typical Prlnted-Circuit Board Layout

3 '2) Typical Module Layout

3(31 Board/Module Data

3(4) 10-Year Failure Quantities

4. CANDIDATE DESCRIPTION

4.1 Discard-at-Failure (DAF) Candidate

4.2 Repir-at-Failure (RAP) Candidate

4(l), DAF Correction Process

4(2) RAF Correction Process

5. GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS

5.1 Guidelines

5.2 Assumptions

6. DAF COST FACTORS

5(1) 10-Year DAF Subassembly Cost

7. PAF COST FACTORS

7.1 Nonrecurring RAF Cost

7.1.1 Depot or SPA Repair AGE

7.1.2 Depot Repair Pip-tline Cost
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'.l.2(l) Depot or SRA Rc1aY.1 and ResupplIy I.iHO!;

7.1.2(2) Items Required in Repair Pipeline for Varying Multiplexer Set
Equipment Quantities

7.1.2(3) Repair Pipel.r.e Cost for Varying Multiplexer Set Equipment Quantities

7.1.3 Supply Administration Cost

7.2 Recurring RAP Costs

7.2.1 Packaging and Transportation Cost

7.2.1(1) 10-Year Packaging and Transportation Costn

7.2.2 Depot or SRA Repair Lalor

7.2.2(1) Typical Item Repair Sequence

7.2.2(2) 10-Year Depot or SRA Repair Labor osts for Varying Multiplexer
Set Equipment Quantities

7.2.3 Depot or SRA Repair Part Cost

7.2.3(1) lO-Year Repair Part Cost

8.0 DAF/RAF COST COMPARISON

8(1) DbF/RAF Cost Summary - Modules

8(2) DAF/RAF Cost Summary - Digital Cards

8(3) DAF/RAF Cost Comparison

9. CONCLUSIONS AND REC(3MMSNDATIONS

10. REFERENCES
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DISCARD VERSUS REPAIR COST ANALYSIS FOR
DESIGN NOTE 7D1 MULTIPLEXER SET-PPINTED CIRCUIT CARDS AND MODULES

1. INTRODUCTION

This design note describes the-approach, methods, and findings of a cost-

cffectiveness trade study performed as part oZ the°Multiplexer Set maintain-

ability program. 'he objective of this study was to define the most cost-

effective disposition mode for printed circuit cards and line intarface modules

comprising the Multiplexer Set.

Note that this example, which considers all factors, concludes that 43

systems deployed is the breakeven point for digital card repair at the depot

versus DAF.. Study 4 in section 7C concludes that the breakeven-point is 39

systems. This correlation would indicate the validity of using the abbre-

viated technique.

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This analysis compares costs associated with repair and discard maintenance

concepts for failed Multiplexer Set printed circuit cards and modules. These

costs are computed for varying quantities of Multiplexer Sat equipments, and

are predicated upon a 10-year operational service life.

The discard candidate considers only failed item replacement costs, while the

repair candidate considars a number of recurring and nonrecurring costs such

as AGE, AGE support, labor, and repair parts costs.

1r c res,.lt:, of tiir analysis indicate that a repair concept is most cost

efieccrc as the quantity of supported equipments exceeds approximately 60.

When the quantity of supported equipments is increased to 100, the repair

concept cczt advantage becomes nearly $600,000, and at 500 equipments, is

approximately $5 million.

If eperational equipment quantities are to exceed approximately 60, it is

recomnmended that a depot or SRA card and module r~pir concept be selected.
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3. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The majority of active components comprising the Multiplexer Set are mounted

upon plug-in printed circuit boards within each of two chassis , or within

EMI/RFI protected modular enclosures which plug into sockets at the rear of

each chassis.

The printed circuit boards are approximately 7.00 inches wide, 7.25 inches

high, and 0.06 inch thick. The construction of the board 4s either multilayer

or double sided, depending on functional complexity, and provides surface area

for mounting of up to 64 dual in-line integrated circuit packages (DIP's) of

the 14-pin configuration.

SoMe of the Multiplexer Set boards have integrated circuits of the 16-pin and

24-pin configurations. Correspondingly fewer , these devices can be mounted

on a typical printed circuit board.

Interface between the board and the chassis wiring plane is achieved by an

edge-loaded 90-pin connector arrangement.

The circuits contained on the boards are three functional types: transistor-

transisto, logic (TTL), analog, and electromechanical switching matrices. ;s

will be noted later in this report, the test equipment required for board re-

pair is largely dictated by the type of function performed by the board.

Mc-dules comprising the Multiplexer Set house circuits which interface the

Multiplexer Set with its various input/output lines. Module circuits per-

form signal conditioning functions, such as amplification and Impedance

matching, and are essentially analog in type.

Typically, the modules are 3.0 inches high, 3.75 inches wide, and 1.0 inch

thick. The circuits within each module are discrete and thick film hybrid

types.
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Hybrid substrates are contained within herrietxcally sealed cans- of tle TO-8

configuration. A typical molule contains the e hybrid circuits, and assoi-

ated discrete components, mounted upon two physically separated'printed cir-

cuit boards. Electrical interface between the modules and the Multiplexer

Set chassis is achieved by a multipin/socxeL arrangejent. SN 3(1) and SN 3(2)

depict typical printed circuit board and interface module arrangements.

SN 3(3) lists the printed circuit hearts ind modules to be considered in the
discard versus repair analysis. Also indicated in SN 3(3) is the failure

rate for each item, its functional type (module, digital board, analog board,

or electrouechanical board), and the quantity of failures the item is excpected'4 to yield for one continuously operating Multiplexer Set over the 10-year

M ultiplexer Set service life.

Except as noted, the failure rj=te data listed in SN 3(3) was obtained from

reference 4 (Para 10). Item quantities are predicated upon a 20-channel

Multiplexer Set production configuration, supplemented (per SN 3(3)) with

coarse rate and transition ;onverters/deconverters of quantities proportional

to those being delivered under the current contract.

SN 3(4) graphically depicts the ey.Sected 10-year qiantities of failed items

for varying quantities of fielded Multiplexer Set equipments.

4. CANDIDATE DESCRIPTION

Two disposition modes for failed printed circuit cards and modules arc con-

sidered by this study. These are discard at failure (DAF) of the malfunctioned

item, and repair at failure (RW1) of the malfunctioned item at a depot oe Spe-

cial Repair Activity (SRA). Each candidate mode is briefly described in the

following paragraphs.

4.1 Discard-at--Failure (OA') Candidate

For this candidate, equipment malfunctions occurring in module or printed

circuit board components are corrected by replacement and discard of the
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SUB-1 OTE 3(l) Typical Printed Circuit Board 1

Edge.-Loaded Connector

)Integrated Circuits Test Point:
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sUB-JOTE3(2)T~'pca1 odule, Layout (CoVer =Removd)-

Internal Printed Circuit Board (2)

Line interlace Ccnnectors
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SUB-HOTSF 34) 10-Year Failure Quantities, by Item Type, for Varying
Multiplexer Set Equipment Quantities

10 000j

'II

Board, Digital ,

• / / Board, Analog

, .

i" / // Board, Elec,:tomechanical

Equipment Quantity x 100
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failed item (module i board). For approximately 60 percent of all equipment

failuies, the automatic akagnostic featura yields a one-item callout. In

those cases where this d .agnostic feature yields a two- or rhree-item callout,

all are replaced tu restore equipment operation. At some later time, when

Lhe equipment ;s remove,! from sen-vice, or when an off-line equipment is avail-

able, the replaced grouping of item is sequentially substituted into the

equirient until the specific malfunctioning item is identified. This item is

then discarded, and remaining items in the p viously replaced group are re-

turned co the local supply activty for subsequer. reissue. SN 4.1(1) graph-

ically depicts the DAF correction sequence.

4.2 Repair-at-Failure (RAF) Candidate

Action taken for the RAF candidate is similar to that for the DAF candidate,

except that the s~ecific failed item is not discarded. Instead, the failed

printed circuit card or module is returned to the local supply activity as a

"failed item" status. 1he supply activity prepare ,ppropriate dcc entatlon

ruting the item to a depot or SRA facility, and packages the item for ship-

ment via conventional logistical carriers. At the dep.- c SRP, facility, the

failed item is received and anpackaged, logged into the repair seLjence, and

inspected and repaired as necessary. Following repair and retest, the item

is again placed into the supply system for subsequent reiss- to using activ-

ities as a serviceable spare. SN 4.2(1) graphically depicts the RAF correc-

tion sequence.

5 GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS

A number of noncost factors associated with the deployment and use of the

Multiplexer Sct have a bearing upon the cost effectiveness of one candidate

relative to another.

Some of these factos are adequacel'. defined in the current contract or in

coatractually developed documentation. Others have been wholly or partially

defined bfj guidance conferences and meetings held since contract award.
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SUB-NOTE, 4 (2) PAF Correction Process I

Identify Remove '- Retuin

Specific Failed 1ae em

Failed Itesis)From to SRAor

Item q mepo

eplace'-

And with Reair
Running a

spare(s) Required

Return Pl.aceF Nonfailed 'or Repaired
Items to 'Item in
Running Spares SupplySystem,

Return
Failed Item
to Local

Supply

Order Local

Replacement Supply
Item Activity

Repleni.sh

, R Running -0
Spares

End
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There remains, however, a categorl of factozs for which no defin-tion is avail-

able. For purposes of this analysis, assumptions regarding these factors'have

been made and are identified as such in subsequenL dis-ussions.

5.1 Guidelines

The following are guidelines which are pertinent to the DAF/RAF analysis, and

which have been obtained from the current contract, contractually developed

documentation, oL meetings and conferences held subsequent to contract award:

a. Deployment of the Multipiexer Set will be worldwide, perhaps to 100 or

Mrore separate locations.

b. Average equipment quantities will be four to five per deployment location,

bmt may be considerably more in specific instances.

c. Skills expected to be available for the use and maintenance of recomended

rupport equipment are of -5 and -7 levels.

d. If requirements for support equipment peculiar to the Multiplexer Set are

identified, it is preferred thac recommendations satisfying these requiremeniLs

emphasize compatibility with lower skill levels.

c. Pailure rates of the Multiplexer Set and its various components are as re-

flected in current reliability predictions.,

f. The service life of the Multiplexer Set is 10 calendar years.

5.2 Assumptions

Listed below are assumptions made to facilitate completion of the D.AF/RAF
analysis. Some of these assumptions are predicated upon the guidelines
identified in Paragraph 5.1, while the remainder have basis only in a "best

estimation" process:

a. Operation of the Multiplexer Set is essentially continuous, with downtime

being incurred only for corrective and preventive maintenance and equipment

reconfiguration.

b. Deployed equipments are evenly d.vided between overseas (OS) and stateside

(CONUS) geographical locations.
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C. The quar'-y )f deployed Multiplexer Set equipments ),s variable, but will

notexceed 500 setS.

6. DAF COST FACTORS

The primary expense incurred with the, DAF candidate as the cost of replacing

failed cards and modules which have been removed from the equipment and dis-

carded. This cost is a function of the nvmber of such items which must be

replaced, and their respective cost.

For purpose. of this analysis, estimated replacement costs for the various

discarded subassembly types are based upon average budgetary values reflected

in the Multiplexer Set Recommended Spare Parts List, dated 15 March 1971.

These values are as follows:

Card, digital $475.00

Card, electromechanical $425.00

Card, analog $550.00 I
Module $265.00

It is recognized that the above values reflect current price estimates, and

that such prices are subject to labor and material cost fluctuations over the

10-year period being considered. They are, however, predicated upon a low

volume production situation, as is generally the case with follow-on spares

orders.

Since both the DAF and RAr candidates &e subject to labor and material cost

fluctuationo, this analysis considers the effects of these fluctuations to be

equal for each candidate. On this basis, all cost computations in this and

subsequent sections are in terms of currently defined values.

SN 6(1) lists 10-year DAF costs for each subassembly type as a function of

varying equipment quantities. The costs shown are computed, based on the

failure rate data of SN 3(3) and the average subassembly prices discussed

above. Fractional failure quantities were rounded to the next higher integer

as part of the computation.
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SUB-NOTE 6(l) 10-Year DAF Subassembly Cost

COST ($ x 1K)

1 St 100 Sets 300 Sets 500 Sets

Card, Digital 9.025 878.750 2636.250 4393.750

Card, Electromechanical 0.850 44.200 131.750 217.725
Card, Analog 1.650 124.300 372.900 621.500

Module 1.325 125.610 376.300 627.255

.2.850 1172.860 3517.200 5860.230

7. RAF COST FACTORS

A number of various costs contribute to the overall expense incurred when

implementing a repair-at-failure (RAF) maintenance philosophy. These costs

are of two basic types - recurring and nonrecurring. These costs and the

manner in which they are computed for use by this analysis are discussed

below.

7.1 Nonrecurring RAF Costs

Several nonrecuxring costs are attributable to tae RAF candidate. These in-

clude Oesign, production, and support of depot or SRA AGE, entry and admin-

istration of new lines in the Federal Supply System, and initial filling of

the repair pipeline.

7.1.1 Depot or SPA Rep-ir AGE

The repair of failed Multiplexer Set cards and modules includes the tasKs

of fault detection, isolation, and repair verification or checkout. It is

considered that certain items of special and/or conventional AGE will be re-

quired in support of these tasks. Additionally, the cost of providing life

cycle support for this AGE is attributable to the RAF candidate and must

therefore be estimated.
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a. AGE Development and Acqisition Cost

Engineering and development c,,testimates assume that a single, multifunction

test sit will be provided rather than individual test sets for each card or

module category. This test set is comprised-of the following items:

DAital printed circuit boards - 4S

iAnalog printed circuit boards - 4

Power supply - 1

Tape reader - 1

Case/cabinet - 1

Front panel w/contr.ls I

Ca d file and wiring plans - 1

Electrical components number approximately 660 integrated circuits plus mis-

cellaneous indicators and controls.

The estimated cost for this test set is as follows:

Engineering and test, to include preparation of tape $230.6K (.
programs and test procedures

Components and assembly 20.1K
250.7K
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Were this cost to be divided among the various items to be tested, each cate-

gory would represent approximately the following cost:

Digital cards $205.6K

Electromechanical and analog cards 35.1K

Modules 10.OK
$250.7K

Fault isolation and checkout cf modules and electromechenical and analog cards
will also require ancillary items of standard and common test equipment. Total

AGE cost for these items is estimated as follows:

(1) Module test function

Contribution tv special AGE $10.OK

Signal generator 1.01

Oscilloscope 2.5K
$13.5K

(2) E/M-analog card test function

Contribution to special AGS $35.1K

Frequency counter 5.3K

Oscilloscope 2.5K

$42.9K

Considering both contxibution to special AGE and ancillary standard AGE costs,

estimated acquisition cost for fault isolation and checkout AGE for Multiplexer

Set cards and modules may be sumnarized as follows:

Digital cards $205.6K

H/M-analog cards 42.9K

Iodules 13.5K
$2s2.OK
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b. AGE Suppcrt Cost

The items of sperial and standard A(E required in the depot or SRArepair

process must be provided with maintei,ance and logistical support oker the

Multiplexer Set life cycle. This support includes the following costcon-

tributors:

* Technical manuals

* FSN assignment and administration

* Spares

* Corrective maintenance

* Preventive maintenance

Subiequent paragraphs address each of the above cost contributors. It should

be noted that because the AGE being supported is defined largely in con-

ceptual terms, AGE snpport cost estimates are heavily based upon experience

and judgment rather than upon detailed analysis.

The content of a technical manual supporting the special test set is expected

I to be approximately as follows:

* Text and tabular material - 140 pagcs

Illustrations, test set - 60 pages

Illustrations, reparable item - 50 pages

Total - 250 pages

Reference 1 (Para 10) provides a cost factor of $150.00 per page of new techni-

cal data. On this basis, estimated manual cost is $:'-,500.

The quantity of Federal Stock Nunebcrs (FSN's) which must be assigned in s'p-I; port of the test set is estimated to be as follows:

Printed circuit cards - 14

Overall test set - 1

Miscellaneous components - 10

Total - 25
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Reference 1 (Para 10) establishis the following cost factors for entering and

maintaining new asseibly and part level items in t-he supply system:

(1) Part

Enter $ 171.01

raintain 9 years 3381.12

Total (part) $ 3552.13

(2) Assembly

Enter $ 233.09

Maintain 9 years 5287.41

Total (assembly) $ 5520.50

Based upon these values, total FSN-related cost for the test set is $118,330.

Spares cost in support of special and standaLd ACE is estimated to be 25 per-

cent of initial acquisition cost (exculsive of development expense). On this

basis, AGE spares cost is as follows:

Special AGE (0.25 x $20.1K) $5,030.00

Standard AGE (0.25 x $11.3K) 2,825.00

Total (spares) $7,855.00

Corrective and preventive AGE maintenance costs are predicated upon the fol-

lowing:

* Standard test equipment is calibrated quarterly over

the 10-year life cycle.

* The combination of standard and special AGE will require

corrective maintenance once each quarter.

* Each preventive or corrective maintenance task is accomplished

in an average of 2 manhours.
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Basee upcn the above, and the $10.00 per hour labor rate provided by Reference

I (Para 10), the cost for providing corrective and preven.ive AGE maintenance

support is:

Preventive maintenance $3200.00

Corrective maintenance 800.00

Total (maintenance) $4000.00

Total AGE support cost, as identified in the preceding paragraphs, is summarized

below:

Technical manuals $'37,500.00

FSN administration 118,330.00

Spares 7,855.00

Maintenance 4,000.CO

Total (AGE support) $167,685.00

As determined in Subparagraph e above, the estimated cost to develop/acquire

AGE was $262.0 K, distributed as follows:

S (x LK) _

Digital cards 205.6 78.5

E/M-analog cards 42.9 16.4

Modules 13.5 5.1

$262.0 100.0

Since the bulk of AGE support cost is nonrecurring, it has been assumed that

the total AGE support cost is distributed in a similar manner. On this basis,

the total AGE 3upport cost of $167.7 is attributable to the various reparable

item categories as follows:

$(x 1K)

Digital cards 131.6

E/M-analog cards 27.5

Modules 8.6

$167.7
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7.1.2 Depot Repair Pipeline Cost

With the RAF candidate, a cost is incurred for initial filling of the depot

repair pipeline. 'TV'o ,pieiine, depicted in S11 7.1.2(1), is the duration for

which a failed item is unavailabl.e-to the user through his supply system.

Pipeline duration is controlled by factors such as transportation time from

user to SRA or depot, and time required for the SRA or depot to repair the

ten and return it to the supply system.

The complete repair/resupply loop also includes the time required for the

user to order and obtain a replacement item from the supply system. Six-e

the order and shipping time is equal for RAF and DAF candidates, it is not

considered in the pipeline cost computation.

The cost for filling the repair pipeline is dependent upon the following

factors:

* Failure rate of the returned items

* Quantity of equipments supported

I Cost of the returned items

Length of the pipeline

Reference 1 (Para 10) provides typical lengths for CONUS and OS pipelines of

1.5 and 3.0 months, respectively. Using these pipeline intervals and the

failure rate dt.a listed in SN 3(3), the quantity of items require in the

pipeline was computed. These data are listed in SN 7.1.2(2) for quanttties

of Multiplexer Set equipments varying between one and 500. It should be

noted that deployed equipments have been assumed to he equally divided be-

tween OS and CONUS locations.

SN 7.1.2(3) lists the resulting pipeline cost for these equipment quantities,

based upon the item cost dati of Paragraph 6 and the item quantity data of

SN 7.1.2(2). Thc' data shown in SN 7.1.2(2) is rounded to the next higher

integer where fractional quanlities are involved.
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SUB-NOTE 7.1.2(1) Depot or SRA Repair and ResuplyLines]

Depot
or
SRP.

Xoca l Cetr:;l
User Supply pply

Repair 10

Resupply ----
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SSEB-NOTD 7.1.2(2) Items Required in Repair Pipeline for Varig
• • MuItipiexer1Set Equipment *Quantities

A. CONUS

Ite,_,m Qty/100 Sets Qty1300 Sets Qty/500 Sets

1. Module 3 915

2. Board, Pmalog 2 5 8

3. Board, digital 12 35 58

4. -Board, electridal/ 1 2 4
mechanical

8 51 85

B. OS

Item qty/100 Sets 2ty/30O Sets Qty/500 Sets

1. Module 6 18 30

2. Board, analog 3 9 15

3. Board, digital 24 70 116

4. Board, electrical/ 2 4 7
mechanical

35 151 68V

SUB-NOTE 7.1.2(3) Repair Pipeline Cost fi- Vv-;'<;
" , et Equipment Quantities I

COST ($ x 1K)

1 Set 100 Sets 300 Sets 500 Sets

1. Card, digital 0.475 17.100 49.875 82.650

2. Card, electrical/mechanical 0.425 1.275 2.550 4.675

3. Card, analog 0.550 2.750 7.700 12.650

4. Module 0.265 2.385 7.155 11.925

1.715 23.510 67.280 111.900
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7.1.3 Supply Administration Cost

Printed C2.rcult card and module repair requires that discrete component parts

comprising these items be available via the Federal Supply System.

Integrated circuits used within the Multiplexer Set are largely of the

transistor-transistor logic (TTL) family produced by Fairchild, I:'6orporated.

Roughly 30 percent of these devices are within the medium scale inteorated

circoit (MSI) category, and as such are relatively new to the industry.

In certain Multiplexer Set circuits, higher speed devices are used. Again,

these devices have been available for a relatively short period.

The line interface (driver and receiver) modules use thick film hybrid cir-

cuits especially designed for 1ultiplexer Set application. In the case of

these devices, and ether discrete module components such as precision resis-

tors and pin/socket sets, it is doubtful that Federal Stock Numbers now exist

or will exist when module repair activity is initiated.

On the other hand, with the increasing use of MSI TTL, it is difficult to

aetermine which such devices will have entered the Federal Supply System by

the time they are demanded for Multiplexer Set board repair.

For purposes of this analysis, a somewhat cursory check of Federal Supply

System documentation was made. This check indicated that many of the more A
conventional (non-MSI) TTL integrated circuits being used in the Multiplexer

Set have assigned FSN's. While thii would indicate an intent on the part of

the military to keep the supply system abreast of currently used devices, it 4

is difficult to accurately define the situation to be experienced during the

Multiplexer Set support interval.
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It therefore appears that a-best estimate of the line item.quantity to be

assigned FS9s solely for Multiplexer Set repair support ib appropridte ' The

estimate used in this Analysis is as follows:

Digitdi integrated circuits - 10

Analog components -

Module components 10

25

Reference 1 (Para ID) establishes a cost factor for the introduction of a new

piece part line item to the Federal Supply System, and one for yearlyadmin-

Istrative maintenance once entry has been made. These cost factors are as,

follows:

FSN assignment - $1.71.01

Yearly administration - 375.68

i The year administration cost is applied each year of the equipment life cycle,

N except for the year in which the line item is initially entered. On this

basis, the estimated Multiplexer Set supply entry and administrative cost is

as follows:

Digital integrated circuits $35,521.30
(on printed circuit boards)

Analog components 17,760.65
(on printed circuit boards)

Module components 35,521.30

$88,803.25

7.2 Recurring RAF Costs

7.2.1 Packaging and Transportation Cost

Failed items returned to the depot or SRA facility are packaged by the local

(on-base) supply activity, transported to the repair facility, and re-

packaged by the repair facility for reinsertion into the supply system. Such

effurt incurs packaging and transportation expense at rates dependent upon

the geographical location at which the reparable item was generated.
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For purposes of this analysis, the nonpackaged weight of a typical Multiplexer

Set board or module is estimated at 1 pound. On this basis, reference 1

(Para 10) provides the following cost data:

a. Labor cost for packaging

CONUS - $0.1868 per pound

OS - $0.2331 per pound

b. Material cost for packaging

CONUS - $0.0497 per pound

OS - $0.2331 per pound

c. Ratio, packaged to unpackaged weight

CONUS - 1.285

OS - 1.436

d. Tiansportation cost

CONUS TO SRA - $0.0410 per pound

OS to SRA - $0.4309 per pound

Based on the above, the packaging and transportation cost incurred with a

reparable board or module generated at a CONUS location is as follows:

Labor, on-base packaging $0.1868

Material, cn-base packaging 0.0497

Transportation, base to SRA 0.0527

Labor, SRA packaging 0.1868

Material, SRA packaging 0.0497
$0.5257

Similarly, packaging and transportation cost for a reparable generated at an

OS location is as follows:

Labor, on-base packaging $0.2331

Material, on-base packaging 0.2331

Transportation, base to SPA 0.6188

Labor, SRA packaging 0.2331

Material, SRA packaging 0.2331

$1.5512
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5
Setch generated reparable will then incur the-following packaging andotrans-

£ortatJon cost:

CONUS geferated reparable '$0.53

US
° 
generated reparable $1.55

Since it has been assumed that tne fielded YLItiplexer Set equipments are

evenly divided between COWS and OS locatioh3, the average packaging and

transportation cost per repair action can be expressed as:

$1.55 + $0.53 2 $1.042

Using the-failure rate data from SN 3(3), SN 7.2.1(1) lists 10-year packaging

and transportation costs for Multiplexer Set equipment quantities between one

and 500. Fractional failure quantities are rounded to the next higher integer

for purposes of this computation.

7.2.2 Depot or SRA Repair Labor

Another cost incurred with the RAF candidate is that of depot or SRA repair

labor. This labor is expended in performing such tasks as receiving, docu-

menting, and inspecting the failed item, as well as the normally encountered

isolation, repair, and repair verification tasks.

SUB-NOTE 7.2.1(1) 10-Year Packaging and Transportation Costs for I
Varying Multiplexer Set Equipment Quantities

COST ($ x 1K)

1 Set 100 Sets 300 Sets 500 Sets

1. Card, digital 0.020 1.924 5.772 9.620

2. Card, electrical/ 0.002 0.108 0.322 0.538

mechanical

3. Card, analog 0.003 0.235 0.705 1.175

4. Module 0.005 0.493 1.477 2.462

0.030 2.760 8.276 13.795
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SN 7.2.2(l) depicts a typical failed item repair sequence. To each step of

the flow sequence are assigned estimated completion times in minutes. From

SN 7.2.2(l), it can be seen that the overall repair sequence is estimated to

require an average of 80 minutes, or 1-1/3 (1.33) hours per item.

Reference I (para 10) provides a standard depot labor rate of $10.00 per man-
hour. Using this rate, the average lab)r cost is $13.30 per item repair

action. This value is used for purposes of estimating total repair labor

cost for the RAP candidate.

SN 7.2.2(2) lists 10-year repair labor costs estimated for the various items

to be repaired. These costs are shown for varying quantities of fielded

Multiplexer Set equipments. Quantities of repair actions used in computing

the costs shown in SN 7.2.2(2) are based upon the failure rate data of SN 3(1).

It should be noted that repair labor costs have been computed on the basis

of active repair times only, and consider any such labor to be available

from existing nianpower complements.

7.2.3 Depot or SRA Repair Part Coat

Reference 2 (Para 10) provides a model constant of three replacement parts per

repair action. This same factor is quoted by Reference 3 (Para 10). However,

since this factor is predicated upon Oata collected prior to early 1963, it

is considered likely that such data is related to electron tube or discrete

part solid state equipments. Recent experience with equipments comprised of

integrated circuits indicates that repair typically involves replacement of

only one such device. Part cost estimates used in this analysis are there-
fore based upon a sirgle part replacement Frc repair action.

A review of integrated circuit component prices currently listed in industrial

catalogs indicates an average device cost of approximately $7.50. This cost

is predicated upon procurement quantities of 100 or less per device type and

is for military grade, ceramic devices. Using a replacement part cost of
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$7.50 per repair action, SN 7.2.3(l)' lists-totalrepair-part costs for quanti-

ties of multiplexer sets between one and 500.

SUB-NOTE 7.2.2(2) 10-Year Depot or SRA Repair Labor Costs for
Varying Multiplexer Set Equipment Quantities

$ Cost/100 Sets $ Cost/300 Sets $ Cost/500 Sets

1. Modules 6, 1.90 18,884.70 31,474.50

2. Board, analog 3,00 50 9.013.50 15,022.50

3. Board, digital 24,603.70 73,811.10 123,018.50

4. Board, electrical/ L,373.90 4,121.70 6,869.50

mechanical _

35,277.00 105,831.00 176,385.00

SUB-NOTE 7.2.3(1) 10-Year Repair Part Cost I

cost ($ x 1)

I Set 100 Sets 300 Sets 500 Sets

1. Digital cards 143 14,300 42,900 71,500

2. E/M-analog cards 23 2,300 6,900 11,500

3. Modules 38 3,800 10,650 19,000

204 20,400 60,450 102,000

8. DAF/RAF COST COMPARISON

ParagraphE 6 and 7 have identified and discussed ccts associated with DAF

and RAF candidates, respectively. This paragraph presents a comparison of

tb-ze costs as a function of the quantity of Multiplexer Set equipments being

3supported.
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As shown in Paragraph 6, the total DAF cost is essentially that of replacing

failed items which have been discarded. The total cost for the'RAF candidate

is comprised of a nuziber of individual recurring and nonrecurring costs.

Among these are the following:

a. Nonrecurring

Repair AGE

Repair AGE support

Repair pipeline

FSN administration

b. Recurring

Packaging and transportation

Repair labor

Repair parts

SN 8(1), SN 8(2), and SN 8(3) summarize DAF and RAF costs developed in

Paragraphs 6 and ' for modules, digital cards, and E/14-ana.og cards respec-

tively.

SN 8(4) graphically depicts the data contained in SN 8(1) through SN 8(3) and

illustrates the DAF/RAF cost crossover for each category. From SN 8(4), it

can he seen that the repair at failure is most economical for all item cate-

gories once approximately 00 Mult~plexcr Set equipments are 'eing supported.
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SU8~~E 81) AF/P) Cost Sis e i

COST($xlKr)

1 Set 100 Sets 300 Sets 506 Sets

A. REPAIR-AT-FAILURE COST

Nonrecurring

AGE 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5
AGE Support 8.6 8.6. 8.6 8.6
Pipeline 0.3 2.4 7.2 11.9
FSN Administration 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5

Subtotal 57.9 60.0 64.8 69.5

Recutring

Pack and ship Neg. 0.5 1.5 2.5
Labor Neg. 6.3 18.9 31.5
Parts Neg. 3.8 10.7 19.0

Subtotal Neg. 10.6 31.1 53.0

SRAF total 57.9 70.6 95.9 122.5

B. DISCARD-AT-FAILURE COST 1.3 125.6 376.3 627.3

DAF total 1.3 125.6 376.3 627.3
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SUB-NOTE 8(2) DAF/RAF Cost Summary - Digital Cards

COST ($ x 1K)

1 Set I00 Sets 300 Sets 500 Sets

A. REPAIR-AT-FAILURE COST

Nonrecurring

AGE 205.6 205.6 205.6 205.6
AGE support 131.6 131.6 131.6 131.6
Pipeline 0.5 17.1 49.9 82.7
FSN administration 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5

Subtotal 373.2 389.8 422.6 455.4

Recurring

Pack and ship Neg. 1.9 5.8 9.6
Labor Neg. 24.6 73.8 123.0
Parts 0.2 14.3 42.9 71.5

Subtotal 0.2 40.8 122.5 204.1

RAF total 373.4 430.6 545.1 659.5

B. DISCARD-AT-FAILURE COST 9.0 878.8 2636.3 4393.8

DAF ;otal 9.0 878.8 2636.3 4393.8
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SUB-NOiE 8(3) DAF/RAF Cost Summary m
- E/M-Analog Cards

COST ($x 1K)
1 Set 100 Sets 300 Sets 500 Sets

;A. REPAIR-AT-FAILURE COST

Nonrecurring

AGE 42.9 42.9 42.9 42.9
AGE support 27.5 27.5 27.5 27.5
Pipeline 1.0 4.0 10.3 17.3
FSN administration 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8

Subtotal 89.2 92.2 98.5 105.5

Recurring

Pack and ship Neg. 0.3 1.0 1.7
Labor Neg. 4.4 13.1 21.9
Parts Neg. 2.3 6.9 11.5

Subtotal Neg. 7.0 21.0 35.1

B. RAF total 89.2 99.2 119.5 140.6

B. DISCARD-AT-FAILURr COST 2.5 168.5 504.7 839.2

DAF total 2.5 168.5 504.7 839.2
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SUB-NOTE 8(4 DAP/P.AF Cost Comparisonl

10,000

OAF
(Digital Cards)

10007 1
43

10 RAF (Diqital Cards) A

CMordl).

1E00na.o SIM-nao Cards)1

RF _~ls

10 100 1000

Multiplexer Sets Supported
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9. CONCLUSIONS ANn RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon the ros-lts of this analysis, it can be concluded that depot or

SRA repair of failed Multiplexer Set cards and modules is more economical

than discard at failure. This is.proVided, of course, that the quantity of j

supported Multiplexer- Sets exceeds approximately-60;

The largest potential source of error encountered in thc analysis is con-

sidered to be related to the manner in which long-term labor and material

cost tluctuations are treated. As noted in Paragraph 6, all costg are computed

on the basis of current estimates and are considered to fluctuate equally for

both DAF and RAF candidates. It can be argued that such an approach is in-

valid on the basis that the DAF candidate results in larger dollar expendi-

tures, and is therefore more sbject to inflationary trends. However, since

the r.Ay candidate is clearly preferaLle from a total cost standpoint, any

inequity associated with the potentially larger long-term DAF cost fluctuation

becomes irjelevant. (

As for other unidentified error sources which may exist, it should be noted

that the cost differential between DAF and RAF candidates increases sharply

as a function of the quantity of Multiplexer Set equipments being supported.

At a quantity of 100 sets supported, this differential climbs to nearly

$600,OCO, and at 500 sets, becomCs approximately $5 million.

It becomes difficult to envision errors or overlooked cost 
factors which,

when considered, could offset such a significant margin.

It is therefore recortmended that if a total of 60 or more Multiplexer Set

equipments are to be operationally supported, the support concept for failed

cards and modules be predicated upon their repair and reuse.
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CHAPTER 8

SPECIAL MAINTAINABILIT.' ANALYSIS

This chapter contains a description of the special maintainability analysis

task.

3
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CHAPTER 8 SPECIAL MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

SECTION SA DESCRIPTION

Design Note BAl - Special Analysis
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SECTION 8A

DESCRIPTION

Th, section contains a description of the special maintainability analysis

task. To describe this task, examples of different types of analysis per-

formed on the Multiplexer Set are presented.
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SECTION 8A DESCRIPTION
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5,,

DESIGN NOTE 8AI SPECIAL ANALYSIS

1. GENERAL

The term "special maintainabil2ty analysis" refers to those analytical efforts

which are peculiar to the particular development process at hand. This is

as opposed to those analytical tasks such as allocatiors, predictions, and
trade-offs which are typically :ommon to all maintainability programs.

Special maintainability analyses may address form, fit, function, or cost,

either individually or in combinations, as the situation dictates. With

such a wide range of potential subject matter, it becomes difficult if not

impossible to provide firm guidance in the form of guidelines and methodology.

Rather, emphasis is given to illustrative examples.

2. SPECIAL MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

2.1 Example 1, Diagnostic Effectiveness

In the Chapter 1 discussion pertaining to formulation of maintainability and

maintenance-related constraints, we addressed derivation of the mean correc-

tive time (Mc ) requirement for the Multiplexer Set equipment. This value
ct

was 0.2 hour, or 12.0 minutes. It was also established that attainment of

this constraint, with the skill levels expected to be available in the user's

organization, would necessitate the incorporation of fault localization and

isolation aids within the Multiplexer Set design.

Recognizing that such aids have certain inherent limitations, we must ascer-

tain how effective these aids must be, and determine if the required effec-

tiveness is feasible to attain. Effectiveness is defined as that percentage

of the total multiplexer failures which are successfully treated by the

integral diagnostic aids.
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The first step in this special maintainability analysis entails determining

the average corrective maintenance tsk time if both effective diagnostic

aids were provid2d and the diagnosis were left to conventional "scope and

schematic" processes.

Based upon the use of one or more if the prediction methods discussed in

Chapter 13, let us arsume that tasks accomplished using integral diagnostic

aids can be completed in e-n average of 5.0 minutes, and those entailing con-

ventional troubleshooting processes in 45.0 minutes.

if we let X represent the percentage of faults effectively treated by the

diagnostic aids (expressed as a probability), and I-X as the perccntage of

faults conventionally diagnosed, then:

(X) (5.0) + (l-X (45.0) 12.0

X =0.925

or 92.5 percent.

Thus the diagnostic aids to be incorporated with.n the Multiplexer Set design

must be 92.5 percent effective to enable compliance with the 12.0-minute Mt

constraints.

A detailed discussion with the electrical engineers designing the Multiplexer

Set establishes that approximately 95 percent of all Multiplexer Set failures

could be effectively treated by integral diagnostic aids. Since the required

effectiveness of 92.5 percent is less than this value, the requirement appears

feasible and is undertaken as a working design constraint.

2.2 Example 2, Access Provisions

Implicit in attaining diagnostically aided Multiplexer Set task times averag-

ing 5.0 minutes, is the requirement for rapid access to the equipment inter-

nals. For this reason, and considering -het design requirements pertaining

to shock and vibration, the front access ccver of the Multiplexer Set is

secured by fast-lead quick release screw devices.
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Using a prototype Multiplexer Set cnassis as a vehicle, an assessment of ac-

cessing ease and speed was conducted. This assessment indicated a fastening

device problem having significant maintainability impact.

The threaded body of the fast-lead device was of a length precluding complete

independent release of an individual fastener while other fasteners remained

engaged. This therefore required that all door fasteners be released (or

tightened) in a sequential fashion, and that several cycles of this sequence

be repeated to accomplish door opening (or closing). With this arrangement,

door opening or closing required approximately 4 to 5 minutes, and thus has

unacceptable impact upon equipment maintenance time.

The manufacturer of the fastener produces a variety of different fast-lead

screw types which interface with the fastener receptacles installed in the

Multiplexer Set chassis.

Of these, one exibits thread body dimensions permitting complete independent

fastener release or engagesent. Several samples of the new device were ob-

tained and tested for proper performance. With the revised fastener type,

access door opening or closu,'e can be eccowplished within approximately 1

minute. This is fully consistent with previously predicted values, and is

considered quite acceptable for the Multiplexer Set design.

On this basis, engineering documentation will be revised to reflect use of

this alternate fastener, thus resolving the problem.

2.3 Example 3, Mecnanical Interference

A mechanical interference pro lem between the chassis structure and the har-

ness connecting to the equipmeit side of the input power filter assemblies

was observed. This interference precluded filter replacement from the rear of

the chassis, thus requiring wiring plane removal as part of the filter replace-

ment process. This problem was resolved by enlargement of Lhe chassis clear-

ance holes through which the filter wiring harness is routed. With this

change, either of the filter assemolies may be extended a sufficient distance

from the chassis rear surface to permit separation or connection of the filter

electrical term,.nals.
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This revision has been incorporated in the Multiplexer Set design, and has

been demonstrated to have corrected the problem.

2.4 Example 4, Diagnstic Ambiguity

The diagnostic implementation for the Multiplexer Set rate comparison buffer

(RCB) is unable to distinguish between an input timing out-of-tolerance con-

dition and certain RCB failure mooes. In certain cases, therefore, an out-

of-tolerance display was also accompanied by one or more malfunction indica-

tions.

Special analysis of this problm indicated a potential resolution. In the

RCB, the front panel di- lay of an apparent out-of-tolerance condition may be

momentarily withheld while the RCB diagnostic automatically performs a pre-

determined self-test routine. This routine inserts a known in-tolerance tim-
S ing reference into the elastic store logic, instead of the normal input timing.

If the detected out-of-tolerance condition clears during the test interval,

the input tirming signal is known to be out of tolerance, and the panel display

is allowed to activate. If the out-of-tolerance condition continues to be de-

tected during the self-test routine, an RCB malfunction is known to exist, and

is so displayed on the front panel. The worst case time to complete the self-

test routine is approximately 250 milliseconds.

Further analysis by the elecrical engineer indicates that this potential "fix"

can be implemented WitLL negligible impact on design complexity. On this basis,

a preliminary redesign and a breadboard test have been planned.

2.5 Example 5, Test Equipment selection

The fundamental output frequency of the Multiplexer Set reference timing Source

is 9.8304 x 10 6 Hz. In accordance with the Multiplexer Set design specification,
this source is adjustable to 1 part in 107, with a long-term stability of I part

in 106 per 30 days. The phase lock loop reference timing source in the Multi-

plexer S(t operaten at a fundamental frequency of 1.843 x 10 Hz, and exhibits

adjustment and stability characteristics identical to those of the Multiplexer
Set reference timer.
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The drift characteristics of these timing sources, together with the minimum

acceptable inaccuracy of I part per 106 per 30 days, x-quire that they be

periodically calibrated and readjusted as required.

A recognized standard-for the calibration of such signals is the use of a 4

test instrument (frequency counter) having an accuracy four times that of

the signal being,calibrated. in the Multiplexer Set case, this is one-fourth
7 8of 1 part in 107, or 2.5 parts in 108. Lower accuracy ratios can be used, if

necessary, but should not be allowed to go lower than 2 to 1.

Because the frequency counter being used must itself be calibrated, it is

desirable that its calibration interval be as long as possible to reduce work-

load upon the local Precision Measuring Equipment Laboratory (PMEL).

Fo! purposes of this analysis, a test instrument calibration interval of 90

days w.s established as a goal.

Other then initial calibration accuracy and short-term instability, the

primary factor dictating the calibration interval is time base drift due to

crystal aging characteristics. If a 90-day calibration interval is assumed,

and calibration accuracy ignored momentarily, the required aging character-

istics for a 4:1 accuracy ratio must be:

(90) (x) = 2.5

x = 0.0277
8where x is the aging rate per day in parts per 10

Similarly, if the accuracy ratio is reduced to 2:1, the required aging rate

must not exceed

(90) (x) = 5.0
8x = 0.0555 parts per 10 per day.
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)

Based upon the above, drift of the test instrument time base due to crystal

10 I -
aging must be no greater than 5.6 parts per 10 per day. An aging rate no

10
greater than 2.8 parts per 10 per day is required if the 4:1 accuracy ratio

is to be maintained.

A review of MIL-HDBK-300A (USAF) did not reveal a listing for an instrument

possessing the required agzng drift characteristics. Further irvestigation

of data supplied by commercial instrument manufacturers indicates the avail-

ability of a frequency counter that appears compatible with the Multiplexer

~Set application.

The frequency counter measures input signals at frequencies between 0 and 50

6
x 10 Hz at an accuracy of its time base + 1 count. The counter time base

Z1(internal) operates at a frequency nf 5.0 x 10 Hz, and demonstrates an aging
10

rate of less than 5.0 parts per c
0 

per day. SN 2.5 (1) depicts this aging

rate, in terms of the resultng counter caibration interval, for varying

counter to measured signal accuracy ratios. From SN 2.5 (1) it can be seen

that an acceptable (2.1) ratio can be maintained with counter calibration

intervals of 90 days if initial Lounter calibration is to an accuracy of 5

parts in 10
9
.

The frequency counter incorporates an eight-digit front panel readout dis-

play, thus negating the impact of the + 1 count inherent inaccuracy when

measuring signal frequencies of less than 107 Hz. The fundamental frequency

of the Multiplexer Set reference timer, at 9.8304 x 106 Hz, thus falls within

this category.

Based upon guidance received at the AGE Guidance Conference, the selected

frequency counter should be operable from the same power sources as the

Multiplexer Set. The manufacturer's data for the counter indicates that this

feature is included.
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SUB-NOT 2.5 (1) Ratio, Co wter to measured Signal Accuracy,
for varying Calibration Intervals-

Sc

4:1 (Preferred)

2s1 (Acceptable)

Initial Counter Calibration to 5 Parts/10
9 

an(I
TIM Base Aging of 5 Parts/10

10
/Day.

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Days Since Calibration
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2.6 Example 6, On-Line Maintenance

Based upon reliability and maintainability discassion during the preliminary

design review (PDR), the need for a high degree of Multiplexer Set avail-

ability was emphasized. This need is predicated upon the expected using en-

vironment, which may require continuoub operation for extended periods with-

out benefit of scheduled preventive maintenance downtime.

Of particular interest from an increased availability standpoint is the

potential for performing a substantial amount of on-line corrective and

preventive maintenance.

Simply stated, on-line ma!ebtenance involves the isolation and repaxr of

failure in one part of the equip e.Lt while other parts remair powered and

operating. The objective, of course, is to maintain overall system opera-

tion, even though some degradation may ba unavoidable.

Some areas of the baseline Multiplexer Set design ptesently appear adaptable

to on-line maintenance techniques. Others appear to offer this potential

with certain design changes.

2.6.1 Areas of On-Line Maintenance Potential

a. Channel-Related Circuits and Logic I'

On-Line exchange of receiver/driver modules, and RCB/SB and TSRC/STRC cards

should be a prime consideration for two reasons: (1) because of their quantity,

they represent a large segment _f overall Multiplexer Set failure rate; and

(2) failure of a given chia.nel represents equipment degradation rather than

outage.
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Several factors are pertinent when considering on-line maintenance of channel-

related electronics:

Equipment damage resulting from improper power removal/applica-

tion sequences (particularly in line drivers).

Reinitialization of logic timing.

* Power shorts caused by mechanical misalignment during replace-

ment.

b. Power Supplies

The baseline design (two independent supplies with common sensing aAd switch-

ing) requires system power removal during replacement of a failed unit. Thus,

from an availability standpoint, the only real advantage of such a redundant

arrangement is a reduction of overall failure rate by withholding repair

until both units have failed. This seems to defeat the potential of con-

tinuous operation which could be realized by repair of one failed unit while

the other continues to enable equipment operation. As with the channel-

related area, a prime factor relative to on-line replacement of failed power

supplies is that of personnel and equipment safety.

c. Cooling Air Blowers

The Daseline design uses two cooling air blowers. Failure of either blower

is tLermally detected by a common sensor. On-line replacement of failed

blowers must consider persoinel safety hazards caused by the 115-volt input

power supply and the high-speed mechanical rotation of the fan.

Also to be considered is the potential damage to equiprrent caused by tempera-

ture increases when a blower fails or is depowered for maintenance purposes.

2.6.2 Investigation Tasks

In examining the Multiplexer Set on-line maintenance potential, ceitain spe-
cific tasks are performed.
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a. Mechanical

(1) Determine if mechanical tolerances associated with module/chassis inter-

face will permit inadvertent "cocking" of modules to the extent that adjacent

edge-loaded cokinector foils can be shorted or otherwide misconnected to the

chassis or to each other. Do the same for PC cards.

(2) Determne if sufficient space exists to incorporate nonsoldered, partial-

turn electrical interconnection between chassis and cooling blowers.
(3) Determine the effect upon equipment operation when a blower has failed

or is otherise disabled.

(4) Examine space and positioning implications associated with similar dis-

connects between power supplies and loads and inputs.

(5) Determine equipment hazards associated with inadvertent touching of

adjacent cards during power-cn removal/replacement.

b. Circuits

(i) Examine equipmant danage potential associated witn random electrical

disconnection and connection of driver and receiver modules with powered

main chassis.

(2) Investigate the same for power supplies.

(3) Determine what damage potential exists when driver and receiver modules
are operated with timing and data cables disconnected.

(4) Investigate the introduction of transients caused by card removal and

insertion upon the replaced item and remaining equipment elements, including

power sensing circuits.

c. Logic

(1) Establish equipment damage potential when power and signals are randomly

removed and applied to logic cards.

(2) Investigate requirements for initialization in channel-related cards when

replaced with power applied.

(3) Consider methods for resetting of diagnostic error latches and out-of-

tolerance holding latches.
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d. Other

Determine effect upon inherent availability when on-line maintenance capa-

bility is incorporated in selected areas.

2.6.3 Analysis

a. Assumptions

In the analysis of on-line maintenance implications, certain assumptions were

made.

(1) The equipment configuration is the same as that upon which the current

MTBF requirement is based.

(2) On-line maintenance of blowers considers the worst case room ambient

temperature of 52*C and a 40
0
C AT n the drive:/receiver module area.

(3) Blower investigation is based upon blower failure in module area.

(4) The failure rate distribution reflected in the prediction presented at

the PDR will iemain app':oximately unchanged, while the total failure rate

wil) reduce to a point enabling attainment of the 2200-hour MTBF requirement.

b. Impact Upon Availability

(1) Channel-Related Electronics

When on-line maintenance of faiares _n channel-related areas is accomplished,

only the failec chail.,el is inoperative. The remaining 30 channels continue

to process data in a Alormal mam.er. This effectively reduces the failure rate

in the channel area to that associated with a single channel rather than with

31 channels.

Thuv overall failure rate is effectively reducea to that associated with one

channel plus common equipment. Without consideration for any additional hard-

ware which may be required to enable on-line maintenance of the channel area,

such a configuration yields an effective MTBF .lightly in excess of 8000 hours.

NOTE: Subsequent sections will identify the requirement for certain added

nardware co enable on-line maintenance nf channel failures. Thig added hard-

ware, which falls in the common electronics category, will lower the effective

MTBy to approximately 7500 hours.
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Because correction of failures in the channel area is presently an expedient

process, reducing the effective failure rate in this area has an adverse ef-

fect upon M t. Considering a ratio between predicLed and required downtimes

similar to t),at associated with the baseline design, on-line maintenance of

channel failures will increase the RMt to approximately 16.0 minutes.

An MTBF of 7500 hours and an Mct of 16.0 minutes yields an availability of

0.999964. This is opposed to an availability of 0.999900 required of the

baseline system.

(2) Power Supplies

On-line replacement of failed power supplies effectively reduces their down-

time contribution to .ero. If an on-line maintenance capability is provided

in both the channel area and power supplies, effective MTBF is approximately

9000 hours. On-line power supply replacement represents little additional

degradation of Mct, with the 16.0-minute value remaining applicable. Avail-

ability, when on-line maintenance of boch channel area and power supplies is

used, is approximately 0.999970.

(3) Cooling Air Blowers

Detailed life expectancy data for the baseline cooling air blowers is pres-

ently unavailable. However, preliminary discussions with representatives

of the vendor's application engineering organization indicate a value of

20,000 to 30,000 hours to be reasonable. Bearing wearout is the primary

failure mode, with random failure rate being essentially negligible.

Blower replacement due to wearout is considered in the category of praven-

tive maintenance. However, due to the low expected replacement rate (once

each 3.4 years at a 30,000-hour life), it is likely from a practical stand-

point that scheduled replacement will be overlooked, forgotten, or ignored.

Based upon this factor, and the necessity for equipment shuiCown when blower

failure is encountered, some means for detecting and indicating blower deg-

radation (before complete failure) would appear desirable.
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c. Impact Upon Design

Incorporation of an on-line maintenance capability will necessitate certain

mdifications to the baseline design, primarily for reasons of personnel and

equipment safety and logic initialization.

(1) Channel-Related Electronics

Presently, printed circuit cards are aligned with their respective connectors

by 2-inch guides which are an integral part of the molded connector. The

combination of mechanical tolerances and flexure of these guides at their

upper end enables "cocking" of a printed circuit card ouring the installation

process. The worst case magnitude c- this cocking is such that miconnection

of the card and its connector can occur before the card is fully seated. 7
Stiffness of the guides at the lower (connector) end will preclude mis-

connection when the card is fully inserted.

To preclude inadvertent shorting of power, ground and signal interconnections

during power-on card insertion, it is necessary to replace the present card

guide arrangement with a design providing card alignment throughout the

insertioz process. This also entails addition of hardware foi rigid support

of the longer guide.

A similar alignment requirement exists if power-on line driver and receiver

module exchange is contemplated. Ii, the case of these modules, however, such

alignment can bu assured by the insertion of additional keying tabs in the

chassis half of the module connector.

From an electrical stauidpoint, on-line exchange of items comprising the

channel electronics area w;.ll necessitate the incorporation of a means for

prot.zrly initializing input/output counters within the RCB and SB logic.

With the current design, this function is automatically performed upon ap-

pli ation of primary power, which results in the generation of a power-on

reset siqnal routed to all RCB's and SB's.
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With on-line maintenance, generation of a similar reset signal must be accom-

plished. However, to preclude disrupting the operation of non-failed channels,

the reset must be seleccively applied only to the failed RCB or SB. One

implementation of a design providing this function is depicted by SN 2.6.3 (1).

With this design, the storeJ binary number representating of the fault location,

normally applied to the front panel error display, is also routed to a binary-

to-decimal decoder. Enabling the output of this decoder by the front panel

ERROR RESET button allows a reinitializing pulse to be routed only to the

channel associated with the stored error number. Storage latches (flip-flops)

associated with the failed channel, which may assume an error state when he

xeplacement item is installed, are thus readily reset by depressing the front

panel RESET button.

Incorporation of the initialization design depicted by SN 2.6.3 (i> entails

revision of present front panel and interconnecting cabling designs, as well

as addition of channel number decoding logic. Thib logic could be collocated

upon the remote alarm card, whi.ch presently has a sufficient amount of unused

component mounting area.

(2) Power Supplies

The current design baseline uses twD i.d-ependent power supply units which may

be alternately connected to the equipmen, load via common error sensing and

switching circuits. Primary power is applied to both supplies via a 4PST

front panel toggle switca. In normal operation, primary power is continuously

applied to both the primary (on-line) and standby units. On-line replacement

of a failed supply will require independent control of supply input power.

This can be accomplished by replacing the present power switch with two

switches of a 2PST configuration. For reasons of replacement expediancy,

input and output power supply terminals are exposed upon opening of the

chassis access door. To preclude inadvertent contact with terminals of the

active supply during on-liie replacement of the failed unit, a protectice

cover is required. This may be a inap-on/off plastic design or other suiLabe

design. Both pezs-inel and equipA,,ai damage hazards dictate such protection.
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(3) Cooling Air Blowers

Several factors influence the decision to perform on-line corrective mainte-

na,.'e of cool-ng air blowers. The dsign baseline uses a temperature sensing

device for detection of failure in either blower. When equipment tempera~ure

exceeds the sensor actuation point, equipment operation may be impaired, and

should be terminated by removal of input power. Due to the relatively "igh

amount of power being dissipated, the operating temperature rise in the line

driver area is approximately 40*C over room ambient temperature. Should

failure of the cool;.ng air blower in the module area occur, the temperature

in this area will rLse at a rate of approximately 1.81C per minute. Thus,

with a worst case room ambient temperature of 521C, the temperature in the

module area will reach 125*C approximately 18.3 minutes follooing blower

failure. It is expected that proper equipment operation will terminate at

or near this level.

Current predictions indicate that blower correction task time is approximately

25 minutes. While certain design changes could reduce this figure to within

the 18-minute interval, the practical limitation is one of response time on

the part of the operator or repairman. When delays in noting the occurrence

of blower failure and/or in obtaining a replacement spare are considered, it

is unlikely that blower failure correction can be effected before temperature

limiz:ations are exceeded. Ov this basis, on-line corrective maintenance of

cooling air blowers is not recommended.

2.6.4 Summary of On-Line Maintenance

SN 2.6.4 (1) summarizes the effects upon MTBF, Met, and availability resulting

from incorporation of on-line maintenance provisions.
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SUB-NOTE 2.6.4 (1) On-Line Maintenance Performance Suzc----

MTBF 1 M Availability
(1) Ct(

2)

i. Baseline Design 2200 12.0 0.999900
(3) (3)

2. Channel Related Electronics 7500 16.0 0.999964

3. Channel Electronics and Power 9000 16.0 0.999970
Supplies

(1) In hours (effective)

(2) In minutes

(3) Specified requirement
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